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PREFACE

IS ANOTHER study of

French romanticism justified?

I asked myself this same question, years ago, when I first

became interested in the romantic hero. Surely the bibliog-

raphies, after a hundred years of research and polemics, must
fairly bulge with articles, books, manifestoes, and explications

de texte. Yet as I began to move more deeply into the subject,

I realized with astonishment that, despite all previous re-

search, the romantic hero himself—the very key to under-

standing the spirit of romanticism—had been strangely neg-

lected. Only Mario Praz, in his Romantic Agony, and a mere
handful of other writers in widely scattered pages seem to

have studied the romantic hero at all; and their observations

have been mostly descriptive, not analytic. There was a great

need, it seemed to me, first for close analysis, then for syn-

thesis. The dark soul of the romantic hero had remained
largely unprobed, and to that extent he was, indeed, still a

man of mystery.

Hence The Hero in French Romantic Literature is in-

tended to fill a historical gap in the scholarship of romanti-

cism. It is an attempt to define the hero and to trace his

principal lines of descent throughout the romantic movement

IX



A PREFACE

proper. In my study I was forced to draw a fairly surprising
conclusion: The romantic hero is essentially the same man
as he moves through romantic poems, plays, stories, and
novels, in spite of the most seeming variations. Basically the
romantic hero is the same man, not a series of protagonists
with different aspirations and modes of behavior. The varia-

tions of the hero are, in fact, subsumed by an idea of the
archetypal hero—the self-conscious hero, as I chose to name
him.

By the self-conscious hero I refer to the essence of the ro-

mantic protagonist, after his many various trappings have
been stripped away. He is what remains beneath a multitude
of poses and superficial traits. He is at once a reflection of
the romantic writer and a projection of what the romantics
considered the ideal man, for any hero must be, by definition,

a concept of the ideal man. By studying the romantic hero
in this light we can visualize, to a rather fine point, just what
sort of configuration the romantic ideal man assumed.
Thus a study of the romantic hero can tell us much about

the spirit of the age. He can lead us straight to the writer's

own psyche, as both an artistic reflection and projection. He
can reveal the values which motivate the hero and character-

ize the romantic worldview. For he will surely reflect the
writer's beliefs and ideas, as he is caught up in the social

cataclysm and philosophical reorientation of romanticism.
Surely, then, the romantic hero is our best touchstone to

understanding romantic literature.

My debts have been many in the preparation of this book.
I am primarily indebted to Dr. James M. Smith (Emory

University) for suggesting the subject and offering me the

wealth of his vast reading and knowledge. His criticism has

been invaluable. I owe a debt of affection as well as gratitude

to Dr. Maxwell A. Smith (University of Chattanooga) and
Dr. Howard Sutton (Vanderbilt University) for their con-

tinued interest in all my work throughout the years. Their
suggestions have always been exact and just.

I want to express my gratitude to Dr. Ward Pafford and
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Dr. Walter A. Strauss, both of Emory University, for reading

and criticizing the manuscript during the various stages of

its preparation. I am also grateful to Dr. R. H. Anacker
(University of Chattanooga), Dr. Elizabeth Barineau (Uni-

versity of Chicago), Dr. William Beardslee (Emory Univer-

sity), Dr. Howard E. Hugo (Brooklyn College), and Mrs.

Edith Karush (Emory University) for reading earlier drafts

of the manuscript and offering their valuable comments.
I want to thank Mr. Ralph Stephens, director of the Univer-

sity of Georgia Press, for his continued interest and scholarly

advice. Thanks are also due Dr. Julian Harris (University

of Wisconsin), editor of The French Review, for permission

to include some material which appeared in my article "The
Anti-Hero in Musset's Drama," The French Review (April

1959).

And to my wife, Davy, I owe a special debt, for without

her presence, encouragement, and suggestions this work
would never have been completed.

George Ross Ridge

23 March 1959

Atlanta, Georgia





INTRODUCTION

THE ROOTS OF ROMANTICISM

ROMANTICISM is the point

of departure in modern literature. Most critics accept this

statement although few agree on a definition for romanti-

cism and although they assess the romantic movement with

diverse and vehement partisanship. Confusion about the es-

sence of romanticism is moreover present among the roman-

tic writers themselves. Consider for example the following

definitions: 1

Senancour: Le romantisme est une sensibilite forte, simple,

primitive, s'exprimant en un style, libre, in£gal, irre'gulier.

Stendhal: Le romantisme est une litterature qui donne le plus

de plaisir possible aux modernes; le classicisme, celle qui

donnait le plus grand plaisir possible a leurs arriere-grands-

peres.

Despres: Le romantisme est le transport du spiritualisme dans

la literature.

Vitet: C'est le protestantisme dans les lettres et dans les arts.

Deschamps: C'est la poesie, le classicisme etant la prose.—Ou
encore: le romantisme, c'est le nouveau.

Soumet: C'est la litterature des emotions.

Guiraud: C'est le vrai relatif; c'est le moi, c'est le coeur, ennemis
de l'ordre, de la correction et du gout.
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Hugo: C'est la verity dans la forme, le melange des genres, la

liberte dans l'art, le lib^ralisme en litterature.

Nodier: C'est le gout du merveilleux et du fantastique.

Musset: C'est Tabus des adjectifs.

It is evident that several definitions are serious while others

are ironic; Musset's intent is obviously not that of Senancour.

Such definitions are further disconcerting since they indicate

more about the writer than about the movement itself and
since many of the writers elsewhere define romanticism in a

different way.

Their confusion is understandable. While historical per-

spective is necessary for a clear appraisal of a movement, the

romantics are personally involved in the spirit of their age.

Perhaps the confusion continues largely because post-roman-

tic literature, like realism, symbolism, and naturalism, tends

to develop certain romantic themes. 2 But however the move-
ment is defined, both romantic writers and critics realize

that the literature of the period is unique, and they self-

consciously attempt to explain its goals and methods.

A definition, however tentative, is necessary to establish

the nomenclature of any meaningful study. Literary bound-

ary lines, while of very limited value for romanticism, 3 are

still indispensable. An epistemological difficulty is apparent;

an enumeration of salient characteristics does not in itself

afford an understanding of a phenomenon. Barzun illustrates

this point by arguing that4

. . . romanticism is not a return to the Middle Ages, a love of

the exotic, a revolt from Reason, a vindication of the individual,

a liberation of the unconscious, a reaction against scientific

method, a revival of pantheism, idealism, and Catholicism, a

rejection of artistic conventions, a preference for emotion, a

movement back to nature, or a glorification of force.

For these traits are not uniformly present in the romantic

writers.

Romanticism is a worldview in which the individual ro-

mantic works are rooted, but it is uncertain whether the

romantic worldview results from cataclysm or evolution.
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Robertson believes that romanticism "may be seen disso-

ciating itself from the classic canon by a slow and difficult

process," that the romantic doctrine is "no less a daughter of

the Renaissance than the faith of Boileau himself." 5 Girard

argues that "le veritable Romantisme—le Romantisme pure-

ment litteraire—s'introduit modestement dans la litterature." 6

Deschamps states in a romantic manifesto: "II n'y a reelle-

ment pas de romantisme, mais bien une litterature du dix-

neuvieme siecle." 7 And some attempt to trace the roots of

romanticism to Plato and Christ. But whether these propo-

sitions are valid or not, it is clear that romanticism receives

its immediate impetus and emerges as a definable movement
with the new science, the industrial revolution, and a shift

in philosophical thought. Romantic literature differs from
classical literature, then, primarily because it is conceived

and nurtured in a different kind of society. From this stand-

point romanticism is more cataclysmic than evolutionary.

Pascal, whom Barzun considers the father of modern ro-

manticism, 8
first enunciates the philosophical basis of the

movement. By distinguishing between the esprit de finesse

and the esprit de geometrie, he contrasts the intuitive and the

analytical minds. He states that each characterizes a different

kind of knowledge. The esprit de geometrie knows analyti-

cally through discursive reason while the esprit de finesse

supersedes reason by adding intuition to the concept of hu-

man understanding. By arguing that the esprit de geometrie

does not utilize intuition, Pascal attacks a weakness in the

geometrical mind and particularly in Aristotelian logic.

Consider for instance the science of mathematics, which is

at once a mode of thinking and refusing to think. If one pos-

tulates certain assumptions, he may thereby deduce an entire

mathematical system. But since the system rests ultimately

upon an elaborate, deductive expansion of the original pre-

suppositions, he never achieves any basic new insights. This
is a weakness of the deductive method, which exemplifies

like mathematics the classic esprit de geometrie. Romantic
literature makes this criticism implicitly. The Kantian es-

thetic is moreover rooted in the romantic distinction between
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knowing and knowing about, 9 and the mathematical method
is for the moment discarded and later reinterpreted. For

mathematics, the preferred science of the classic mind, works
essentially with the equation and says in essence that A=B
-j-C. However, the romantic writers are dissatisfied with the

equation, since they believe, so to speak, that the whole may
be greater than the sum of its parts.

In the romantic era science moves from the mathematical to

a biological frame of reference. In a process of dissolution

since the seventeenth century, classical mechanics now disin-

tegrates. 10 Romanticism emphasizes the organism in its struc-

ture and function. It does not expect to discover absolute

truth through dissection and analysis since it believes that

life-force is an unknown factor in the organism. The roman-

tic sense of mystery results from the belief that the essence

of the organism is beyond human understanding. When de-

duction is fruitless, intuition alone can provide insight, and

mysticism accompanies the romantic sense of mystery. In con-

trast with the seventeenth century romanticism accepts poetic

as well as scientific truth.

In the classic and romantic periods the basic goal of the

thinker is to determine man's place in the universe. But the

fundamental assumptions and epistemological positions are

different. The classic assumes that he can know the universe

since his mind is an adequate organ of investigation. The
romantic assumes that he can know the universe only im-

perfectly since his mind is an imperfect organ of perception.

He questions his faculties of cognition; subjectivity is the

result. Man does not know the universe; he knows only his

own sense-impressions. Through subjectivity science becomes

increasingly self-conscious, or, rephrased, science is subjective

because it is self-conscious. For self-consciousness and sub-

jectivity interact upon each other, and in both instances the

mind investigates itself from an epistemological concern. Sub-

jectivity has marked effects upon romantic thinking. A ro-

mantic like Coleridge postulates the unconscious mind, and

nineteenth-century science early begins to foreshadow the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Moreover, a touchstone to
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subjectivity is intuition, which the romantics feel is a valid

if indefinable mode of understanding.

Romantic self-consciousness results from the social cata-

clysm 11 as well as from the new philosophical orientation.

First, the French Revolution disrupts the continuity between

generations by closing the salons and colleges. Since it snaps

the traditional link between the old and the new, the young
romantics are able to examine themselves more searchingly

than would be possible in a society where the bonds are yet

intact. Second, the Napoleonic period is a time of great en-

thusiasm and despair. As the reflection of a supreme egotist

it marks an entire generation of egotistic men. Third, the

industrial revolution, which is under way, helps disrupt the

hierarchical society by making money the ultimate arbiter of

social position. Men who are reared in one class become sud-

denly aware that their position in society has changed. They
all react to this era of friction and change as they strive to

find a niche in the new society. Many romantics participate

in the political scene while others tend to withdraw. A defi-

nite correlation exists between the social cataclysm and the

romantic movement as men search their souls in the midst

of flux and fortune. 12

Both romantic philosophy and the social cataclysm con-

verge in individualism, which results from and also con-

tributes to self-consciousness. The discovery of the unique
self is a goal of romantic introspection, and Maigron observes

that two factors dominate the romantic individualist—'Thy-

pertrophie de Fimagination et . . . la sensibilite." 13 With the

philosophical and social background in mind Clement posits

that "romanticism is imagination and feeling in rebellion

against reason and will." 14 Such a historical cadre results in

romantic sensibility, an aspect of individualism and a prod-

uct of self-consciousness.

But semantic difficulties are apparent in the romantic no-

tion of self-consciousness. Imagination, for example, is identi-

fied with fancy, with the artistic faculty, and with intuitive

understanding. Sensibility is used literally to refer to patterns

of emotional response, or it replaces hypersensibility as a
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word. Moreover, reason is classic rationalism or romantic

understanding, for the romantics are not necessarily anti-

rationalists: 15

. . . Romanticism is not, as the world keeps parroting, a revolt

from Reason, an emotional fling, an escape from the real. It is

a voyage of discovery with the whole man as master. His reason,

inseparably linked to his will, guides his desires and conserves

the fruits of his action.

At least in theory the romantic writer interprets rather than

refutes the function of reason. Sensibility, however, is the

keyword since it is involved in the concept of self-conscious-

ness; indeed sensibility and self-consciousness are inextricably

linked. The hero has a romantic sensibility which the herd-

man does not possess, and he is self-conscious because he is

aware of this fundamental difference between himself and
the herdman. Romantic self-consciousness is not merely self-

awareness or even the acute soul-searching which character-

izes the age; self-consciousness rather includes the romantic

sensibility in the hero's self-awareness. The romantic hero

is self-consciously unique; he knows that he is different from

and does not belong to the herd, to society. He is, in truth,

outside society. It is in this respect that the romantic hero

is the self-conscious hero, who differs from earlier hero-types.

These semantic considerations make romanticism and the

romantic hero difficult to define. But it is nonetheless clear

that romanticism is historically a different orientation in

worldview and that the new philosophical direction is re-

flected in romantic literature by the different meanings

ascribed to keywords like reason, will, imagination, creativ-

ity, genius, and nature. It is also clear that just as the philo-

sophical and social roots of romanticism are correlated with

the growth in self-consciousness, so the psychological traits

of the romantic hero are an expression of self-consciousness.

The philosophical and social roots are concretely expressed

in the hero. And while the romantic movement may be de-

fined as the acute quickening of self-consciousness of man
in society, romantic literature is especially concerned with

the extraordinary man—the romantic hero.
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II

Three Romantic Heroes

There are two advantages in sketching prototypes of the

romantic hero at this point. First, the character depictions

emphasize the heroes' different traits and at the same time

illustrate their basic similarity of type. Second, it is possible

to discover from them a common denominator which serves

as a key in this study of the hero. There is a profusion of

examples. But Chateaubriand's Rene, Hugo's Hernani, and
Balzac's Louis Lambert, romantic heroes from the works of

the same name, have been selected since each illustrates cer-

tain traits of the hero-type. The following sketches are of

course descriptive rather than analytic.

It is significant that the mal de Rene is synonymous with

the mal du Steele, for no other hero epitomizes the romantic

type so well as Rene. As the personification of the "vague des

passions" in Le Genie du christianisme, Rene plays a dual

role. He is both seeker and wanderer. But as a result of his

"vague des passions" he is a searcher without a goal, unable

to explain himself or diagnose his malady. As a seeker he

does not know what he is looking for, and as a wanderer he
does not know where he is going. His imagination is to blame
since it evokes greater realities than he can find in actual life.

The real world is not equal to the appetite of his romantic

imagination and sensibility.

Rene recounts the story of his life to Chactas, a wise

Indian chief in Louisiana. He is prompted to break his self-

imposed silence by a letter from a French Mother Superior

who expresses her condolences that his sister, Amelie, has

died of a plague she contracted while caring for the sick.

Rene must speak.

Even as a child he is inscrutable. He leaves his young com-
panions to go aside and contemplate nature; his typical mood
is reverie. He burns from his imagination and finds peace

only with his older sister, Amelie, but even she cannot offer

a meaning for life.

His imagination prompts him to turn to Greece and Rome.
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The ravages of time make life seem futile, for he extracts no
meaning from their ruins and monuments. He turns to his

contemporaries, but he finds nothing beautiful in the mod-
ern world after discovering nothing certain in the ancient

world. He is preyed upon by his vague longings and sensa-

tions. He has no home.
Suddenly Amelie abandons him to an awful solitude. In a

letter she recommends marriage for him and explains that

she herself is retiring to a convent to become a nun. Rene
follows her, pained and confused, but she refuses to see him.

In the absence of their father, however, he is to fill the pa-

ternal role in her dedication. He resigns himself with some
bitterness and much confusion. During the service Rene
overhears Amelie pray in an undertone that God protect

him from her criminal passion. She is in love with her own
brother. He is shocked by this confession. Finally under-

standing why she left him, he embraces Amelie. She collapses

in the confusion and is carried away, while he remains before

the altar shouting and half-insane.

He decides to leave Europe and takes a ship for the New
World, where he hopes to find happiness and contentment

with the noble savages. He typifies the civilized man; he is

characterized by spleen and ennui; and he turns to primitive

man in his effort to find meaning in life. His rich imagina-

tion disenchants him; nothing lives up to his expectation.

Consequently, his sensibility turns in upon itself, and he

feels bitterness, frustration, defeat.

Chateaubriand condemns the man with whom he so evi-

dently sympathizes.

Victor Hugo's Hernani is a Spanish nobleman who be-

comes a bandit. He is a romantic man of mystery, eyes blaz-

ing, hat pulled down, sword drawn, as he steps from nowhere.

He has an uncertain past and a fatal future. He is a man of

destiny who sets events into motion.

Hernani loves Dona Sol, Don Ruy Gomez's ward and

fiancee, and furtively meets her at great risk. Don Carlos, the

Spanish king, is also in love with her, and after forcing his
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way into her room one night he hides in a closet and listens

to her conversation with Hernani. Dona Sol prepares to

elope with Hernani to his mountain-retreat, when Don Car-

los intervenes. But Don Ruy Gomez arrives and Hernani
manages to escape in the confusion.

Unaware of Don Carlos' ambush Hernani returns for Dona
Sol, though after a long mental struggle he decides not to

expose her to the dangers that await him in the mountains.

He fights Don Carlos but refuses to kill him because the

King will not bear arms against an inferior. Hernani is

galled because he has sworn to avenge his father, whom the

Spanish monarch unjustly executed. Once more Hernani
escapes.

He returns disguised as a pilgrim to Don Gomez's ances-

tral home. Don Carlos arrives with a retinue to seize him, but

without knowing Hernani's identity Don Gomez obeys the

chivalrous code to protect his guests. He hides the stranger.

Then he harangues the King about honor before the ances-

tral portraits of the House of Gomez. But Don Carlos un-

heedingly kidnaps Dona Sol, and after emerging from his

hiding-place Hernani is angered to learn what has happened.

Filled with gratitude for Don Gomez's protection, he prom-
ises to give his life in repayment whenever the Duke wishes.

Hernani plots with other conspirators to kill Don Carlos

during the election for the Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire. They await him in Charlemagne's tomb, where the

King undergoes a metamorphosis in character. The attempt-

ed assassination fails, but Don Carlos, the newly elected Em-
peror, forgives the conspirators and graciously allows Hernani
and Dona Sol to marry.

Don Gomez, once his ward's fiance, is insanely jealous.

After Hernani and his bride leave the wedding-feast, he
blows his horn. Hernani knows that he must die because he
has given his word as a Spanish nobleman. Despite his protest

he cannot reconcile Don Gomez. He drinks the poison, and
when Dona Sol, his griefstrieken bride, follows suit Don
Gomez stabs himself in grief.
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Balzac's Louis Lambert is a genius whom society misunder-

stands and persecutes. Born of destitute tanners, little Louis

is sent as a child to an uncle, a curate in Mer, for supervision

and study. There Mme de Stael comes across him by chance

and immediately recognizes his budding genius. She subsi-

dizes him in school at Vendome, where he becomes a mathe-

matician and philosopher although the school regards him
as a poor student. His schoolmates nickname him Pythagoras,

and he has only one friend—the narrator of the novel. Both

faculty and students mock him because they are in fact jeal-

ous of him. They rejoice when it becomes evident that Mme
de Stael has forgotten her protege\ Young Pythagoras becomes

the campus scapegoat.

Louis is a small, delicate boy who lives in his imagination.

At twelve, for instance, he relives the holocaust at Austerlitz

by reading a description of the battle. While in school he

writes a Traite de la volonte, which his professors destroy

upon discovery. His imagination is his only consolation.

His imagination is also destructive. Lambert accepts a

Swedenborgian notion of the universe in which every man
possesses angelic potentiality. But he must cultivate his spirit

to the exclusion of the world if he is to fulfill his celestial

calling. Otherwise the angelic element dies in a process of

materialization, and man becomes a purely material thing.

Like Swedenborg, Lambert believes that man must nourish

his spirit so that it will be prepared to assume the functions

of the higher life which he enters through death. As he culti-

vates his inner life Lambert turns increasingly away from

the world. His introspection results in the breakdown of his

ability to communicate, but it is uncertain whether he is in

fact mad.
After school at Vendome Lambert spends some time with

his uncle, the curate, and leaves for Paris to see Mme de

Stael. He arrives just as she is dying. A desultory experience

in the business world follows; then he returns to Blois, where

he falls in love with Pauline de Villenoix. What seems a

psychotic break prevents their marriage. He alternates be-

tween "madness" and lucidity for the remainder of his life,
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and he emasculates himself during an insane seizure. He no

longer communicates with anyone, even Pauline, though she

jots down his disconnected observations on life, death, the

soul, during his increasingly rare moments of lucidity. These

fragments comprise his message on Swedenborgianism. Lam-
bert dies in 1824 on the eve of his marriage to Pauline.

These romantic heroes are essentially similar.

It is evident from these character sketches that the roman-

tic hero plays several roles. He is a poet-prophet, man of

sensibility, psychopath, solitary, wanderer, criminal, rebel,

seeker, prototype of the Messiah. He is the fatal man, the pale

genius, the ostracized magus, the victim of fate. For instance,

Rene is a seeker, wanderer, fatal man. Hernani is a fatal

man and rebel. Lambert is a poet-prophet and pathological

hero. It is indeed difficult to classify any romantic hero into

one neat category since the roles most often overlap.

But it seems that whatever role he might play, the roman-
tic hero is immediately recognizable because he is always

self-consciously unique. He is convinced there has never been

another like him, and he feels superior because he is in fact

exceptional. He is always a titan because his happiness and
sorrow always exceed the emotional capacity of an ordinary

man. The hero is transfigured through his romantic sensi-

bililty, i.e., his peculiar pattern of emotional response and
sensory perception. Self-awareness together with romantic

sensibility, moreover, equals the romantic self-consciousness.

The romantic hero is the self-conscious hero.

Self-consciousness distinguishes the romantic hero from
earlier hero-types. Whereas for example the classic ideal man
controls his emotions by reason, the romantic hero is not

bound by reason but rather follows the bent of his sensibil-

ity.
18 The classic ideal man, in short, 17

. . . views the mere stimulation of emotional excitement and
the unschooled liberation of impulses as at best a temporary
narcotic, the awakening from which inevitably brings in its

train ... a dichotomy of mind and feeling, and a dissatisfaction
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based not so much on intellectual conviction as on mere in-

security of feeling.

Such an ideal man assumes that emotion interferes with ac-

curate perception, but the romantic hero believes that sen-

sibility heightens his cognitive powers. Thus the hero's aim
is justified, although his sensibility may ultimately result in

the exaggerated forms of hypersensibility or even in overt

pathology.

Self-consciousness is the common denominator of men like

Rene, Hernani, and Lambert. It may therefore be hypothe-

sized that the romantic hero belongs essentially to one hero-

type, who may assume different roles, rather than to a series

of romantic heroes. He reveals himself in his different roles

while still remaining in each instance the self-conscious hero.

The hypothesis that the romantic hero is the self-conscious

hero may be expanded by establishing two fundamental

propositions. First, the romantic hero feels that he is unique.

Second, he believes that each man is different from every

other man. The various manifestations of the hero-type result

from these two propositions and are subsumed by the tenet

that the romantic hero is the self-conscious hero.

First, the romantic hero is in fact unique. He feels essen-

tially different from other men and cannot appreciably iden-

tify his aims and emotions with theirs. Now he may differ

from ordinary men in one of two ways: He must be either

better or worse, either superior or inferior. Comparison can-

not be avoided. It is a matter of fact that the hero considers

himself superior to the herdman.

Second, each man is different from every other man in the

romantic worldview. Just as there are no two identical sets

of fingerprints, there are no two identical men. There is al-

ways a different focus which distinguishes one from another.

Admittedly the degree of difference is much smaller between

two herdmen than between a herdman and the hero. In ac-

knowledging such a difference the classicist emphasizes the

essential likeness of men while the romantic emphasizes the

basic difference.
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It now remains to account hypothetically for the variations

in the romantic hero-role. It seems that the archetypal self-

conscious hero becomes a particular kind of romantic hero

by responding differently to a given situation. A study of

romantic literature warrants an investigation of the hypoth-

esis that the romantic hero as self-conscious hero assumes

one or more of five roles or a pseudo-role. He is a seeker, a

man of fate, a pathological hero, a poet-prophet, or a rebel.

In his pseudo-role the protagonist is the anti-hero, i.e., the

man who comments wryly upon his own failure to achieve

heroism. These roles are the principal lines of descent from

the all-inclusive archetype, the self-conscious hero.

Ill

This study expands the concept that the romantic hero is

actually a manifestation of an archetypal self-conscious hero.

The different roles which the self-conscious hero assumes are

the subject of the individual chapters. The primary sources

for this work are the appropriate works of Chateaubriand,

Constant, Senancour, Lamartine, Vigny, Musset, Hugo, Bal-

zac, Dumas pere, Stendhal, Barbey d'Aurevilly, Nerval, and
Baudelaire, or from the appearance of Le Genie du chris-

tianisme in 1802 to Les Fleurs du mal in 1857. The men and
dates are not so arbitrary as they may seem since romanticism

is not a literature which exists in France between 1820 and
1843. It is rather a movement characterized by certain funda-

mental changes in worldview, and it is unjustifiable to omit

Chateaubriand as pre-romantic or Baudelaire as transitional.

Such WTiters have been included because their protagonists

are often prime examples of the romantic hero.

This is a philosophical rather than an exhaustive survey

of the romantic hero's appearance in French literature. Prin-

ciples are of course the primary concern, and illustrations are

valuable primarily as they embody principles. Our purpose
is to establish who the romantic hero really is and to investi-

gate the forces which mold him. Perhaps France is more
fruitful as a subject than any other European nation. For
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here the social and philosophical forces shaping the romantic

worldview contrast most sharply with the pre-Revolutionary

period, and the romantic hero himself is most clearly em-

bodied. In France he is seen in his pristine form.



THE SEEKER

ONE

SINCE every hero is a seeker

who explicitly or implicitly is looking for something, the

romantic hero is engaged in a quest like any other hero-type.

But the romantic quest differs from other goals by a peculiar

dichotomy of reality-ideality of which the hero is self-con-

sciously aware. In this context self-consciousness involves

both self-awareness and romantic sensibility, and it works in

the following way. His sharp, critical self-awareness causes

acute dissatisfaction with mundane reality, and his romantic

sensibility impels him forward in a search for ideality. This

split between reality and ideality characterizes the romantic

seeker.

There are three main aspects to the romantic quest, i.e.,

the search for the meaning of self and ideality. First, the

hero may be a wanderer who actually travels throughout the

world in search of the absolute and the infinite. Second, he
may be a thinker who regards knowledge either as an abso-

lute which leads him to the infinite or as a relative through

which he approaches the absolute. Third, he may be a mystic

who discovers ideality by transcending reality. The idea of

the mystic subsumes the deathwish since the hero discovers

ideality in death as he passes from worldly reality to infinity,

15
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from nothingness to being. Yet in each case the hero remains

a seeker characterized by his self-conscious search for ideality.

This classification of the seeker can be justified by examining
several heroes.

The Wanderer

Rene is impelled in the romantic quest by the mat du siecle

from which he suffers. In the volcano image he describes the

ennui and emotional turmoil which victimize him and in

fact cause him to become a wanderer: 1

Un jeune homme, plein de passions, assis sur la bouche d'un

volcan, et pleurant sur les mortels dont a peine il voyoit a ses

pieds les demeures, n'est sans doute, 6 vieillards, qu'un objet

digne de votre pi tie; mais, quoi que vous puissiez penser de

Rene, ce tableau vous offre 1'image de son caractere et de son

existence: c'est ainsi que toute ma vie j'ai eu devant les yeux

une creation a la fois immense et imperceptible, et un abime

ouvert a mes cotes.

The volcano is actually the hypersensibility which Rene
cannot harness. Dissatisfied with society, he turns first to

ancient civilizations and then to the New World in his search

for ideality. He expresses his nervous energy in the quest.

He believes that ideality exists as an ideal state of reality, e.g.,

the perfect society, and that he will find peace when he dis-

covers Utopia.

His salvation rests upon finding El Dorado, the perfect

society. He is desperate because his quest in Europe has been

fruitless; neither ancient ruins nor modern cities give mean-
ing to his life:

2

. . . Qu'avois-je appris jusqu'alors avec tant de fatigue? Rien de

certain parmi les anciens, rien de beau parmi les modernes. Le
passe et le present sont deux statues incompletes: Tune a ete

retiree toute mutilee du debris des ages; l'autre n'a pas encore

recu sa perfection de l'avenir.

If perfection cannot be recaptured from the past and if it

cannot be realized in modern Europe, then it must lie else-

where if it exists at all. Hence Rene turns to the New World
in his search: 3
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Je recherchai surtout dans mes voyages les artistes et ces hommes
divins qui chantent les Dieux sur la lyre, et la felicite des peuples

qui honorent les loix, la religion et les tombeaux.

And if such people exist they must inhabit the New World.

The ideal man is the noble savage, and the perfect society

is the American Indian tribe.

Despair and hypersensibility impel him on this voyage to

America. Rene characterizes himself as he says: 4

Levez-vous vite, orages desires, qui devez emporter Rene dans

les espaces d'une autre vie! Ainsi disant, je marchois a grands

pas, le visage enflamme, le vent sifflant dans ma chevelure, ne

sentant ni pluie, ni frimas, enchan'te, tourmente, et comme
possede par le demon de mon coeur.

But Rene destroys himself like a storm spending its own fury.

He finds that ideality is elusive. The noble savage enjoys the

fruits of an ideal society without suffering the agony of the

romantic quest, while Rene, who searches and suffers so long,

cannot enjoy his Indian Utopia. He apostrophizes the noble

savage by way of explanation: 5

Heureux sauvages! Oh! que ne puis-je jouir de la paix qui vous

accompagne toujours! Tandis qu'avec si peu de fruit je par-

courois tant de contrees, vous, assis tranquillement sous vos

chenes, vous laissiez couler les jours sans les compter. Votre

raison n'etoit que vos besoins, et vous arriviez, mieux que moi,

au resultat de la sagesse, comme l'enfant, entre les jeux et le

sommeil.

For Rene cannot seize the spirit of the noble savage by adopt-

ing his dress and manners. Rene remains the tempestuous
hero who cannot enter the Utopia where his wanderings lead

him. He suffers like Tantalus for the ideality he seeks eludes

him.

Chactas, a wise old Indian, observes that Rene must indeed

remain himself, i.e., what he is rather than what he wants
to be: 6

O le plus venerable des Sachems, chaste et pure hermine des

a\t
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vieux chenes, que ne puis-je t'emmener dans mes forets! Mais je

le sens, tu n'es pas fait pour habiter parmi des Sauvages. . . .

He realizes that Rene is a child of European culture and can-

not really become an Indian. Renews quest is doomed from
the beginning because he is unable to change. He remains

the self which he despises, from which he flees, but from
which he cannot escape. In short Rene as a seeker cannot

step from reality, which repulses him, into ideality, which
eludes him. Thus his quest results in profound disillusion-

ment and ennui.

Rene wants too much. He is reckless while pursuing the

quest, and to the extent that he as a seeker is also a fatal man,
he destroys others. In Les Natchez, for example, he notes that

he is caught in a typical impasse: 7

Rene connut presque a la fois le jugement qui le condamnoit a

sortir de la Louisiane, et l'ordre de l'execution immediate de ce

jugement. Cet homme, etranger sur ce globe, cherchoit en vain

un coin de terre ou il put reposer sa tete: partout ou il s'etoit

montre, il avoit cree des miseres. Que retrouveroit-il en Europe?

une femme malheureuse. Que laisseroit-il en Amerique? une
femme malheureuse.

Rene defeats himself through his vague des passions,* i.e., his

hypersensibility, just as he is fatal to others. He explains the

cause of his failure to Celuta, his Indian wife: 9

Je suppose, Celuta, que le coeur de Rene s'ouvre maintenant

devant toi: vois-tu le monde extraordinaire qu'il renferme? il

sort de ce coeur des flammes qui manquent d'aliment, qui deVore-

raient la creation sans etre rassasiees, qui te devoreraient toi-

meme. Prends garde, femme de vertu! recule devant cet abime:

laisse-le dans mon sein! Pere tout-puissant, tu m'as appel£ dans

la solitude; tu m'as dit "Rene! Rene! Qu'as-tu fait de ta soeur?"

Suis-je done Cain?

Ironically his hypersensibility, while impelling him on the

romantic quest, prevents him from achieving his goal of

ideality. For through his nervous disposition Rene* can never

participate in the Utopia which he as a wanderer finds with

the American Indians.
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The relationship between the romantic writer and his hero

should be clarified. Usually they cannot be separated; the

writer is in fact his hero. For instance, Chateaubriand pro-

jects his own quest as a seeker into his fictional counterpart.

Like Ren£ he knows that the impetus for the quest, i.e., his

imagination and sensibility, is also responsible for his failure.

And he poses a question which applies to Rene as well as to

himself: 10

Que faisait a cela mon elegante demone? Par sa magie, elle me
transportait au bord du Nil, me montrait la pyramide egyptienne

noyee dans le sable, comme un jour le sillon armoricain cache

sous la bruyere: je m'applaudissais d'avoir place les fables de

ma felicity hors du cercle des realites humaines.

Sensibility spurs him a la decouverte du monde, ll but it is de-

structive since Chateaubriand, again like Rene, cannot har-

ness and focus his energy. Both author and romantic hero are

caught between two centuries "comme au confluent de deux
fleuves," 12 and they respond hypersensitively to the passing

of the old values and the birth of the new. This hypersen-

sitivity, uncontrolled and undirected, prevents them from
realizing the new values represented by the quest. Chateau-

briand as a wanderer externalizes his search and asks: 13

Je n'emportais que ma jeunesse et mes illusions; je desertais un
monde dont j'avais foule la poussiere et compte les etoiles, pour
un monde de qui la terre et le ciel m'etaient inconnus. Que
devait-il m'arriver si j'atteignais le but de mon voyage?

In these lines he establishes the dichotomy reality-ideality,

but he does not intimate whether he realizes his aim. But
his romantic hero, Ren£, realizes the external goal of the

quest by finding a Utopia. Yet Renews discovery is unsatisfac-

tory as he learns at last that ideality is a state of mind rather

than an external state of being, and his hypersensibility does

not permit him to enjoy the tranquillity of this state of mind.

Obermann, or Superman, is another wanderer. In the ro-

mantic quest he seeks to know ideality through flashes of

intuition. He does not conceive ideality externally like Rene\
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As a wanderer Obermann travels in pursuit of sensations

from which he will later attempt a recreation of ideality.

Nature is his raw material.

Senancour's Obermann has no plot-structure; it is pri-

marily the record of spots of time when the hero's heightened

sensations afford an insight into the essence of reality. More-
over such essence is ideality. For in the study of his own
impressions Obermann is increasingly liberated from reality

conceived as mere sense-impression, and he accordingly par-

ticipates more and more in nature, the universe, infinity.

Beguin observes in this connection: 14

Devenir soi-meme ce que veut l'ambiance, s'y confondre et se

laisser modeler d'instant en instant, cette extase toute passive

tend a une sorte d'aneantissement de la realite exterieure par

elle-meme. L'etat de bonheur auquel aspire le reveur a ces

moments-la est celui d'une existence arrachee aux sensations par

l'accumulation meme des sensations. La reality visible, lorsqu'on

s'y mele et s'y identifie, finit par se transfigurer; au lieu de la

perception banale qui la considere comme un objet exterieur au

moi, on atteint a cette autre apprehension qui ne fait plus de

difference entre le sentiment interne et les choses percues hors

du moi.

Since ideality is a state of mind, the hero pursues the quest

by searching the recesses of his mind. The subject and the

object have a peculiar relation as a result of the romantic

sensibility. For example, he explains the relationship of a

particular sensation to infinity or ideality in the following

way: 16

Ce que peut avoir de seduisant la multitude de rapports qui lient

chaque individu a son espece et a l'univers, cette attente expan-

sive que donne a un coeur jeune tout un monde a experimenter,

ce dehors inconnu et fantastique, ce prestige est decolor^, fugitif,

evanoui. Ce monde terrestre offert a Taction de mon £tre est

devenu aride et nu: j'y cherchais la vie de 1'ame, il ne la contient

pas.

Obermann looks within himself as a seeker in his effort to
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interpret the sense-impressions which he gathers on his quest.

He explains his role as the wanderer: 16

Mais il faut . . . que je cherche, que je me hate vers l'inconnu,

et que, sans savoir ou je vais, je fuie le present comme si j'avais

quelque espoir dans l'avenir.

Both self-awareness and romantic sensibility are motivating

factors in the quest. Obermann states, first, that he is con-

scious of his predicament and, second, that a force impels

him on the quest. Thus his search for the unknown is self-

consciously desperate. Life is short, each instant precious,

and the memory must cherish the sense-impression until its

meaning bears fruit and becomes apparent. Death comes so

soon: 17

Que veux-je? Esperer, puis n'esperer plus, c'est etre ou n'etre

plus: voila l'homme, sans doute. Mais comment se fait-il qu'apres

les chants d'une voix emue, apres les parfums des fleurs, et les

soupirs de l'imagination, et les elans de la pensee, il faille mourir?

Conscious of human mortality, Obermann races time while

engaged on the quest. As a seeker he wants to resolve the

basic riddle of man's existence: 18

De l'Homme fatigue d'avidite et accable de foiblesse. Da sa vie

sans borne et sans resultat, puissante au dehors, et miserable au

dedans, nulle dans l'univers, et incomprehensible sur la terre.

And nature is the raw material from which he gleans the

impressions necessary for a glimpse into ideality, i.e., the

essence of reality. His quest is more cerebral than Renews.

Whereas he identifies ideality with an ideal state of reality,

Obermann is invariably concerned with a state of mind. In

this respect he begins with a notion of ideality which Rene
gains only after a lifetime as a wanderer.

Obermann's concept of ideality is metaphysical rather than

mystical. Whereas the seeker as mystic looks, for example,

upon death as reincorporation into the infinite, Obermann
believes that it is simply the cessation of life; it regrettably

makes further pursuit of the quest impossible. Even worse,

death is a temptation since it sways man from his basic aim
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in life—the pursuit of the quest. Consequently the deathwish

becomes a mode of evasion, of escape: 19

Cependant je suis plus calme maintenant, et je commence a me
lasser de mon impatience merae. Des idees sombres, mais tran-

quilles, me deviennent plus familieres. Je songe volontiers a

ceux qui, le matin de leurs jours, ont trouve leur eternelle nuit;

ce sentiment me repose et me console, c'est l'instinct du soir.

Mais pourquoi ce besoin des t^nebres? pourquoi la lumiere

m'est-elle penible? lis le sauront un jour; quand ils auront

change^, quand je ne serai plus.

Death is an appealing avenue of escape, and the deathwish

results from the seeker's despair of discovering ideality. Sui-

cide tempts him during his moments of anguish: 20

Des longtemps la vie me fatigue. . . . Je trouve aussi quelque

repugnance a perdre irr£vocablement mon etre. S'il fallait choisir

a l'instant, ou de briser tous les liens, ou d'y rester necessairement

attache pendant quarante ans encore, je crois que j'hesiterais

peu; mais je me hate moins, parce que dans quelques mois je le

pourrai comme aujourd'hui, et que les Alpes sont le seul lieu

qui convienne a la maniere dont je voudrais m'eteindre.

There is no religious motif in his concept of death as there

is, for example, in Nerval's. Death is simply a temptation,

born of despair, to which he must not yield. However diffi-

cult the quest, Obermann believes the wanderer must push

on, sometimes blindly, often meaningfully, just as in his

despair he turns to the mountains of self-knowledge which

represent at once his deathwish and a haven of rest in the

quest for ideality.

The Thinker

The romantic hero may follow another path to ideality.

He may conceive of the mind as his world and traverse the

realm of thought. This is not to say, however, that the hero

as thinker takes no cognizance of objective reality; the con-

trary is indeed the case. He is related to the world as subject

to object, and he is self-consciously rational. The seeker uses

his intellect in the pursuit of the romantic quest, the goal

of which is still ideality.
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Vigny exemplifies the seeker as thinker. He believes that

man can find ideality through thought; that is, he can effect

an ideal state of reality through human understanding. The
hero is of course an idealist since he believes that rationality

can effect such progress. It is certainly erroneous to see only

pessimism in Vigny because his belief in progress is distinctly

idealistic.

Vigny 's idealism motivates him to formulate a concept of

ideality. Consider for instance his idea of honor through

which a new, higher society is born. Then ideality becomes

a possibility which the hero as a rational being may very

well realize. In Servitude et grandeur militaires Vigny re-

counts his experiences with the French army in an effort to

formulate a system of values for such an ideal possibility.

Honor undergirds the system as the archstone by which men,
acting in concord, can effect an earthly ideality. Castex ob-

serves in this connection: 21

... II s'eleve au dessus de toutes les considerations particulieres

pour definir en termes solennels la religion de l'honneur. . . .

Jamais Vigny ne s'est eleve plus haut que dans cet ultime chapitre

oil, s'affranchissant de son pessimisme, il decouvre une nouvelle

justification de l'existence pour l'homme inquiet des temps

modernes.

Indeed Vigny elevates "honor into a religion in the following

rhapsody: 22

Gardons-nous de dire de ce dieu antique de l'Honneur que c'est

un faux dieu, car la pierre de son autel est peut-etre celle du Dieu
inconnu. L'aimant magique de cette pierre attire et attache les

coeurs d'acier, le coeur des forts.—Dites si cela n'est pas, vous,

mes braves Compagnons, vous a qui j'ai fait ces recits, 6 nouvelle

legion Thebaine, vous dont la tete se fit ecraser sur cette pierre

du Serment, dites-le, vous tous, Saints et Martyrs de la religion

de L'HONNEUR.

But honor as an ideal is impotent unless there is a force

strong enough to realize it. Such a force is rationality; man
can use his mind as the instrument of ideality. To Vigny
the French army at its best exemplifies the effect of honor,
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and it also shows the relation of idealism to ideality. For
when a group like the French army, as a microcosm of so-

ciety, bases its code upon honor, then idealism results in

meaningful action and such action in the realization of ideal-

ity. But idealism alone, without action, is always ineffective.

Vigny always identifies ideality with man's realizable as-

pirations, however high they may be. Ideality is an ideal

possibility—any perfect state rather than one particular state

of being. In short he does not prescribe a specific Utopia. In

"La Bouteille a la mer," for example, he conceives of ideality

in terms of man ameliorating his lot through the painful ad-

vance of scientific knowledge. In "La Maison du berger" he
visualizes ideality as the perfect love. In "Moise" it is the po-

tentiality of the Ten Commandments as a moral code. And
in other works he envisions different facets of man's great

potentiality.

It is evident that Vigny is most often empirical. He tends

to regard the religious or mystical quest as illusory; hence his

concept of ideality is vague whenever he introduces the

mystical or religious motif. Faguet observes in this respect: 23

Le vrai tourment du melancolique qui est d'adorer l'ideal et de

n'y pas croire, nul ne l'a si pleinement connu que lui, ni si

constamment. II lui etait egalement impossible et de ne pas

aimer la gloire, l'amour, le bonheur, la religion, et de croire a la

gloire, a l'amour, au bonheur et a Dieu.

This judgment must be qualified because Vigny separates

absolute from contingent goals. As an empiricist he cannot

subscribe to abstract goals; he has no eternal panaceas for

the world and delineates no immutable Utopia for mankind.

He is too realistic to think other than concretely, even

though he postulates ideal states of being. As a seeker Vigny

may indeed long for absolute certainty, but as a thinker he

settles for contingency in the quest. He conceives life as an

ever-enlarging circle of ideal possibilities, each of which leads

into another. The present state of science would exemplify

an ideal possibility to the Captain in "La Bouteille a la mer,"

but the modern scientist is dissatisfied with such achievement

because he is aware of even greater potentiality. One circle
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leads into another, just as the Captain is responsible for

contemporary science, just as modern science will produce

future developments. Ideality is the horizon, elusive but

always visible. In brief Vigny believes that ideality is contin-

gent. It is potentiality, i.e., the ideal possibility. Otherwise

he would be a mystic or a wanderer rather than a thinker.

As it is, however, Vigny relies upon human reason, and he

says that the hero's task as thinker is to show man how he

can effect an ideal possibililty by using his divine reason.

The Mystic

The mystic also identifies the romantic quest with the pur-

suit of knowledge. But whereas the thinker rationally ap-

proaches knowledge and ideality, the mystjc is of course

suprarational. He believes that to see into ideality he must
supersede reason, which he regards as too finite to approach

the absolute and the infinite. The question arises at this

point whether or not the romantic hero is a true mystic, for

there seems to be a basic confusion between the mystic and
the mysterious. This is no place for a lengthy discussion of

mysticism. It is nevertheless true that the romantic mystic

generally attempts to absorb reality into himself whereas

earlier mystics usually seek to incorporate themselves into

reality. Perhaps the question hinges upon a notion of the

romantic ego and is -best answered in terms of the mystic

as a self-conscious hero. First, he is aware that reason does

not suffice to know reality; his intellectual position, then,

precludes rationality as a mode of knowing the essence of

reality, i.e., ideality. Second, he believes that knowledge, i.e.,

insight, is spontaneous and intuitive; he does not rationally

understand the Word though he perceives it. Moreover the

romantic mystic knows that he has such insight because he
is preoccupied with the Word and because he is attuned to

the nature of things. His hypersensitivity enables him to

comprehend ideality, and his understanding is fundamentally

suprarational. Examples amplify this point.

Gerard de Nerval is obsessed with the infinite and the ab-

solute. As a seeker he turns to esotericism and the study of
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comparative religion in his quest for truth. Myths recur in

his poetry and prose while he frequently stef>s beyond the

tenuous line of reality into the dreamlife. His poems and
stories record his pursuit of the quest and evidence his "pas-

sion pour les etudes esoteriques." 24 Jeanine Moulin ob-

Une scrupuleuse lecture revele bientot les constantes de sa pensee

et de ses sentiments: formation d'un ideal mystico-amoureux et

d'un syncretisme religieux, tentative d'assurer Teternite de son

ame. Elles se joignent a travers ses vers et sa prose, fil conducteur,

parfois d£tourne\ jamais rompu.

It is the pattern of religious experience rather than the indi-

vidual experience itself which Nerval finds meaningful. Intel-

lectually he surveys and compares the varieties of religious

expression, and he derives an intuitive, suprarational under-

standing of the pattern. Moulin points out that in "Delfica'^

and "Myrtho" Nerval illustrates how26

le christianisme avait absorbe le paganisme sans le detruire; un
nouveau paganisme se preparait sous le nom de "libre-pensee,"

lequel, a son tour, absorberait le christianisme sans le detruire.

Cette theorie court tout au long des ecrits des Illumines;

Gerard considerait les Templiers du Moyen-age, les secrets mod-
ernes des Rose-croix, et les francs-macons, comme des formes

rajeunies des antiques cultes d'inities.

One religion absorbs another while the basic pattern of reli-

gious experience remains the same in all religions.

Now the mystic may be concerned with the historical pat-

tern of such experience, but Nerval believes that the meaning
of the pattern cannot be logically derived. The mystic per-

ceives the meaning, the Word, immediately and intuitively.

He is suprarational. Ideality, i.e., the perception of the Word,
is the meaning of the pattern which exists as an absolute in

the temporal continuity of specific manifestations. By de-

riving higher truth from the pattern—ideality—Nerval is a

mystic pursuing the romantic quest.

There is no incompatibility between Nerval's mysticism,

his study of comparative religion, and his obsession with the
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dreamlife. They are simply different avenues of the quest and
do not exclude one another; both mysticism and religion

appear for example in 'Tepanchement du songe dans la

vie." 27 The hallucination and the dream guide Nerval in his

quest, for they too contain the pattern of experience from

which he mystically abstracts truth.

The deathwish is a key theme in his mystic concept of

ideality. Death is a religious experience which symbolizes

the reincorporation of man into infinity; consequently the

deathwish plays an important role in the quest. After at-

tempting suicide Nerval writes in Octavie:28

Mourir, grand Dieu! pourquoi cette idee me revient-elle a tout

propos, comme s'il n'y avait que ma mort qui fut l'equivalent

du bonheur que vous promettez? La mort! ce mot ne repand

cependant rien de sombre dans ma pensee. Elle m'apparait

couronnee de roses pales, comme a la fin d'un festin; j'ai reve

quelquefois qu'elle m'attendait en souriant au chevet d'une

femme adoree, apres le bonheur, apres l'ivresse, et qu'elle me
disait: "Allons, jeune homme! tu as eu toute ta part de joie en
ce monde. A present, viens dormir, viens te reposer dans mes
bras. Je ne suis pas belle, moi, mais je suis bonne et secourable,

et je ne donne pas le plaisir, mais le calme eternel."

His attitude towards death is ambivalent in this passage.

First, death tempts the seeker from pursuing the quest; in

this sense it is a retreat from ideality. Second, death is a

mystical experience and point of departure in the quest of

ideality rather than the terminus of life. Not only is Nerval's

attitude ambivalent, but his concept of death is also ambigu-

ous. Antipodal attitudes characterize him at different times.

But as the quietus of life's agony or the gateway to the in-

finite and absolute, the deathwish exerts a temptation which
Nerval resists only with difficulty and to which he finally suc-

cumbs in fact by hanging himself. In spite of pathological

overtones the deathwish, for the most part, manifests the

mystico-religious aspect of the romantic quest. The seeker

finds in death an entrance to the realm of ideality. After all,

such has been the belief of most great religions. Nerval as a

mystic is testifying to his own faith in the higher reality.
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The mystic side to Baudelaire as seeker is reflected in "Le
Voyage," "L' Invitation au voyage," and "Bohemiens en voy-

age." In each poem he externalizes the romantic quest by

making a wanderer of the seeking hero. The wanderer may
search for the infinite and the absolute like the gipsies of

"Bohemiens en voyage" with no specific ideal in mind, their

quest springing from an irritating malaise. Or he may pro-

ceed towards a definite goal equated with death, for Baude-

laire, like Nerval, thinks death is the entrance to ideality. X
The wanderer begins his quest as a child fascinated by the

mysterious world at his fingertips in prints and maps. His

first voyages are a child's fantasies. Later he embarks on the

quest, a cosmic voyage, which does not necessarily have an

actual counterpart: 29

Mais les vrais voyageurs sont ceux-la seuls qui partent

Pour partir; coeurs legers, semblables aux ballons,

De leur fatalite jamais ils ne s'ecartent,

Et, sans savoir pourquoi, disent toujours: Allons!

Ceux-la dont les desirs ont la forme des nues,

Et qui revent, ainsi qu'un consent le canon,

De vastes voluptes, changeantes, inconnues,

Et dont 1'esprit humain n'a jamais su le nom!

The adult pursues the adolescent's quest and gives new
meaning to his dream. The concrete world of ideality, as it

exists in the child's imagination, is metamorphosed. It be-

comes chimerical and the quest comes increasingly to victim-

ize the wanderer: 30

O le pauvre amoureux des pays chimeriques!

Faut-il le mettre aux fers, le jeter a la mer,

Ce matelot ivrogne, inventeur d'Ameriques

Dont le mirage rend le gouffre plus amer?

Both as adolescent and adult the wanderer loves an illusion

and is agonized for and by his dreams. For the quest, which

must be pursued, consumes the wanderer: 31

Faut-il partir? rester? Si tu peux rester, reste;

Pars, s'il le faut. L'un court, et l'autre se tapit
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Pour tromper l'ennemi vigilant et funeste,

Le Temps! II est, h£las! des coureurs sans repit,

Comme le Juif errant et comme les apotres,

A qui rien ne suffit, ni wagon, ni vaisseau,

Pour fuir ce r^tiaire infame; il en est d'autres

Qui savent le tuer sans quitter leur berceau.

The gipsy is a type of the wanderer who has no real choice

on the quest; he wanders through the world because it is his

nature to do so. And the quest exercises an irresistible appeal

for the mystic as for the gipsies of "Rohemiens en voyage": 32

Du fond de son reduit sablonneux, le grillon,

Les regardant passer, redouble sa chanson;

Cybele, qui les aime, augmente ses verdures,

Fait couler le rocher et fleurir le desert!

Devant ces voyageurs, pour lesquels est ouvert

L'empire familier des tenebres futures.

The wanderer seeks a Utopia, an ideal realm which Baudel-

aire visualizes in "L'Invitation au voyage": 33

Mon enfant, ma soeur,

Songe a la douceur

D'aller la-i>as vivre ensemble!

Aimer a loisir,

Aimer et mourir

Au pays qui te ressemble!

Les soleils mouilles

De ces ciels brouilles

Pour mon esprit ont les charmes

Si mysterieux

De tes traitres yeux,

Brillant a travers leurs larmes.

La, tout n'est qu'ordre et beaute,

Luxe, calme et volupte.

But these tranquil, luxurious visions are not the ultimate

ideality. They are simply figures of the infinite and the abso-

lute—a concrete image of what the wanderer might hope to
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find at the end of his quest. But ideality itself, antipodal to

the drab reality which victimizes the poet, remains elusive—

a cosmic concept rather than an actual oasis in the desert.

Perhaps Baudelaire means that ideality is too much for

the seeker to grasp. He longs for it, he knows he cannot find

it, and he suffers. Poetry and religion are at once his consola-

tion and mode of approaching ideality as closely as earth al-

lows. The poet sees the essence of reality just as the man of

God glimpses the infinite. But in their role as mystic both

poet and man of God never have a pure vision of ideality like

the mystic Nerval.

The romantic quest leads inexorably to death, which is

again an avenue of escape at the same time it is a gate to the

infinite. Baudelaire voices his deathwish in "Le Voyage' .34

O Mort, vieux capitaine, il est temps! levons l'ancre!

Ce pays nous ennuie, 6 Mort! Appareillons!

Si le ciel et la mer sont noirs comme de l'encre,

Nos coeurs que tu corinais sont remplis de rayons!

Verse-nous ton poison pour qu'il nous reconforte!

Nous voulons, tant ce feu nous brule le cerveau,

Plonger au fond du gouffre, Enfer ou Ciel, qu'importe?

Au fond de l'lnconnu pour trouver du nouveau!

Thus the deathwish tempts the seeker from while simul-

taneously impelling him in the romantic quest. After all,

the goal is the same—the cessation of the agony of life—and

death is the great release. The seeker is ultimately freed of

his limitations in the realm of ideality through the mystical

experience of death.

Summary

The seeker is concerned with the dichotomy ideality-

reality in the romantic quest. Moreover he is self-consciously

engaged in this quest. His acute awareness of life makes

reality seem repugnant, and his hypersensibility drives him
in his search for ideality. This ideality he seeks for in one

or more of three ways. He looks for an ideal state of reality,

he attempts to effect an ideal potentiality, or he seeks to
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know ideality through the mystical experience. In other

words he may be a wanderer, a thinker, or a mystic; but in

each case he remains the seeker, the self-conscious hero. The
lines separating these three classes are sometimes tenuous,

but the broad categories nevertheless emerge and present the

seeker in his romantic role.



TWO

THE MAN OF FATE

There are two basic aspects of

the romantic hero as a man of fate. First, he is a fated man
when his character progresses towards a predetermined end
in a given context. As a fated hero his actions may be pre-

determined by himself, the social context, or cosmic forces,

but in each instance he acts according to a romantic concept

of inevitability which destroys all resistance. Second, the ro-

mantic hero is a fatal man when he acts destructively. In this

role he may wittingly or unwillingly destroy others, or his

relationship with them somehow causes them to destroy

themselves. The idea of necessity is again paramount. The
man of fate may be at once both a fated man and a fatal

man, although one aspect tends to dominate the other.

Perhaps some idea of necessity applies to any hero since

obviously he reacts to forces over which he has limited con-

trol in any context. The difference between such an idea of

necessity and the romantic concept of fatality is of course

one of degree, but there is an even more important distinc-

tion—the nature of the romantic hero. In the concept of

fatality the romantic hero differs from other hero-types by

his self-conscious awareness of the role he plays as a man of

fate in society and the universe. Here as elsewhere self-

32
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consciousness includes both awareness and the romantic sen-

sibility. Unlike the Greek tragic hero, for instance, the ro-

mantic hero is profoundly aware of himself in his role; he

is a cerebral hero who watches himself struggle in the mesh
of fate. His romantic sensibility either promotes or moti-

vates the struggle; in other words, the hero's reaction inten-

sifies the struggle in his peculiar relation to fate. In this way
the romantic hero as the man of fate is unique.

It is possible to study the man of fate separately as the

fatal man or the fated man. But since the roles usually over-

lap, it is best to examine him from both standpoints at once.

This method allows a closer organization of material on a

hero rather than distributing it within two sections. For

example, Rene will be considered in one section rather than

two. Furthermore, this method avoids artificial distinctions as

much as possible. Usually the fatal man and the fated man
are too closely related for one to be studied apart from the

other. For this reason the term "man of fate" has been chosen

to describe what is most often the dual aspect of the same
romantic hero.

The Social Context

The man of fate is an instrument of necessity in the social

context. As such he may be an executor of fatality who sets

into motion a concatenation of events which destroy others,

or he may in turn be victimized since certain causes in so-

ciety effect his own end. Usually he is both at once. There is

however a variety of response, since the fated man's actions

may be predetermined by forces he cannot control or he
may indeed accelerate his own catastrophe. The matter is

subtle and complicated. As men of fate the poet and the man
of sensibility most clearly illustrate the problem in the social

context.

The poet is a man of fate because both gods and men envy
and destroy the genius. To a certain extent this notion de-

rives from antiquity, but Esteve summarizes the way in which
the classical notion is fundamentally different from the ro-

mantic concept: 1
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Cette idee que le genie est un don fatal est aussi vieille que la

litterature. Mais les poetes classiques donnaient du fait Implica-

tion la plus simple: toute grandeur est butte a l'envie. Le
mysticisme romantique voit dans le malheur le signe auguste, la

marque detection mise par Dieu meme au front de 1'homme
inspire\ La solitude et la souffrance ne sont pas la ran^on du
genie, elles en sont la source et la condition.

Thus the poet's sensibility is involved in the romantic idea

of the poet as the man of fate. He has a greater emotional

capacity than the herdman, and his response to society's re-

buffs makes him a fated man. Society rejects the poet, who
then suffers in solitude. He expresses his anguish either ac-

tively or passively; he turns against society or himself. In

other words he is either a fatal or a fated man.
Consider Baudelaire's notion of the poet. He thinks that

genius is a fatal gift which dooms the poet to pain, frustra-

tion, anguish, and that society is in open conspiracy against

the poet. In "Benediction" he vividly describes how society

persecutes the poet: 2

Dans le pain et le vin destines a sa bouche

lis melent de la cendre avec d'impurs crachats;

Avec hypocrisie ils jettent ce qu'il touche,

Et s'accusent d'avoir mis leurs pieds dans ses pas.

Sa femme va criant sur les places publiques:

"Puisqu'il me trouve assez belle pour m'adorer,

Je ferai le metier des idoles antiques,

Et comme elles je veux me faire redorer;

Et je me soulerai de nard, d'encens, de myrrhe,

De genuflexions, de viands et de vins,

Pour savoir si je puis dans un coeur qui nVadmire

Usurper en riant les hommages divins!"

In another poem the albatross symbolizes the poet. For it is

the great seabird which soars alone with ease into the heav-

ens but lumbers about, encumbered by its wings when forced

to earth, and then is tortured by sadistic sailors. Such is the

poet's lot in a hostile society.

The figure of the doomed poet also recurs in Vigny. Chat-
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terton as the fated man is foreordained to his tragic end by

the structure of society. He cannot escape for even though

he withdraws to the haven of the Bell home, he still feels

the pressure of society. His romantic sensibility, which gives

him the poet's sensitivity, also causes his suffering because it

makes his suffering possible. Furthermore, the fated poet

cannot, by withdrawing, abrogate the cause-effect relation-

ship inherent in society. He must suffer because he is what

he is. The fact that he is a poet draws the attention of man
and the gods, arouses their disapproval, and starts a chain of

cause and effect which inevitably destroys him. For once the

poet attracts the notice of society, evasion is impossible and
any resistance to destiny quite futile. The poet must walk

the road of fatality to its natural end, once he has entered it.

Vigny is explicit in Stello. His mouthpiece, the Docteur-

Noir, examines the languishing poet, Stello, and finds him
mortally ill with poetic creativity—the gravest of human
maladies. He warns that the disease, if not checked, will

prove fatal. The poet is a sick man who has no place in

modern society because it will not tolerate him. Yet the poet

cannot change himself; he remains what he is and suffers for

it. Again it is his peculiar sensibility which makes the hero

a poet while simultaneously providing him a hypersensitive

capacity for suffering. And he suffers because society rejects

him.

Nerval's orphic hero suffers in a different way. The poet

divorces his intellectual and social functions in his effort to

evade society; he hopes to be free as a poet by canceling all

social obligations. Yet this is manifestly impossible. As in

Aurelia the poet may withdraw but he still continues to

struggle with an introjected society. He cannot escape the

social context. He is therefore fated in his struggle with

society, even though he may no longer be in touch with it.

Nerval's hero battles an elusive social fantasm rather than

an actual society. Since this struggle takes place in the poet's

mind, Nerval's portrait of the hero is more psychological

than Vigny's or even Baudelaire's. The pathology of Nerval's

orphic poet is also more evident; he is in fact a schizophrenic
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hero. The hero is split by the separation of poet from his

audience, society. Moreover, this split sets the scene for his

struggle as the fated man. He differs from other heroes, as

the fated man, since his struggle is internal rather than ex-

ternal—in his mind rather than in society. The stakes are

also higher, and Nerval's poet does not bear the frightful

stress of social rejection. He goes insane.

There are other men of fate who are victimized by their

hypersensibility. For since the hypersensitive hero possesses

a romantic sensibility unlike the herdman, his patterns of

emotional response are exaggerated. This fact becomes clear

as the man of fate squirms in the social context. In this set-

ting his failure to respond normally causes him as a fatal

man to destroy others wittingly or unwillingly, or he is de-

stroyed as a fated man by his own hypersensibility. He ex-

presses his energy either actively or passively, he is either the

butcher or victim, and he may in fact be both at once. Still

he remains the man of fate whatever role he plays, for he

always acts according to a romantic notion of necessity in the

social context.

Adolphe as a man of fate suffers from his hypersensibility

as he struggles against society. He maintains a liaison in a

culture which expects him to fill certain obligations. In this

context fatality is the relentless march of events in which he

and Ellenore are caught, against which they fight, to which

they finally succumb. Adolphe studies himself in anguish

against this background of ultimate defeat. He is aware, for

instance, of the battle which his beloved, Ellenore, must fight

first as another man's mistress and then as his own after she

abandons her children. He discusses fatality in the following

passage: 3

Ellenore, en un mot, etait en lutte constante avec sa destinee.

Elle protestait, pour ainsi dire, par chacune de ses actions et de

ses paroles, contre la classe dans laquelle elle se trouvait rangee;

et comme elle sentait que la realite etait plus forte qu'elle, et

que ses efforts ne changeraient rien a sa situation; elle etait fort

malheureuse.
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Here fatality is equated with inevitability. Ellenore is power-

less to extricate herself from this painful situation. Her
struggle is abortive and she is held increasingly fast in a web
of her own weaving. The entire novel is the record of the

destructive power of fate over Adolphe and Ellenore.

The novel also shows more. Adolphe and Ellenore are

fated as well as fatal. They exercise a destructive influence

on each other though this fact is perhaps truer of Adolphe
than Ellenore. He acts selfishly when he first seduces her. He
does not love her but simply wants to have a mistress like

his young aristocratic friends. Until he begins to court her,

Ellenore is for her part happily attached to her lover, whom
she has borne two children during ten years. Their relation-

ship is almost that of marriage, but Adolphe is vain, impetu-

ous, importunate. No sooner does he seduce her, however,

than he tires of her and wants to rid himself of her. The rest

of the novel records the seesaw of his changing desire to

retain her, to get rid of her. In turn Ellenore clings to him
in a way that prevents him from entering a career; conse-

quently her love is destructive. In short, their actions in their

tumultuous liaison hasten the foreordained, fatal end. While
she heeds her heart rather than her reason, Ellenore knows
from the beginning that their love is ill-starred. It is so dic-

tated by their social context.

Fatality as relentless progression is further evident in Con-
stant's Cecile, a novel which greatly resembles Adolphe in

plot-structure, theme, and mood. The narrator says of his

beloved, Cecile: 4

Je ne voyais done pour elle que la ressource, triste il est vrai,

mais unique, de se resigner a la destinee qu'elle s'etait faite, et je

m'etais promis que, de ma part du moins, rien ne serait tente

qui put troubler de nouveau cette destinee.

It is again evident that destiny is irresistible and that one
hastens his end, like Cecile, by the wrong behavior. More-
over, it is the fatal man who evidences this sort of behavior

since it is he who accelerates the progression of events toward
an inevitable end. In Cecile both the narrator and heroine
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are caught in a cause-effect relationship like mice treacling

a wheel. Their efforts to escape only make the wheel turn

faster. Fatality is once more necessity, and it causes a tragic

pattern to evolve from a situation which possesses certain

given ingredients. The key factor is the hero's conflict with

society.

Dumas pere's Antony testifies to the power of necessity.

In this play Antony cannot enjoy Adele's love because he is

a bastard in a society which esteems birth and station rather

than accomplishment and worth. He exclaims bitterly: 5

. . . Le hasard, avant ma naissance, avant que je pusse rien pour

ou contre moi, avait d^truit la possibility que cela fut; et, depuis

le jour ou je me suis connu, tout ce qui eut ete pour un autre

. . . r£alite n'a ete pour moi que reve et deception.

Antony's disaster proceeds inevitably from his illegitimate

birth, which precludes the possibility of station and hence

of love, happiness, and honor in society.

Dumas observes that destiny is whimsical. Certain chance

incidents intensify the progression of events which over-

whelm the man of fate. Thus Antony explains the series of

incidents which lead to his meeting Adele: 6

C'est que le hasard semble, jusqu'a present, avoir seul regi ma
destined. ... Si vous saviez combien les evenements les plus

importants de ma vie ont eu des causes futiles! Un jeune homme,
que je n'ai pas revu deux fois depuis, peut-etre, me conduisit

chez votre pere. . . . J'y allai, je ne sais pourquoi, comme on va

partout. Si vous ne la nommez pas hasard, comment done ap-

pelerez-vous cette suite d'infiniment petits evenements qui, reunis,

composent une vie de douleur et de joie, et qui, isoles, ne valent

ni une larme ni un sourire?

Dumas's concept of chance is couched in social terms. Chance
is mere fortuitousness, not the whim of the gods. But it can

hasten the man of fate's destruction though it is clear that

within the given context Antony's fate would ultimately be

the same. Chance as a motor force speeds the progression to

an inevitable catastrophe: 7
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. . . Une futilite me decide, un caprice me conduit, et, pourvu

que je change de lieu, que je voie de nouveaux visages, que la

rapidity de ma bourse me debarrasse de la fatigue d'aimer ou de

hair, qu'aucun lien ne se brise quand je pars, il est probable que

j'arriverai comme les autres . . . au terme d'un voyage dont

j'ignore le but, sans avoir determine si la vie est une plaisanterie

bouffonne ou une creation sublime.

Although the man of fate cannot modify the course of des-

tiny or abrogate the power of chance, his hypersensitive re-

sponse readily hastens his end. This is what Antony does as

a man of fate.

His destiny is linked to his love for Adele. Now since so-

ciety forbids this love, he reacts in such a way that in time

he becomes an agent of necessity. As a fatal man he speeds

matters to a conclusion. As he explains, he no longer rebels

against fate: 8

Un seul lien m'attachait a ce monde; il se brise. . . . Et moi aussi,

je veux mourir! . . . mais avec toi; je veux que les derniers

battements de nos coeurs se repondent, que nos derniers soupirs

se confondent. . . .

Antony executes his own fate because his hypersensibililty

causes him to act in a way that contributes to his downfall.

Rene is another hypersensitive man of fate. There is a pro-

portional relationship between his romantic sensibility and
his attitude towards fate. His emotional involvement is cor-

related with his awareness of the role he plays, and a change

in attitude towards fate entails a corresponding change in his

romantic sensibility. In the following lines he equates fate

with adverse fortuity: 9

Tout m'^chappoit a la fois, l'amitie, le monde, la retraite. J'avois

essaye de tout, et tout m'avoit ete fatal. Repousse par la societe,

abandonne d'Amelie, quand la solitude vint a me manquer, que
me restoit-il?

At this point he bemoans fatality without explaining the

role of fortune; he is emotionally exhausted and disenchant-

ed. He is passive. Nothing goes right for him, he cannot get
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along with others, he is a fated man. But as he later confronts

the pain and disappointment, the frustration and hopeless-

ness in his life, he feels different about fatality. The change is

significant: 10

Celuta pensa perdre la vie, en la donnant a une fille que Ton
porta a son pere, et qu'en versant des pleurs, il nomma Amelie.

Cette seconde Amelie paroissoit au moment d'expirer: Rene se

vit oblige de verser l'eau du bapteme sur la tete de l'enfant en
peril; l'enfant poussa un cri. Le bapteme parmi les Sauvages

etoit regarde comme un malefice: Ondoure accusa le guerrier

blanc d'avoir voulu faire mourir sa fille, par degout pour Celuta,

et par amour d'une autre femme. Ainsi s'accomplissoit le sort de

Rene; tout lui devenoit fatal, meme la bonheur.

By drawing closer to others Rene becomes increasingly fatal,

destructive, though unwillingly. For he becomes an active

rather than a passive agent and he interprets fate in active

terms: 11

La fatalite qui s'attachoit a ses pas le repoussoit des deux hemi-

spheres; il ne pouvoit aborder a un rivage qu'il n'y soulevat des

tempetes.

In his last letter to Celuta, his Indian wife, he states that

fate, Providence, has pursued him ceaselessly.

Thus fatality acts upon him as an active hero in two ways.

First, he acts passionately from his hypersensibility rather

than temperately from his understanding. Second, his loved

ones, like Celuta, misunderstand him because of his hyper-

sensibility. He seems to be something he is not. It is a vicious

circle. Fatality results from misunderstanding, and the cause-

effect relationship continues to enmesh Rene. He makes an

essential error in judgment, say, for which he suffers the

inevitable consequence. Then the error entails more disaster

through his hypersensitive reaction to the consequence. And
the endless chain of cause and effect, of action and response,

of deed and misinterpretation, continues to harm everyone.

The following incident is typical: 12

Depuis qu'il etoit pere, sa tristesse etoit singulierement aug-
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mentee. II passoit des jours entiers au fond des forets. Quand il

revenoit chez lui, il prenoit sa fille sur ses genoux, la regardoit

avec un melange de tendresse et de desespoir, et tout a coup la

remettoit dans son berceau comme si elle lui faisoit horreur.

Celuta detournoit la tete, et cachoit ses larmes, attribuant le

mouvement de Rene a un sentiment de haine pour elle.

Through such misunderstanding Rene repeatedly plays his

role as the fatal man.
It is significant that in 'his final letter to Celuta he also

discusses fate in terms of hypersensibility: 13

... II y a des existences si rudes qu'elles sembloient accuser la

Providence et qu'elles corrigeroient de la manie d'etre. Depuis
le commencement de ma vie, je n'ai cesse de nourrir des chagrins;

j'en portois le germe en moi comme l'arbre porte le germe de

son fruit. Un poison inconnu se meloit a tous mes sentiments:

je me reprochois jusqu' a ces joies nees de la jeunesse et fugitives

comme elle.

Now he conceives fate as a force actively seeking his destruc-

tion, whereas in the early part of the novel he regards fate as

adverse fortuity. Moreover, that force is his hypersensibility.

During the same time he ceases to be a passive hero and be-

comes an active hero; the direction of his romantic sensibility

changes from inward to outward. He ceases to be entirely a

fated man; his fatal aspect gains prominence. His self-con-

demnation is also explicit. Rene feels that he is victimized by
quelque principe de desordre, his hypersensibility, which is

closely related to fate. And he wonders whether or not he
may in fact impute his fatality to the gods. Chateaubriand
resolves this question in his judgment of Rene: 14

II y a des families que la destinee semble persecuter; n'accusons

pas la Providence. La vie et la mort de Rene furent poursuivies

par des feux illegitimes qui donnerent le ciel a Amelie et l'enfer

a Ondoure: Rene porta le double chatiment de ses passions

coupables. On ne fait point sortir les autres de l'ordre, sans avoir

en soi quelque principe de desordre; et celui qui, meme involon-

tairement, est la cause de quelque malheur ou de quelque crime,

n'est jamais innocent aux yeux de Dieu.
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By rejecting the notion that the gods pursue him Chauteau-

briand underscores what Ren£ comes to realize. He himself

is guilty. In spite of adverse fortuity he is guilty of having

the emotional predisposition from which his difficulties

spring as the fatal man and which seal his end. Clearly fatal-

ity is conceived in a social context, not a cosmic scheme. The
gods are exonerated.

Hypersensibility is also interwoven with fatality in Hugo's
Hernani. His role as a man of fate springs from his hyper-

sensibility as expressed in the social context. Hernani ana-

lyzes himself: 15

Je suis une force qui va!

Agent aveugle et sourd de mysteres funebres!

Une ame de malheur faite avec des tenebres!

Oil vais-je? je ne sais. Mais je me sens pousse

D'un souffle imp^tueux, d'un destin insense.

Je descends, je descends, et jamais ne m'arrete.

Si parfois, haletant, j'ose tourner la tete,

Une voix me dit: Marchel et l'abime est profond,

Et de flamme ou de sang je le vois rouge au fond!

Cependant, a l'entour de ma course farouche,

Tout se brise, tout meurt. Malheur a qui me touche!

Oh! fuis! detourne-toi de mon chemin fatal,

Helas! sans le vouloir, je te ferai du mal!

Hernani is blind action without thought—the incarnation of

a romantic hypersensibility which veers out of control. He is

fated by a consuming energy which he expresses blindly with-

out respect to object. This is why he warns Dona Sol that

he is liable to harm her; he says, in short, that just as he is

fatal to others he might harm her in spite of himself. He is

both fatal and fated because he cannot control his romantic

sensibility.

While he seems aware that Hernani's hypersensibility ac-

counts for his role as a man of fate, Hugo also explains his

catastrophe in terms of the social structure. In other words,

Hernani promises to give his life whenever Don Gomez de-

mands it.' As Hernani explains to Dona Sol: "II a ma parole,

et je dois la tenir." 10 It is inconceivable that a Spanish noble-
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man of the period, at least in romantic fiction, should fail to

keep his promise—especially if it costs his life. Thus faithful

to his birth Hernani commits suicide. He is fated and de-

stroyed by events acting upon him in and as a result of the

peculiar social structure of the age. His death—absurd to the

modern reader— is at least justified by the stringent social

code, though a cynic might doubt whether many Spanish

noblemen ever followed the code so literally. As an outlaw

Hernani harms others in his blundering way, and he is over-

whelmed finally by the letter of the chivalric code. However
plausible this may seem, it is evident that he is best under-

stood as a man of fate in terms of his hypersensibility aiid

the insuperable difficulties which it entails. A less sensitive

hero would manage to get into much less trouble.

Hugo's Bug-Jargal is another example of the hero's conflict

with society. The setting is in the slave insurrection in Haiti,

shortly after the French Revolution begins. Bug-Jargal, or

Pierrot, leads the Negro revolt although Habibrah, the dwarf,

is responsible for massacring the French colonists. Bug-Jargal,

the son of an African king, epitomizes nobility and justice.

The fatal situation arises in the following manner: Though
a slave Bug-Jargal is in love with Marie d'Auverney, who
comes to the islands in search of fortune. He returns her love

against a background of the Haitian holocaust. Bug-Jargal is

clearly a fated man who struggles against social injustice in

a context where he cannot conceivably win, for despite his

initial successes his ragtail army is helpless before the French
militia. Leopold is a fatal man inasmuch as despite his good
intentions he destroys Bug-Jargal, for chance arranges his

actions in a pattern that ultimately destroys the Negro. Con-
sider in this connection the crucial episode in which Bug-

Jargal rescues Leopold at great risk to himself, despite his

love for Marie. But after a moment with Marie, Leopold
returns to his captor, Biassou, according to his promise: 17

Dans trois heures le soleil sera couche. Ces paroles si simples me
glacerent comme une apparition funebre. Elles me rappelerent

la promesse fatale que j'avais faite a Biassou. . . . Le brigand avait

ma parole, et il valait mieux encore mourir que de donner a ce
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barbare le droit de mepriser la seule chose a laquelle il parut

se fier encore, l'honneur d'un Franc,ais. . . . Je choisis ce que je

devais choisir.

By returning to Biassou Leopold makes two fatal errors.

First, he deserts Marie, whom the insurgents capture and kill.

Second, he does not prevent Bug-Jargal from keeping his own
fatal appointment with honor. For Bug-Jargal surrenders

without explanation and is executed by Leopold's best friend,

Thadee. Thus chance arranges the pattern of his actions in

such a way that Leopold becomes fatal despite his good in-

tentions and his exemplary character. His hypersensibility

and exaggerated sense of honor account for the outcome.

To this extent it is possible to say of Leopold d'Auverney, as

indeed of any man of fate, that, given his temperament with-

in a particular social context, the romantic hero necessarily

acts as he does. In short, the man of fate is determined by

these two essential factors, his temperament and the social

context, which are in deadly conflict with each other. When
his temperament is passive, he is a fated man; when active,

a fatal man; but most often he is a combination. The result

is in any case disastrous.

The Cosmic Context

The romantic hero may also be a man of fate in a cosmic

context, where a natural or supernatural force controls or

directs the affairs of men. Now he may be an executor or

victim of the gods or cosmic scheme, either a fatal or a fated

man, or he may be both at once like the hero in the social

context. But the essential difference is that the romantic

writer conceives his hero as a man of fate in cosmic terms.

Indeed the hero becomes a man of fate through conflict with

a power in the cosmic context, though he is of course sub-

sumed as a man within the social context.

Perhaps more than any other romantic writer Vigny is pre-

occupied with man in his conflict with the universe. His

poems are mostly a succession of tableaux in which the man
of fate is trapped by cosmic forces over which he has lim-

ited or no control. Fatality is the dominant motif which
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characterizes the human condition. Destiny is "une force

ineluctable et pernicieuse, infligeant au Juste un chatiment

immerite." 18 But while every man is involved in the human
condition, only the romantic hero is sufficiently aware of his

place in the cosmos to be much concerned with the problem

of destiny. Moreover he derives his knowledge from his hy-

persensitive perception, his romantic sensibility.

Wisdom consists in man recognizing that cosmic forces

hold all life in their grasp. Vigny records this conviction,

among other places, in "Les Destinees": 19

Depuis le premier jour de la creation,

Les pieds lourds et puissants de chaque Destinee

Pesaient sur chaque tete, sur toute action.

Chaque front se courbait et tracait sa journee,

Comme le front d'un boeuf creuse un sillon profond

Sans depasser la pierre ou sa ligne est bornee.

Ces froides deites liaient le joug de plomb
Sur le crane et les yeux des Hommes leurs esclaves,

Tous errant, sans etoile, en un desert sans fond;

Levant avec effort leurs pieds charges d'entraves,

Suivant le doigt d'airain dans le cercle fatal,

Le doigt des Volontes inflexibles et graves.

Vigny testifies to his disillusionment and despair in a world

where man cannot win any ultimate victories. The fated man
is caught in a mechanistic universe which functions capri-

ciously upon the affairs of men. For example, the course of

the French Revolution, and thereby world history, changes

during the scene of the Wheel of Fate in Cinq-Mars when a

common soldier fails to wheel around his cannon on the

Assemblee. Vigny implies that much of history is composed
of such incidents, trivial in themselves, incalculable in effect.

Those who suffer from such freakish whimsicality in the

world-order are of course fated men, and their destiny is

largely meaningless and tragic. This is the common lot. But
whereas the herdman is ignorant of his role in the cosmos,

the romantic hero does know and his knowledge entails deep
spiritual anguish.
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In "Les Destinees" Vigny discusses his notion of free will,

which is the key problem in his analysis of the human condi-

tion: 20

Arbitre libre et fier des actes de sa vie,

Si notre coeur s'entr'ouvre au parfum des vertus,

S'il s'embrase a l'amour, s'il s'eleve au genie,

Que l'ombre des Destins, Seigneur, n'oppose plus

A nos belles ardeurs une immuable entrave,

A nos efforts sans fin des coups inattendus!

O sujet d'epouvante a troubler le plus brave!

Questions sans reponse ou vos Saints se sont tus!

O Mystere! 6 tourment de Tame forte et grave!

Notre mot eternel est-il: C'ETAIT ECRIT?
SUR LE LIVRE DE DIEU, dit l'Orient esclave;

Et l'Occident repond : SUR LE LIVRE DU CHRIST.

Man is a mechanistic creature in a deterministic universe

and has no free will. Such is Vigny's message. The God of

Christian theology manipulates the affairs of men no less

maliciously than the gods of antiquity, and the advent of

Christianity has not really freed man. In both the Christian

and the pagan worldview man is fated since he is manipu-

lated without his knowledge and against his will. Man has

no free will.

Vigny further treats the problem of free will in Eloa. In

this poem Satan is both fatal and fated from the moment he

exercises his free will. His egotistic rebellion against God
disrupts the harmony which exists in nature. It becomes his

mission to destroy rather than bear witness to God's crea-

tion, and he becomes the archetypal rebel. Ironically, how-

ever, Satan is not free after he rebels. For in his moment of

choice and self-assertion he exchanges his former self, char-

acterized by obedience and harmony, for a new self, charac-

terized by defiance and discord. In short he is free to change

his personality, but he is no longer free once he does so.

He must afterwards act according to the new principle of his

being, which, no less than the old, rigidly controls all his

actions.
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Eloa is an angel born of Christ's tear. She learns that the

brightest and most beautiful of angels, Lucifer, has been

cast from heaven. In his new dwelling-place he has neither

friends nor loved ones; hell is his awful solitude. Her heart

is moved and she goes to him out of pity. After seeing his

anguish she sacrifices herself to be with him, to give love to

a fellow creature. The plot-structure of Eloa is baldly simple.

Yet the poem becomes subtle and complex as Satan acts in

his role as the man of fate.

Vigny portrays Satan in the following verses: 21

La mort est dans les mots que prononce sa bouche;

II briile ce qu'il voit, il fletrit ce qu'il touche;

II ne peut plus sentir le mal ni les bienfaits;

II est meme sans joie aux malheurs qu'il a faits.

He is fatal, destructive, and his destructiveness emanates

from a principle of discord. It follows that if Satan acts ac-

cording to his nature his actions must be evil if his nature is

evil. And the idea of necessity precludes free will. He is a

fated as well as a fatal man.
Satan reveals the fatal aspect of his role when he boasts:

"J'ai pris au Createur sa faible creature." 22 The fated aspect

of his role is implicit in the denouement as he carries away
Eloa: 23

"Ou me conduisez-vous, bel Ange?—Viens toujours.

—Que votre voix est triste, et quel sombre discours!

N'est-ce pas Eloa qui souleve ta chaine?

J'ai cru t'avoir sauve.—Non, c'est moi qui t'entraine.

—Si nous sommes unis, peu m'importe en quel lieu!

Nomme-moi done encore ou ta Soeur ou ton Dieu!

—J'enleve mon esclave et je tiens ma victime.

—Tu paraissais si bonl Oh! qu'ai-je fait?—Un crime.

—Seras-tu plus heureux du moins, es-tu content?

—Plus triste que jamais.—Qui done es-tu?—Satan.

The contrast between his earlier defiance and this scene is

striking. In the denouement he lacks the activity, will, which
he earlier voices. He takes no joy from his action and indeed
has no freedom or will. He cannot act different because his

actions are mechanistically determined. He is fated.
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There are several implications to this fact. Every man is

fated in Vigny's universe. Furthermore, it is difficult to define

his notion of free will precisely. Is it, as he seems to imply,

merely the rebellion against God and the cosmic order, and
if so can man express free will only once—only in that rebel-

lion? Afterwards he must act according to his nature, which

is evil, and he is thus free, i.e., capable, only to do evil. Vigny

does not resolve this enigma. What is important in this study,

however, is not the resolution of this philosophical question,

but rather the figure of Satan as a man of fate acting in his

dual role in the cosmic context.

Vigny's poetry evidences several attitudes towards destiny.

First, fatality as cosmic force is malignant but not necessarily

capricious. Second, it is both malignant and capricious, and
perhaps malignant because it is in fact capricious. Third,

fatality results from the hero's conflict with the cosmic

scheme.24 There is moreover a fourth attitude, exemplified by
Chatterton as a fated man, in which the hero struggles

against society, with the catastrophe being rigorously deter-

mined without reference to cosmic fatality; this aspect of the

hero has been previously mentioned. Now from the logical

standpoint the first two attitudes are mutually exclusive, but

Vigny is not overly concerned with the niceties of this dis-

tinction. He simply portrays man in a context where nature

is the great operative power, and his distrust of nature stems

from his belief that it is indifferent and cruel.

Thus his worldview is pessimistic, and his optimism repre-

sents man's conscious effort to alleviate, correct, or somehow
direct the malignant forces of nature or the cosmos. In other

words, even though man is fated and cannot win an ultimate

battle and even though he must someday die, he can at least

choose to die like a hero and have the satisfaction of having

fought well against an unjust adversary. Such a theme seems

pessimistic, but it is as optimistic as possible for a stoic like

Vigny. For he would not consider a belief in unilinear prog-

ress as optimism but rather as a delusion.

The fated man fights cosmic indifference and cruelty by

acquiring scientific knowledge. He controls the elemental
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force of nature to some extent through science, and he

should resign himself to what he cannot control. The scien-

tist is not omnipotent and progress is not unilinear. Yet as

"La Bouteille a la mer" attests, the hero continues to engage

nature and the cosmos.

Vigny presents a series of fated men in Les Destinees. He
identifies nature as the immediate executioner in almost

every poem. Throughout the different poems he is preoccu-

pied with abstractions like nature, death, man, woman, God,

which he symbolizes in the wolf, Samson, or Christ, and then

shows his relationship to nature in his struggle against the

cosmos. Thus the abstraction, man, stands up against the law

of death and suffering in nature in the form of the dying

wolf; and man's personal death becomes a triumph. Vigny

agrees with Pascal that man is strong because, though in-

finitely fragile, he is yet a thinking reed and therefore su-

perior to the blind forces which overwhelm him.

There is some uniformity in Vigny 's ideas of the fated

man. 25 The hero first discovers the laws of destiny and the

human condition, then enjoys life while conscious of the evil

inherent in nature and the structure of society. Hope never

deludes the hero, who maintains stoic serenity by realizing

that his weakness is the result of nature. He knows that, as a

conscious agent, he is superior to the unconscious agent, na-

ture, which destroys him. He must endure suffering and
death as part of the universal law. Although he cannot win
an absolute victory against nature, the hero may win con-

tingent victories through advances in science. It is the duty

of the poet, who knows that the hero is a fated man, to

write of man's nobility as he is vanquished. In this sense de-

feat becomes victory.

Vigny is more concerned with the fated man than the

fatal man. While it is true that the fatal man is destructive

to others in a social context, he obviously cannot harm the

gods, nature, or the cosmos. Thus the fatal man is a second-

ary motif while the fated man, who is victimized by all three,

assumes prominence. Indeed the fatal man can be destructive

only in the social context, even when his destructivity is
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motivated by his conflict with cosmic forces. This point will

become clearer from Balzac's Peau de chagrin.

Raphael Valentin, the hero, is both a fated and a fatal

man. To understand the significance, however, one must
know his story. He is a young scholar of a noble, destitute

family. He falls in love with Countess Foedora, a Russian,

and spends on her what little money he has. When he learns

that she cares nothing for him, he starts to commit suicide.

But by accident—or is it all part of cosmic design?—he wan-

ders into an old curio shop, where the aged proprietor takes

an uncommon interest in him. On learning that Valentin

wants only to be with beauty before killing himself, the old

man loses his temper and exclaims: 26

Essayer! Si vous etiez sur la colonne de la place Vendome,
essaieriez-vous de vous jeter dans les airs? Peut-on arreter le

cours de la vie? L'homme a-t-il jamais pu scinder la mort?

Then he shows Valentin the wild ass's skin while expounding
his philosophy of life:

27

Avant d'entrer dans ce cabinet, vous aviez resolu de vous suicider;

mais tout a coup un secret vous occupe et vous distrait de

mourir. Enfant! Chacun de vos jours ne vous offrira-t-il pas une

enigme plus interessante que ne Test celle-ci? Je vais vous

reveler en peu de mots un grand mystere de la vie humaine.

L'homme s'epuise par deux actes instinctivement accomplis qui

tarissent les sources de son existence. Deux verbes expriment

toutes les formes que prennent ces deux causes de mort:

VOULOIR ET POUVOIR. Entre ces deux termes de

Taction humaine, il est une autre formule dont s'emparent les

sages, et je lui dois le bonheur et ma longevite. Vouloir nous

brule et Pouvoir nous detruit; mais SAVOIR laisse notre faible

organisation dans un perpetuel etat de calme. Ainsi le desir ou

le vouloir est mort en moi, tu£ par la pensee; le mouvement ou
le pouvoir s'est resolu par le jeu naturel de mes organes. En
deux mots, j'ai place ma vie, non dans le coeur qui se brise, non
dans les sens qui s'emoussent; mais dans le cerveau qui ne s'use

pas et qui survit a tout.

He explains the magical property of the skin. Its possessor
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can satisfy all his wishes, but the skin shrinks with each grati-

fication. The owner dies when it reaches the vanishing point.

Valentin is delighted at the prospect of life becoming a joy-

ous means of suicide; death will come through his very satia-

tion with life. He joyfully accepts the wild ass's skin.

Eugene de Rastignac introduces Valentin to society again,

and this time Countess Foedora does not confuse him. He
satisfies his wishes, even his whims, but he soon is terrified to

find the ass's skin shrinking. Modern science is impotent as

all efforts fail to stretch it back. Valentin falls in love with

Pauline Gaudin, a young girl who loves him passionately,

but the skin shrinks whenever he embraces her. He escapes

to the Alps, where he kills a man ana discovers that the skin

is disappearing almost before his eyes. In the meantime he

seems to be dying of consumption, but he knows his death

is really being caused by the wild ass's skin. He cannot re-

verse fatality. Eventually the skin vanishes, life runs out, and
Valentin dies from love in Pauline's arms.

It is evident that Valentin is a man of fate in both a social

and cosmic context. He reacts to a certain transpersonal force

in nature while he is in a social setting. To the extent that

he cannot escape this transpersonal force, he is of course a

fated man; to the extent that he harms others while trying

to escape, he is also a fatal man. For instance, he hurts his

friend, Emile, his faithful valet, Jonathan, and his beloved

Pauline, while struggling to reverse the movement of fate.

This transpires in the social context.

It is also clear that Balzac's notion of fate is one of cause

and effect. When Valentin wants something, the ass's skin

shrinks; when the skin shrinks, he tries to keep from wishing

further; but as the old proprietor points out, it is a man's
nature to wish, to want, to will. Thus Valentin is fated.

Fatality seizes him from the moment he accepts the ass's skin.

He is also fatal. His efforts to escape the power of fatality only

harm his friends and ultimately hasten the inevitable end.

Consequently, he is a clearer example of the fatal man acting

in the cosmic context than any of Vigny's heroes.
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Summary

Most previous commentators, including Praz, tend to con-

sider only the most superficial aspects of the man of fate.

Praz observes for example: 28

Certain qualities can be noticed here which were destined to

recur insistently in the Fatal Men of the Romantics: mysterious

(but conjectured to be exalted) origin, traces of burnt-out pas-

sions, suspicion of a ghastly guilt, melancholy habits, pale face,

unforgettable eyes.

It is, of course, undeniably true that many heroes evince

such traits, particularly those from low romanticism (le bas-

romantisme). For instance, Barbey d'Aurevilly's L'Ensorcelee

is filled with hexes, gipsies, curses, ghosts, crime, murder,

suicide, illicit love; and a catalogue of such books might be

compiled from the romantic period. Yet a study like Praz's

tends to be descriptive rather than analytic, and it does not

really afford an understanding of the man of fate, who is

neither defined nor compared. Praz does not analyze indi-

vidual men of fate or synthesize them in an understanding

of the hero.

The romantic hero as a man of fate may be a fatal man,
a fated man, or both at once. He acts in relationship to the

cosmic or social context, and the matter may be tenuous and

subtle. At all events, the romantic hero becomes a man of

fate because he has two qualities which the herdman does

not have. First, he is aware of his role, which is every man's

role to a limited extent, in both society and the cosmos. Sec-

ond, his hypersensitive response to this awareness, which

involves his romantic sensibility, results in a conflict between

self and society, between self and cosmos. Finally, chance may
accelerate the movement of forces in play, but it cannot set

into movement forces which do not already exist in the hero

himself. The man of fate's catastrophe is due to the interplay

of these conflicting forces.



THREE

HYPERSENSIBILITY
AND THE PATHOLOGICAL HERO

ROMANTIC writers do not

esteem classic notions of the normal or the ideal man; indeed,

the romantic hero tends to be the antithesis of classic balance

and reason. Strong currents of pathology run through the

romantic movement. It is of course difficult to define either

normalcy or pathology, but it is nonetheless evident that

romantic authors and their heroes are far from anyone's idea

of normalcy and certainly far from their own. Consider

Chateaubriand striking his pose, Gerard de Nerval dragging

a lobster down the street, Baudelaire with his algolagnia,

Barbey with his diabolical dandies, Hugo with his ouija

boards; the list is limitless. It is certainly not by chance that

the romantic hero sires the decadent hero.

Since the line separating sanity from madness is tenuous,

it is difficult to ascertain when the romantic hero's sensibility

becomes pathological. In this light it is best to say that the

romantic hero is always a man of hypersensibility, and when-

ever his patterns of hypersensibility are exaggerated enough,

he may be called a pathological hero. Some clarification is in

order. Let it not be forgotten that in respect to "sensibility"

the romantic hero shows a richer variety of response to emo-

53
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tional and sensory stimuli than the herdman; his hypersensi-

bility is one of his distinguishing traits. Now the romantic

hero may cultivate his hypersensibility from the hedonistic

pursuit of pleasure or from the belief that heightened sensi-

bility results in acuter perception; or he may be unaware
that he is cultivating his hypersensibility. But two dangers

are apparent, whatever his motives. First, he may be dulled

by his hypersensibility; continuous excitement may at last

terminate in a failure to respond emotionally. Second, hyper-

sensitive responses may become exaggerated to the point of

abnormality. The pathological hero develops at this point.

The pathological hero is still a self-conscious hero who
possesses the two fundamental characteristics of awareness

and romantic sensibility. He is acutely conscious of himself,

his emotions, thought-processes, and often his own abnormal-

ities; and as a man of hypersensibility he excites himself in

an effort to key his senses up to greater level of perception.

Such a romantic pursuit of knowledge is dangerous. It is, for

instance, a medical truism that a man who is acutely aware

of his respiratory system is likely to develop difficulties in

breathing, for this body-process is meant to function without

his awareness. Virtually all psychiatrists agree too that the

unconscious, as part of the psyche, has functions which are

best performed without becoming conscious. Then, knowl-

edge derived by romantic self-consciousness can often be

deadly. In his romantic pursuit of knowledge the hero moves
through his hypersensibility into this dangerous area of acute

awareness. Still it is only when he betrays greatly exaggerated

forms of perception and response that he can be justifiably

termed the pathological hero. Although the two types are

closely related and although the latter grows in fact from
the former, they are by no means identical. Every romantic

hero is a man of hypersensibility, but despite this fact he is

not necessarily pathological.

Egocentrism is one of the romantic hero's most salient

traits, but it becomes pathological only if it passes into ego-

mania. The hero is understandably egocentric. He rejects the

basic similarities of man with men and emphasizes the points
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of difference, particularly between himself and the herdman.

To a large extent he is justified in believing he is unique; he

knows that his perceptions and sensations are not those of

ordinary men. He attributes this difference to an inherent

quality which he tends to call his genius and which is in

actuality the romantic sensibility. Since he knows that the

individual necessarily interprets the world in his own light,

he logically infers that the superior man has better percep-

tion. Such is the basis for his egocentrism, and the danger

of such a belief is apparent. He becomes too introspective,

too preoccupied with self, and egocentrism moves easily into

the pathology of egomania. Moreover, the romantic hero

evinces without exception a greater or smaller degree of

egocentrism, which of course provides fertile soil for the

growth of the pathological hero.

Consider Rene in this connection. His egocentrism is often

accentuated to the point of egomania. He is a solitary pre-

occupied with self, his own desires, emotions, sensations; and
he is dissatisfied with the world because it is not equal to his

prodigious appetite. Hence he travels in search of new sen-

sations, prompted by a vague urge which is neither concrete-

ly expressed nor ever fructified. Other men tend to become
shadowy, and he projects his feelings into nature—the pa-

thetic fallacy. He is the center of his universe, the sun of all

mankind.

Le Pere Souel, a perceptive Indian, recognizes his difficulty.

He judges Rene after hearing his story: 1

Rien, dit-il au frere d'Amelie, rien ne merite, dans cette histoire,

la pitie, qu'on vous montre ici. Je vois un jeune homme entete

de chimeres, a qui tout deplait, et qui s'est soustrait aux charges

de la sociele pour se livrer a d'inutiles reveries. On n'est point,

monsieur, un homme superieur parce qu'on apercoit le monde
sous un jour odieux. On ne hait les hommes et la vie que faute

de voir assez loin.

He says in essence that Rene's sin is pride. He argues that

Rene unjustly demands recognition from his fellows because

he feels superior. Rene feels isolated, unloved, when he does
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not receive this recognition; the proud hero is overwhelmed
by his spleen and disgust. Since the world cannot satisfy him,

he longs for a vague infinity and whets his jaded emotions

by turning to the exotic. He turns to classical civilization and
the New World in his egocentric quest, but he finds nothing

of lasting satisfaction. Boredom inevitably follows his emo-
tional revels, depression his moments of elation. In short,

pride impels him as a wanderer on the romantic quest, but

it also defeats him at the point when his egocentrism becomes
egomania.

His egocentrism passes naturally into egomania. Because

he is so painfully aware of the dichotomy reality-ideality,

Rene* often lapses into abulia, a state which paralyzes his

will and keeps him from acting. He also turns to sensation

because he disdains action, and Chactas explicitly warns him
in this connection: 2

O Rene, si tu crains les troubles du coeur, defie-toi de la solitude:

les grandes passions sont solitaires, et les transporter au desert,

c'est les rendre a leur empire.

He ignores Chactas' advice and continues to withdraw from
society until he is finally victimized by his hypersensibility: 3

Se renfermant au sein de ses douleurs et de ses reveries, dans cette

espece de solitude morale, il devenoit de plus en plus farouche

et sauvage: impatient de tout joug, importune de tout devoir,

les soins qu'on lui rendoit lui pesoient; on le fatiguoit en

l'aimant. Etoit-il agite de remords ou de passions? cachoit-il des

vices ou des vertus? c'est ce qu'on ne pouvoit dire.

This egomaniac withdrawal into himself portends destruc-

tion. He abandons the real world and then painfully realizes

that cerebral satisfactions are no opiate.

Adolphe is another romantic egotist. "Je veux etre aime,"

he says in the beginning of the novel, "et je regardais autour

de moi." 4 The background of this statement is revealing. One
of his friends contracts a liaison with a married woman;
and not to be outdone Adolphe thinks of Ellenore, whose
relationship to her lover is sanctified by two children and ten
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years of fidelity if not by marriage. He callously determines

to seduce her. Then this liaison results not from love but

rather from his egocentric quest of sensation. Adolphe wants

to be loved, he feels he must be loved, and he is willing to

destroy others in love. However, he can return only a waver-

ing affection, not love, because of his egocentrism. In other

words his selfishness, which prompts him to seduce Ellenore,

keeps him from loving her. And his egocentrism becomes

egomania when, for instance, abulia paralyzes his will or

when he takes pleasure in suffering or inflicting pain. His

algolagnia results from his egomania inasmuch as he makes
himself the center of his world; he suffers and inflicts pain

in reference to his hypersensibility.

Senancour's Obermann egotistically absorbs the world into

himself. His ego is so diffuse that he can hardly distinguish

between himself and nature: 5

Je n'aime, il est vrai, que la nature; mais c'est pour cela qu'en

m'aimant moi-meme je ne m'aime point exclusivement, et que
les autres hommes sont encore, dans la nature, ce que j'en aime
davantage. Un sentiment* imperieux m'attache a toutes les im-

pressions aimantes; mon coeur, plein de lui-meme, de l'humanite,

et de l'accord primitif des etres n'a jamais connu de passions

personnelles ou irascibles. Je m'aime moi-meme, mais c'est dans

la nature, c'est dans l'ordre qu'elle veut, c'est en societe avec

l'homme qu'elle veut, c'est en societe avec l'homme qu'elle fit,

et d'accord avec l'universalite des choses.

His love for nature is a flooding sentiment, and as an organ

of perception his ego no longer distinguishes self properly

from nature. Since he attempts to incorporate reality into

himself, his romantic mysticism may be considered a patho-

logical involvement of the ego, the self. "II faut avoir de

1'amour-propre," 6 he repeatedly says, whereas the religious

mystic rejects egotism. In Obermann as in Rene and Adolphe
egocentrism passes into egomania.

Egotism motivates Stendhal's Julien Sorel, who personifies

ambition in Le Rouge et le noir. Throughout the novel he

tries to enhance his position by manipulating others; in the
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end he is victimized by his ego when he oversteps himself.

He becomes an egomaniac when his reason no longer sets a

limit on possibililty. His reading reflects his basic character

early in the book: 7

. . . Les Confessions de Rousseau. C'etait le seul livre a l'aide

duquel son imagination se figurait le monde. Le recueil des

bulletins de la grande armee et le Memorial de Sainte-Helene

comptetaient son Coran. II se serait fait tuer pour ces trois

ouvrages. Jamais il ne crut en aucun autre.

He idolizes Rousseau and Napoleon, two of the greatest ego-

tists of modern times. He admires them for their stark hon-

esty as they reveal themselves as titans of egomania and the

will to power. Yet Sorel learns to camouflage his own egotistic

will, since he realizes that only deception brings success, and
he becomes a hypocrite: 8

Tout a coup, Julien cessa de parler de Napoleon; il annonca
le projet de se faire pretre, et on le vit constamment, dans la

scie de son pere, occupe a apprendre par coeur une bible latine

que le cur£ lui avait pretee. Julien ne faisait paraitre devant lui

que des sentiments pieux. Qui eut pu deviner que cette figure

de jeune fille, si pale et si douce, cachait la resolution inebran-

lable de s'exposer a mille morts plutot que de ne pas faire

fortune?

His egocentrism becomes egomania almost imperceptibly in

this moment of decision. For after discovering that only two

roads are open to success—the red and the black, the army
and the church—he hypocritically chooses the black without

believing in anything other than his will to power. He says

to Mme Renal revealingly: "Je suis petit, Madame, mais je

ne suis pas bas." 9 He embarks on his career of hypocrisy,

"s'^tant voue* a ne jamais dire que des choses qui lui sem-

blaient fausses a lui-meme." 10 He is determined to improve

his lot at all cost, and his egomaniac will to power leads

naturally to subterfuge. For instance his liaison with Mme
de Renal "£tait encore de l'ambition; c'etait de la joie de

poss£der, lui pauvre etre si malheureux et si m£prise\ une
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femme aussi belle." 11 He imagines himself as a kind of

superman: 12

II craignait un remords affreux et un ridicule eternel, s'il s'ecartait

du modele ideal qu'il se proposait de suivre. En un mot, ce qui

faisait de Julien un etre supeneur fut precis^ment ce qui

l'empecha de gouter le bonheur qui se placait sous ses pas.

Thus his egocentrism becomes egomania, which he increas-

ingly expresses as a demonic will to power.

Egotism is also the dandy's basic trait. He has a rage to

be different from other men: 13

C'est la force de l'originalite anglaise, s'imprimant sur la vanite

humaine,—cette vanite ancree jusqu'au coeur des marmitons, et

contre laquelle le mepris de Pascal n'etait qu'une aveugle in-

solence,—qui produit . . . le Dandysme.

Dandyism is at once the assertion of self and the deliberate

cultivation of hypersensibility: 14

C'est une maniere d'etre, entierement composee de nuances,

comme il arrive toujours dans les soctetes tres vieilles et tres

civilis^es, ou la com^die xievient si rare et ou la convenance

triomphe a peine de l'ennui. . . . Elle requite de cet etat de lutte

sans fin entre la convenance et l'ennui.

The dandy's pride leads him to protest against social uni-

formity by asserting himself. Perhaps he is in this respect an

early example of the "outsider" in Modern Western culture.

Canu formulates the dandy's credo: 15

Notre mission essentielle est de sauver notre ame, ce reflet de

Dieu, unique et irremplacable entre tous ces autres, que chacun

d'entre nous apporta en naissant.

The dandy differs from the herdman by having a self to as-

sert, not a mere reflection of the herdsoul; and this difference

is primarily rooted in his patterns of response and perception,

i.e., his hypersensibility. In this way the dandy as an egotist

tends to become an egomaniac.

Indeed such a romantic egomaniac is the dandy's concept

of the ideal man. Consider in this respect the herdman, who
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is fragile and easily destroyed. The dandy is superior to the

herdman by possessing an invincible weapon: While exert-

ing a powerful, usually malignant, influence on others, the

dandy refuses to be caught in the web of circumstance of the

cause-effect relationship inherent in society. In theory he
does not suffer for his actions because he egomaniacally re-

fuses to be involved. This point is justified by examining
the dandy more closely.

Dandyism is more than a cult or a literary pose. It is

indeed a philosophy of life which has historical roots in

society: 16

Nulle part l'antagonisme des convenances et de l'ennui qu'elles

engendrent ne s'est fait plus violemment sentir au fond des

moeurs qu'en Angleterre, dans la societe de la Bible et du droit,

et peut-etre est-ce de ce combat a ou trance, kernel, comme le

duel de la Mort et du P£che dans Milton, qu'est venue l'origi-

nalite profonde de cette society puritaine. . . .

Thus the essence of dandyism, "le culte de soi-meme," 17
lies

in the conflict of the superior man, the dandy, with society.

He refuses to be constrained by the temporal laws of society,

and he refuses to submit to the indignities of emotional

involvement. The weapon he uses for self-protection is his

cold, haughty demeanor, his frigid detachment from society: 18

Le dandysme de Barbey, c'est la ruse de guerre d'un Normand
qui ne veut pas s'abandonner a l'impuissance ou a la defaite,

qui s'arme d'indifference, de froideur, d'el£gance hautaine,

d'impertinence distingu£e, comme d'un bouclier d'abord, d'une

bonne lame ensuite, pour esquiver les coups ennemis et y
riposter. . . .

With such a formidable weapon he can destroy without fear

of retaliation and manipulate others without fear of being

used himself. For whatever they do to his body, his real self—

his unique, inner being—remains unharmed because it re-

mains untouched. The dandy feels he cannot be destroyed

emotionally if he cannot be emotionally moved.

Thus the dandy reacts against the cause-effect relationship

which applies to other men. He wishes no less than the stoic
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to free himself from the bonds of emotional attachment, but

of course his means are fundamentally different. Unlike the

stoic he asserts himself in his rage to be different and may
destroy others, but he will not in turn be victimized by their

self-assertion. The stories in Barbey's Les Diaboliques testify

to his destructive power. 19 At least in theory the dandy is

always active, never passive, as he explains in the following

credo: 20

Sembler maitre de soi, ne trahir par sa mise comme par sa

conduite, aucun attachement particulier, telle est la meilleure

methode pour dominer les autres, ou, au minimum, eviter leur

emprise.

His frigid self-assertion serves admirably as protective armor.

Yet this represents the dandy in his theoretical form as an

ideal. There is a philosophical basis for his egomania in

theory, but while some dandies conform to this concept of

the ideal man, the deviations are much commoner. Barbey's

dandies illustrate the ideal, the cold egomaniac who refuses

to participate in society; but Baudelaire's dandies are in-

volved in and suffer from the pains of life. There is none-

theless some indication that even Baudelaire has the same
concept of the ideal dandy, as "Don Juan aux enters" illus-

trates. However, other Baudelairean dandies are emotionally

bound to the men and women who destroy them. Their

hypersensibility is expressed in relationship of dandy with

object and not in that of dandy with self. In short, the

literary manifestations do not always conform to the type

or the theory underlying the type, but there is in theory an

ideal dandy best understood in terms of egocentrism and
egomania. As a man of hypersensibility he is a type of the

romantic hero, and his egocentrism often becomes patho-

logical in the form of egomania. In this case the dandy be-

comes a pathological hero.

The man of hypersensibility possesses heightened powers

of thought and perception as well as of feeling. Although
this does not mean he is a "thinker," it does mean that he is

a kind of cerebral hero. His emotionalism does not detract
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from his propensity to muse, brood, think, but it makes an
important difference. He consumes his emotional energy in

elaborate and intricate self-analysis; he watches himself as

if he were someone else. The man of hypersensibility often

becomes the homo-duplex.

The homo-duplex, for example, uses his hypersensibility

to watch, study, and criticize himself. He does not necessarily

have a multiple personality like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde;
for although there are French heroes like Gautier's Chevalier

double, they are much commoner in the German Doppel-

gdnger tradition. There is an essential difference. In French

literature the homo-duplex is internally conceived and exe-

cuted; the man of intellect, as one personality, watches the

man of hypersensibility as if he were indeed another person.

In German literature the Doppelganger, like Peter Schlemihl,

actually meets another person who is his alter ego or double.

The French homo-duplex is for the most part hypercerebral.

The homo-duplex expresses his hypersensibility in acute

self-analysis. For instance, Adolphe dissects himself: 21

Tout en ne m'interessant qu'a moi, je m'interessais faiblement

a moi-meme. Je portais au fond de mon coeur un besoin de

sensibilite dont je ne m'apercevais pas, mais qui, ne trouvant

point a se satisfaire, me d^tachait successivement de tous les

objets qui tour a tour attiraient ma curiosite\

He is deeply conscious of his dual role as actor and spectator,

and as the latter he studies the former. His personality is

splintered. He feels strangely divorced from himself as the

cold, logical half watches the human, emotional half. He
vacillates as first the intellect, then emotion, gains ascend-

ancy, so that he seems to be two men acting alternately rather

than one man acting consistently. He becomes so expert as

a homo-duplex he even suspects what he represses, as the

following incident shows: 22

"Adolphe, me dit-elle, vous vous trompez sur vous-meme; vous etes

g^nereux, vous vous devouez a moi parce que je suis pers£cutee;

vous croyez avoir de l'amour, et vous n'avez que de la pitieV'

Pourquoi prononca-t-elle ces mots funestes? Pourquoi me rev£la-
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t-elle un secret que je voulais ignorer? Je m'efforcai de la rassurer,

j'y parvins peut-etre; mais la v£rite avait traverse mon ame; le

mouvement etait d^truit; j'etais determine dans mon sacrifice,

mais je n'en etais pas plus heureux; et deja il y avait en moi une

pensee que de nouveau j'etais re*duit a cacher.

He almost becomes a homo-polyplex at such times, for not

only is his intellect split from emotion but the intellect itself

is also splintered. Throughout the novel he studies himself

incisively, like an analyst probing his analysand's motives.

His hypercerebration, an aspect of egocentrism and hyper-

sensibility, tends to annihilate all passion, and he coldly

studies the woman he loves. He cannot accept himself as a

man of sensibility. He alternately analyzes or rationalizes his

emotions, and the sharp cleavage between mind and emotion

is never mended. And the homo-duplex becomes a patho-

logical hero when his behavior results further in abulia or a

schizophrenic split.

Obermann is explicit about the two beings in his breast: 23

Je m'interrogerai, je m'observerai, je sonderai ce coeur naturelle-

ment vrai et aimant, mais que tant de degouts peuvent avoir

deja rebute. Je determinerai ce que je suis, je veux dire ce que je

dois etre; et cet etat une fois bien connu, je m'efforcerai de le

conserver toute ma vie, convaincu que rien de ce qui m'est

naturel n'est dangereux ou condamnable, persuade que Ton n'est

jamais bien que quand on est selon sa nature, et decide a ne

jamais reprimer en moi que ce qui tendrait a alt£rer ma forme

originelle.

He postulates the existence of two distinct personalities, the

first a knower, the second still a stranger to himself. He im-

plies that a persona masks the real self from the knower, who
is not the real self but only the intellectual agent frantically

seeking to remove the mask. This is indeed his function as

an intellectual agent.

Yet the homo-duplex is not always warring with himself.

He may play a comparatively minor role as with Julien Sorel.

While awaiting his execution Sorel indulges in a fantasy of

what he might have been—an officer, a legation secretary,
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even an ambassador. But a voice within him suddenly cries

to his astonishment: 24

—Pas precisement, Monsieur, guillotine dans trois jours. Julien
rit de bon coeur de cette saillie de son esprit. En verite, l'homme
a deux etres en lui, pensa-t-il.

But Sorel is rarely conscious of himself as a homo-duplex,
and the theme is minor since it represents his involuntary
reaction to stress.

The reader is not always certain with such men where the
hypersensitive hero ends and the pathological hero begins.

It is instructive to contrast them with another homo-duplex,
in whom the pathological element is clearly marked. Al-
though there may be doubts about the preceding heroes be-
ing either egocentric or egomaniac, either hypersensitive or
pathological, there is no doubt in this case.

GeVard de Nerval formulates his own idea of the homo-
duplex in this tense description: 25

Une idee terrible me yint: "L'homme est double," me dis-je.—
"Je sens deux hommes en moi," a ecrit un Pere de l'Eglise.

—Le concours de deux ames a depose ce germe mixte dans un
corps que lui-meme offre a la vue deux portions similaires

reproduces dans tous les organes de sa structure. II y a en tout
homme un spectateur et un acteur, celui qui parle et celui qui
repond. Les Orientaux ont vu la deux ennemis: le bon et le

mauvais g£nie. "Suis-je le bon? suis-je le mauvais? me disais-je.

En tout cas, Vautre m'est hostile. . . . Qui sait s'il n'y a pas telle

circonstance ou tel age ou ces deux esprits se separent? Attaches
au meme corps tous deux par une affinite mat^rielle, peut-etre

Tun est-il promis a la gloire et au bonheur, l'autre a l'an£antisse-

ment ou a la souffrance e'ternelle?"

There are certain differences between his hero and Adolphe
and Obermann. First, Nerval's tone is more desperate. Ober-
mann regards the homo-duplex as a more or less universal

occurrence, and stark desperation never enters Adolphe's
conflicts as it does Nerval's. For Nerval not only says that

there are two souls in one breast, as Adolphe and Obermann
would concur, but also, and more importantly, that these
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two are enemies fighting to the death. Second, the two aspects

of the homo-duplex, actor and spectator, are not only antip-

odal but invariably hostile. The split in Nerval is much
sharper. By distinguishing between the good and evil genius

rather than simply between actor and spectator, he implies

that both good and evil can act, and since they struggle to

control the same soul, the hero's destruction is inevitable in

this struggle to the death. Third, it is also evident that Ner-

val's cleavage, unlike Adolphe's, is not only between intellect

and emotion but also a fragmentation of each of these func-

tions. At this point the homo-duplex ceases to be a man
whose hypercerebration results in certain intellectual and
emotional peculiarities. The matter is indeed graver. Nerval's

hero clearly has a schizophrenic split.

Thus the homo-duplex becomes a pathological hero

through these exaggerated forms of hypersensibility. Nerval's

schizophrenic split is, for instance, accompanied by a separa-

tion of self from society. He rejects the world and turns to

the fantasies of his dreamlife. Jeanine Moulin observes: 26

Apres 1841, "le reve qui s'epanche dans la vie" emporte le poete

vers une crise de conscience de plus en plus profonde de lui-

meme; alors, sa solitude parmi les etres, parmi les astres et parmi

les croyances, lui permet de mesurer le tragique qui s'attache a la

condition humaine et la vanite de toute lutte en ce monde.
L'auteur d'Aurelia progresse indefiniment dans le desert de ses

angoisses.

And Nerval pays for this schizophrenic isolation with insan-

ity. The split ultimately destroys the pathological hero.

The line between hypersensibility and pathology, as point-

ed out, is indeed tenuous. It is difficult to assess the homo-
duplex in this respect; yet it is clear that Nerval is a patho-

logical hero whereas despite his hypersensibility Adolphe is

not. Perhaps the problem may be resolved in the following

way. The term "pathological" is only a convenient tag; a

pathological hero like Nerval does not always behave irra-

tionally. Then the advisability of using the term depends
upon how frequently and intensely the hero is irrational; if
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often and intensely enough, the term "pathological hero" is

warranted. But since most if not all romantic heroes, who are

certainly men of hypersensibility, have "pathological" mo-
ments, the classification is not always neat.

The homo-duplex exemplifies the point admirably. He be-

comes pathological when, for instance, abulia paralyzes his

will and he cannot act. Now abulia is a common malady for

a homo-duplex like Adolphe. The actor and the spectator are

at cross-purposes, the latter observing and commenting iron-

ically upon the former's weakness and often trying to silence

him. But if the man of intellect in the homo-duplex is com-
pletely dominant, the emotional half feels no impetus for

action. The spectator, in this case, regards action as humiliat-

ing, pointless, abortive; and by dominating the actor he at

least momentarily controls the homo-duplex. The will strug-

gles but it is paralyzed by the intellect; hence the hero

cannot act. Vacillation results when the forces are evenly

divided and first one then the other takes ascendancy. But
when is such behavior pathological? Does vacillation fall

within the range of hypersensibility whereas abulia is patho-

logical? It seems so as a rule of thumb, yet the judgment is

not exact.

Many men of hypersensibility are sometimes afflicted by

vacillation and abulia. Adolphe diagnoses himself for ex-

ample: 27

J'avais rejete dans le vague la necessite d'agir; elle ne me
poursuivait plus comme un spectre; je croyais avoir tout le temps

de preparer Ellenore. II n'y avait plus en moi d'impatience: il y
avait, au contraire, un desir de retarder le moment funeste.

Here as elsewhere rationalization characterizes the cerebral

hero, and abulia runs thematically through his faulty self-

analysis. Adolphe also says, betraying his abulia: "Je trouvais

qu'aucun but ne valait la peine d'aucun effort." 28 Nor is he

alone, for Obermann writes in a similar vein: 29

L'ennui m'accable, le degout m'atterre. Je sais que ce mal est

en moi. Que ne puis-je etre content de manger et de dormir!
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Chacun de mes jours est supportable, mais leur ensemble

m'accable.

And Rene is "sans force et sans vertu." 30 In Musset's La
Confession d'un enfant du siecle Octave laments after dis-

covering Brigitte's perfidy with his best friend, Desgenais: 31

Je sortis brise, n'y voyant plus et pouvant a peine me soutenir.

Je ne voulais jamais la revoir; mais, au bout d'un quart d'heure,

j'y retournai. Je ne sais quelle force desesperee m'y poussait. . . .

Enfin, je l'abhorrais et je l'idolatrais; je sentais que son amour
etait ma perte, mais que vivre sans elle etait impossible.

Octave's actions are childish and abortive, not mature and
meaningful. His instability comes to border on pathology in

the following scene with his mistress, Brigitte Pierson: 32

Au sortir de ces scenes affreuses ou mon esprit s'epuisait en
tortures et dechirait mon propre coeur, tour a tour accusant et

raillant, mais toujours avide de souffrir et de revenir au passe;

au sortir de la, un amour Strange, une exaltation poussee jusqu'a

l'exces, me faisaient traiter ma maitresse comme une idole, comme
une divinite. Ces elans de coeur duraient des nuits entieres,

pendant lesquelles je ne cessais de parler, de pleurer, de me
rouler aux pieds de Brigitte, de m'enivrer, d'un amour sans

bornes, enervant, insense. Puis le matin venait, le jour paraissait;

je tombais sans force, je m'endormais, et je me r£veillais le sourire

sur les levres, me moquant de tout et ne croyant a rien.

Such behavior is typical. After days of inertia or vacillation

Octave finally lashes out with infantile fury. But once his

spasm passes, he is again victimized by abulia as hypercere-

bration paralyzes his will. Like Adolphe and Obermann,
Octave is a homo-duplex who scrutinizes his own actions as

if he were another man. He ironically comments upon his

own pathology. But unlike Nerval he does not remain patho-

logical; he rather moves from hypersensibility to pathology

and back again. Octave is, so to speak, a sometime patho-

logical hero.

In abulia the hero blows an emotional circuit and is pow-

erless to act; his abulia keeps him from responding adequate-
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ly to society. This condition results in spiritual isolation

which provokes the greatest anxiety and despair. For ex-

ample, Obermann despondently writes his friend: 33

J'ai des moments ou je desespererais de contenir l'inquietude qui

m'agite. Tout m'entraine alors et m'enleve avec une force im-

moderee: de cette hauteur, je retombe avec epouvante, et je me
perds dans l'abime qu'elle a creuse. Si j'etais absolument seul, ces

moments-la seraient intolerables; mais j'ecris, et il semble que le

soin de vous exprimer ce que j'eprouve soit une distraction qui

en adoucisse le sentiment. A qui m'ouvrirais-je ainsi? quel autre

supporterait le fatigant bavardage d'une manie sombre, d'une

sensibility si vaine?

But in fact he remains alone, "condamne a toujours attendre

la vie"; 34 and as he elsewhere recognizes, he is fundamentally

unable to participate in society. For his hypersensibility dis-

organizes him to the point of pathology, and it prevents him
from communicating with the world of which he feels a

mystical but rarely an organic part. Such isolation is patho-

logical, but it is not frequent or intense enough to justify

calling Obermann a pathological hero. In an acuter form,

however, it certainly accounts for Nerval's disintegration

and final madness.

Even when the romantic hero's sanity is not at stake, the

price of withdrawal from society is high and the hero suffers

from his self-immolation. But this is not to say that his re-

sponse is necessarily pathological. Vigny is a case in point. His

disgust with the world, as Faguet says, is one current in the

romantic worldview: 35

Le monde est faux, la nature est insensible et cruelle. II faut se

refugier dans la solitude, dans la contemplation sans espoir, et

dans la pitie\

Perhaps only a hypersensitive man regards nature in this way,

but the concept is by no means pathological. The withdrawal

is stoic because Vigny knows that entanglement in life re-

sults in pain and frustration. Yet the withdrawal is some-

times so desperate that he almost breaks: 36

Quittons le monde et allons a la nature, non comme a une
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consolation, mais comme a un spectacle. Habitons la maison

roulante du berger; transportons-la au gre du reve et du desir;

suivons le soleil avec elle d'horizon en horizon, ne laissons point

de trace ou nous ne voulons point laisser de souvenir; allons de

spectacle en spectacle, en admirant, en oubliant, et en plaignant

les hommes qui passent.

In other words, man puts out his feelers at his own risk since

they may be, and usually are, trampled upon and broken.

But if he chooses to be a spectator rather than an actor, he

does not run the risk of painful involvement with society

and life. Yet his solitude is a place of punishment at the

same time that it is a refuge. While the hero is indeed safe

from the pain of life, he also castigates himself by a painful

withdrawal. He foregoes the possibility of pleasure as well as

pain, and to the extent that he ceases to participate in society,

he ceases to be human for even Vigny admits that it is human
to participate. Then he evidences a pathological fear of and
preoccupation with suffering which extends far beyond the

stoic worldview; his romantic hypersensibility is involved.

And while his hypersensibility forbids participation in life,

it cannot prevent his suffering. In short Vigny cannot win;

he places a double-bind upon himself. For he suffers no mat-

ter what he does; he makes it impossible for himself to win.

The preceding pages show how hypersensibility often and
imperceptibly becomes pathology, just as egocentrism de-

velops into egomania. Romantic heroes evince, of course,

other pathological traits. Algolagnia, for example, abounds
in romantic literature, and synesthesia is often a symptom
though not in itself a pathological manifestation. Mario Praz

treats romantic aberrations at length in The Romantic
Agony, but it is nonetheless useful to exemplify by one
writer, Baudelaire, how some of these traits are related to

pathology and the highly developed romantic sensibility.

In some ways Baudelaire moves from the man of hyper-

sensibility into the pathological hero. In "Les Correspond-
ances" he formulates an idea of concomitant sensations, synes-

thesia, in which one sensation evokes another sense-impres-
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sion, and there tends to be a general breakdown in the power
the intellect exerts over sense-impressions. However, this

state of affairs is due to the poet's hypersensitivity, not to

pathology itself. At the same time it is only a step from path-

ology. When the senses become virtually autonomous, man
surrenders the organizing power of his mind, and the sense-

impressions themselves clamor for individual attention and
they are not subject to the intellect's control. In short, the

senses do not support reason as a raison d'etre; they rather

tend to enjoy impressions as goals in themselves. Such a

breakdown in sensibility is unhealthy, and when it is suffi-

ciently exaggerated, it is even pathological. Yet it is difficult,

for example, to ascertain when Baudelaire's olfactory sense,

coupled with his imagination, ceases to be merely hypersensi-

tive and becomes truly pathological. But the fact that there

is such a general breakdown indicates a pathological direc-

tion in which the hero is definitely moving.

There are other motifs. The theme of the homo-duplex is

coupled with algolagnia in "L'Heautontimoroum^nos": 37

Je suis la plaie et le couteau!

Je suis le soufflet et la joue!

Je suis les membres et la roue!

Et la victime et le bourreau!

The hero studies himself as he delights in experiencing and
inflicting pain. Baudelaire further expresses his sadism in "A
Celle qui est trop gaie": 38

Ainsi, je voudrais, une nuit,

Quand 1'heure des volupt^s sonne,

Vers les tresors de ta personne,

Comme un lache, ramper sans bruit,

Pour chatier ta chair joyeuse,

Pour meurtrir ton sein pardonne,

Et faire a ton flanc etonne

Une blessure large et creuse,

Et, vertigineuse douceur!

A travers ces levres nouvelles,
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Plus eclatantes et plus belles,

T'infuser mon venin, ma soeur.

Sadism and masochism are recurrent aspects of his cult of evil,

and it is apparent that the Baudelairean man of hypersensi-

bility moves deliberately into the cult of perversity, whereas

Octave, an earlier type, exclaims in horror: 39

Faire le mal! tel etait done le role que la Providence m'avait

impost! Moi, faire le mal! moi a qui ma conscience, au milieu

de mes fureurs memes, disait pourtant que j'etais bon! Moi
qu'une destinee impitoyable entrainait sans cesse plus avant dans

un abime et a qui en raeme temps une horreur secrete montrait

sans cesse la profondeur de cet abime ou je tombais!

The difference in attitude is striking. Both heroes are cruel,

both do evil, but the Baudelairean hero enjoys his cruelty,

and he is deliberately and consciously perverse. There is of

course a connection between Baudelaire's hypersensibility

and his cult of evil. He is ravaged by hypersensibility, he feels

a surfeit of emotion, and he can whet his jaded emotions only

by abnormal sensations. The normal no longer suffices since

such emotional response is deadened. The man of hypersen-

sibility becomes the pathological hero.

In "L'Ennemi" Baudelaire describes the ravages of hyper-

sensibility. He contrasts his stormy youth with his later

years: 40

Ma jeunesse ne fut qu'un tenebreux orage,

Traverse ca et la par de brillants soleils;

Le tonnerre et la pluie ont fait un tel ravage

Qu'il reste en mon jardin bien peu de fruits vermeils.

Voila que j'ai touche a l'automne des id£es,

Et qu'il faut employer la pelle et les rateaux

Pour rassembler a neuf les terres inondees,

Ou l'eau creuse des trous grands comme des tombeaux.

Et qui sait si les fleurs nouvelles que je reve

Trouveront dans ce sol lav£ comme une greve

Le mystique aliment qui ferait leur vigueur?
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—O douleur! 6 douleur! Le Temps mange la vie,

Et l'obscur Ennemi qui nous ronge le coeur

Du sang que nous perdons croit et se fortifie!

He says he has lived so intensely that it is difficult to rekindle

the flames of normal sensibility. In short, his excesses have

immunized him against further emotional experience. As
Baudelaire testifies, the danger of hypersensibility is that it

dulls the hero's emotional capacity, and this theme runs

throughout Les Fleurs du mal. Hence he has to turn to the

emotional possibilities of the cult of evil.

Abulia, despair, and ennui result from his emotional pov-

erty. In "Le Mauvais moine" Baudelaire further depicts him-

self, this time as a victim of abulia: 41

—Mon ame est un tombeau que, mauvais cenobite,

Depuis l'eternite je parcours et j'habite;

Rien n'embellit les murs de ce cloitre odieux.

O moine faineant! quand saurai-je done faire

Du spectacle vivant de ma triste misere

Le travail de mes mains et l'amour de mes yeux?

In "La Cloche felee," "Recueillement," and the four

"Spleen" poems, Baudelaire reveals his deep spiritual an-

guish. In "Reversibilite" he writes: 42

Ange plein de gaiete, connaissez-vous l'angoisse,

La honte, les remords, les sanglots, les ennuis,

Et les vagues terreurs de ces affreuses nuits

Qui compriment le coeur comme un papier qu'on froisse?

Ange plein de gaiete, connaissez-vous l'angoisse?

His anguish becomes self-loathing in "Voyage a Cythere": 43

Dans ton ile, 6 Venus! je n'ai trouve debout

Qu'un gibet symbolique ou pendait mon image. . . .

—Ah, Seigneur! donnez-moi la force et le courage

De contempler mon coeur et mon corps sans degout!

Nearly every poem in Les Fleurs du mal illustrates a differ-

ent psychological motif. Baudelaire's hypersensitive olfactory

sense, for example, borders on an aberration. The pathologi-
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cal hero is depicted in many ways: the condemned man dis-

interestedly smoking as he awaits his execution; violent and

sadistic lesbianism; nightmarish coition; vampirism. Each

motif is correlated with Baudelaire's hypersensibility, and an

emotion has been denned as pathological when it is suffi-

ciently intense and exaggerated. Certainly in Baudelaire the

man of hypersensibility, the romantic hero, becomes the

pathological hero.

Summary

The pathological hero has been discursively discussed be-

cause it is impossible to separate the categories of the man of

hypersensibility and the pathological hero. A man of hyper-

sensibility is often "pathological" without warranting the

term "pathological hero" as a general judgment. The patho-

logical hero grows from the man of hypersensibility.

One fact is clear. The romantic sensibility is the touch-

stone in understanding the pathological hero, for it provides

the fertile soil from which pathology can grow. Now the

romantic sensibility is simply one of the inherent qualities

which make the romantic hero what he is, and his sensibility

is actually hypersensibility or hypersensitivity in comparison
with the herdman's. He possesses this hypersensibility by
virtue of being a hero. This is to say that his emotional range

is greater than the herdman's, his perceptions acuter, his

responses more exaggerated.

The romantic hero may wish to cultivate his hypersensi-

bility from a hedonistic pursuit of pleasure or from the con-

viction that hypersensitivity results in acuter perception. The
danger is apparent. It may become so intense and exaggerated

that it is in fact pathological. Yet the point of departure is

not always easy to define. When does Baudelaire's olfactory

sense cease to be hypersensitive and become pathological?

When does the homo-duplex cease to be a man who acutely

probes himself, and rather become a schizophrenic with a

cleavage between intellect and emotion and with a resultant

splintering of the personality? It is of course a question of

mental disorganization. But what does "normalcy" mean
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when applied to the hero, the extraordinary man? A man
like Octave sometimes behaves "pathologically" without jus-

tifying the term "pathological." The term "pathological

hero" is warranted only when his irrationality is consistently

pronounced like Nerval's. And even in this case there is no
simple resolution to the problem. There are no sharp bound-
ary lines.

The pathological hero is a descendant of the archetypal

self-conscious hero. He is aware that his romantic sensibility

differentiates him from the herdman, and he knows that his

hypersensitivity is pregnant with possibility. He knows sen-

sations which are far beyond the herdman's emotional range;

thus he has insights, understanding, visions which the herd-

man cannot achieve. It is doubtful whether any romantic

hero ever engages in a quest of insanity; yet it is nonetheless

true that many a quest results in irrationality. Hypersensi-

bility is indeed a road to knowledge, both of the world and
the self, but it is a long, narrow, winding road fraught with

many dangers. The pathological hero bears mute, and often

vocal, testimony to the manifold dangers of romantic hyper-

sensibility.



FOUR

THE POET-PROPHET

THE TERM poet-prophet is

used to refer either to the author or his literary protagonist.

Romantic literature is so autobiographical that the romantic

hero often seems little more than the author's shadow. Since

they possess the same traits and share the same motives and

aims, it is therefore profitable to study them together.

The poet-prophet, as both author and protagonist, is sub-

sumed by the self-conscious hero. He feels that he is unique,

thinks more deeply, knows more than the herdman. The
poet-prophets are unanimous on this point, but otherwise

they reveal a great diversity. For instance, the poet-prophet

may be separated from society by his wisdom and hypersen-

sitivity; he may seek refuge in an ivory tower, engage on the

romantic quest, become a rebel, or despair of communicating
with the herd. Yet he may also become a leader through his

wisdom and hypersensibility; he may be a visionary or seer,

a man of action, or both at once. The lines of descent from
the self-conscious hero often cross. In spite of these variations

in type, however, the poet-prophet falls into three main
categories—solitary, leader, and visionary.

Romanticism witnesses a fundamental change in the poet's

place in society; a different kind of public confronts him.

75
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Although this change seems cataclysmic, it is actually the

product of social evolution. The increasingly utilitarian at-

mosphere of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries lays

the groundwork for the change, as the bourgeoisie replaces

the aristocrats in financial areas. The cultural level tends to

rise because money affords more leisure. The provinces be-

come a reading market as well as Paris, and the idea of the

public as a literary consumer becomes important for the

first time in French history. 1 The French Revolution effects

great social changes upon the eighteenth-century masses, and
a new generation is reared in the post-Revolutionary era.

The masses, formed in the tumult of industrialization and
social change, turn to prose rather than poetry for their

reading tastes. The modern newspaper is born and has a

marked impact, and with the romantic movement the poet
begins to emerge from the middle classes. The new poet
must earn a living from his writing in a society where the

bourgeoisie determines success or failure, and he correctly

believes that the masses have little sympathy for him and his

work. In short, the poet feels he no longer has a place.

The new society contrasts sharply with the traditional hier-

archical society, where the poet has a definite role to fill no
less than the soldier, priest, or king. To be sure, it is not a

principal role, but the point is that the hierarchy assigns

him a place. Yet his role is progressively undermined from
the seventeenth century, when rationalism begins to be a

potent force: 2

The notion of the early poet as "vates" was of course a common-
place of the Renaissance, but it is interesting to find the seven-

teenth century emphasizing the scientific in addition to the moral,
theological or political meanings which were supposed to be
wrapped up in the fables of antiquity.

In the age of reason science precludes "poetic truth" as vague,

imaginative, unverifiable. Hasard summarizes the general

attitude: 3

La poesie, comme on la maltraitait! On ne la comprenait plus,
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on ne l'entendait plus; on ne sentait plus passer dans les coeurs

un souffle divin. On la reduisait a n'etre plus qu'un des modes
de l'art oratoire, son ennemi. Au lieu de chercher le profond

dans Tame, par un effort contraire a sa vraie nature elle allait

vers l'exterieur, voulant arguer, prouver, resoudre. L'imagination

etait consideree comme une faculte inferieure. . . . Les Muses

n'etaient plus des deesses; elles n'etaient autre chose que les

differents moyens dont la Raison s'etait toujours servie pour

l'insinuer dans l'esprit des hommes.

The change is striking. Whereas patrons subsidize poets

during the Renaissance, the poets of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries find an audience by becoming the agents

of reason and by writing for the cultured aristocracy. There
are of course some great patrons during the period, but the

trend is nonetheless apparent. In the romantic upheaval an-

other situation confronts the poets. Now there are no more
great patrons, the masses determine success, and the poet

has no place in this new social order.

His problem is to find and fill a role in the new society.

The problem is acute because, unlike his counterpart in the

age of reason or the enlightenment, the romantic poet rejects

rationalism as the motor force of poetry. At the same time the

cultured reading public is conditioned to think that poetry

is indeed the handmaiden of science and philosophy. Then
the romantic poet feels he has no established place not only

because the structure of the new society is different but also

because he has a different idea of the function of poetry.

All these factors tend to isolate the poet and cause a break-

down in his communication with society. In turn the poet

reflects his concern with his fictional counterpart, the poet-

prophet as hero; and his insecurity and isolation are two
principal sources of the mal du siecle. But although the ro-

mantic poet is discomfited, he is convinced he knows what
poetry really entails. He is self-consciously aware of the place

the vates once held but which he does not hold, and he
knows a solution must be found if the poet is to remain an
organic part of society. He resolves this problem in different

ways as a solitary, a leader, and a visionary.
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The Solitary

In his social role the poet-prophet must evidence one of

two possible responses. He either belongs or does not belong

to society as a functioning member. Yet he may in either case

make great contributions. The solitary, or isolated poet, may
for example direct his people from afar, while regretting his

separation from the herd. Vigny, in particular, believes that

the poet-prophet leads his people even when he is not of

them. Baudelaire feels the poet cannot really speak to the

herd, and it may be that the idea of the poet as a man writ-

ing only for other poets arises at this time. These antipodal

responses are variations of the two attitudes which the soli-

tary may take.

Baudelaire cries out in pain and indignation at his role.

He says that society looks upon the poet with disgust and
loathing. In "Benediction" even his mother exclaims: 4

Lorsque, par un decret des puissances supremes,

Le Poete apparait en ce monde ennuye,

Sa mere epouvantee et pleine de blasphemes

Crispe ses poings vers Dieu, qui la prend en pitie:

—"Ah! que n'ai-je mis bas tout un noeud de viperes,

Plutot que de nourrir cette derision!

Maudite soit la nuit aux plaisirs ephemeres

Ou mon ventre a concu mon expiation."

The poet is an object of ridicule in "L'Albatros": 5

Le Poete est semblable au prince des nu£es

Qui hante sa tempete et se rit de 1'archer;

Exile sur le sol au milieu des hu£es,

Ses ailes de g£ant l'empechent de marcher.

He has no choice. He turns from the mundane world, where

he is prey to crass, misunderstanding, sadistic men, to the

haven of poetic fancy; only there is he safe. Rejected, ridi-

culed, despised in every conceivable way, he escapes through

poetry: 6
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Envole-toi bien loin de ces miasmes morbides;

Va te purifier dans l'air superieur,

Et bois, comme une pure et divine liqueur,

Le feu clair qui remplit les espaces limpides.

In "Elevation" as elsewhere Baudelaire refuses to participate

and turns his back upon mankind. Yet he continues to par-

ticipate as a poet, and he adds his own experience to man's

knowledge. Men may come voluntarily to the Baudelairean

poet-prophet through his poem, but he himself withdraws

and despairs of mass communication. He is much too cynical,

much too wise.

The poet's divorce from society is different in Vigny. Al-

though Baudelaire comes in time to accept his withdrawal as

inevitable and even necessary, Vigny indignantly proclaims

that society persecutes a valiant, useful leader in the poet-

prophet. He argues that society should rectify its error: 7

La cause? c'est le martyre perpetuel et la perpetuelle immolation

du Poete.—La cause? c'est le droit qu'il aurait de vivre.—La
cause? c'est la mort qu'il est force de se donner.

Whereas Baudelaire accepts his divorce as final, Vigny be-

lieves an enlightened society should effect a reconciliation.

Baudelaire would sneer at the thought of an enlightened

herd.

Vigny implies in Chatterton that the state should be re-

sponsible for its poets. In this play the young English poet

Chatterton is ignored, then persecuted, because he is a poet-

prophet; he becomes a pariah. Chatterton is destroyed in his

fatal conflict with society. He breaks down and finally com-
mits suicide. Before his death, however, he characterizes him-

self in the following words: 8

Je n'en sais rien, mais jamais je ne pus enchainer dans des

canaux etroits et reguliers les debordements tumultueux de mon
esprit qui toujours inondait ses rives malgre moi. J'^tais incap-

able de suivre les lentes operations des calculs journaliers, j'y

renoncerai le premier. J'avouai mon esprit vaincu par le chifrre,

et j'eus besoin d'exploiter mon corps.
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Although a genius, Chatterton is childishly helpless before

society. Vigny argues that the poet-prophet is properly re-

sponsible only to himself for using his genius, while society

should take charge of his personal welfare. And the isolated

poet, the solitary, belongs and contributes to society in the

only way he can, through his poetry. He should not be con-

cerned with diurnal needs.

Vigny emphasizes that the poet-prophet is not just a

writer. He carefully distinguishes between the poet, le grand

ecrivain, and Vhomme de lettres: 9

Mais il [le poete] est une autre sorte de nature, nature passionnee,

plus pure et plus rare. Celui qui vient d'elle est inhabile a tout

ce qui n'est pas l'oeuvre divine, et vient au monde a de rares

intervalles, heureusement pour lui, malheureusement pour

l'espece humaine. II y vient pour etre a charge aux autres, quand
il appartient completement a cette race exquise et puissante qui

fut celle des grands hommes inspires.

Le grand ecrivain and Vhomme de lettres are literary prosti-

tutes, for they write for fame and money rather than from

the compulsion of their imagination like the true poet. Vig-

ny observes that they are masters of themselves and write for

the market, whereas the true poet is beside himself and

writes his knowledge of the Word. He is in the tradition of

the vates, the divine madman, the seer. Therefore the state

should take charge of his daily affairs.

Poetic creativity is a disease. It afflicts Stello, for example,

and the Docteur-Noir prescribes the following cure: If he is

determined to be a poet against reason, Stello should at least

separate his poetic and social functions. He should give

Caesar his due, then accomplish his mission in solitude. He
should always keep in mind the fate of Gilbert, Chatterton,

Chenier, if he intends to pursue a calling which entails un-

happiness; and he should remember that hope is man's last

delusion. Such is the message of the Docteur-Noir, or reason,

to Stello, or poetic genius. Vigny again warns that the poet's

isolation is fatal because the poet is inevitably isolated from

society.
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The true poet pursues his calling despite rebuff and dis-

aster because, ironically, he has a social mission to fill. He
can elevate man. He is the wise man who discerns truth un-

fathomable by the herd. Vigny develops this theme in "La

Bouteille a la mer," Stello, VII, XVII, and it recurs through-

out Le Journal d'un poete.

Vigny's poet-prophet is a cross between the magus, wise

man, and vates, seer. He is afflicted with divine madness, yet

is the practical leader of his people— if they would only fol-

low him. Though separated from society, he possesses the

knowledge which society needs. Thus he participates from

afar, sometimes leading the herd without its will, sometimes

with its will but never its affection. Moise is such a solitary: 10

Sitot que votre souffle a rempli le berger,

Les hommes se sont dit: "II nous est etranger";

Et leurs yeux se baissaient devant mes yeux de flamme,

Car ils venaient, helas! d'y voir plus que mon ame.

J'ai vu l'amour s'eteindre et l'amitie tarir,

Les vierges se voilaient et craignaient de mourir.

M'enveloppant alors de la colonne noire,

J'ai marche devant tous, triste et seul dans ma gloire,

Et j'ai dit dans mon coeur: Que vouloir a present?

Pour dormir sur un sein mon front est trop pesant,

Ma main laisse l'effroi sur la main qu'elle touche,

L'orage est dans ma voix, l'eclair est sur ma bouche;

,

Aussi, loin de m'aimer, voila qu'ils tremblent tous,

Et, quand j'ouvre les bras, on tombe a mes genoux.

O Seigneur! j'ai vecu puissant et solitaire,

Laissez-moi m'endormir du sommeil de la terre.

God elects a poet-prophet like Moise to bring his Word to

the herd. But while he participates in society by delivering

God's message, he suffers from his agonizing isolation. And
once his task is over, he is superseded by another poet-

prophet, just as Josue leads the people when Moise dies. He
is a divine instrument, not a man.
The poet-prophet fills his social role differently in "La

Bouteille a la mer." The hero is a scientist whose message is

utilitarian: 11
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Le vrai Dieu, le Dieu fort est le Dieu des idees!

Sur nos fronts ou le germe est jet£ par le sort,

Re"pandons le savoir en fecondes ond£es;

Puis, recueillant le fruit tel que de Tame il sort,

Tout empreint du parfum des saintes solitudes,

Jetons l'oeuvre a la mer, la mer des multitudes:

—Dieu la prendra du doigt pour la conduire au port.

He is illumined by patient study rather than by divine reve-

lation. But he still suffers from the isolation which, ironically,

his social role imposes on him in his effort to "assurer un
avenir meilleur aux destinees humaines." 12

The poet-prophet is interested in beauty as well as in

truth. Vigny explains his esthetic function: 13

II y a, dans les oeuvres d'art, deux points de vue: Tun philoso-

phique, l'autre poetique. Le point de vue philosophique doit

soutenir l'oeuvre, drame ou livre, d'un pole a l'autre, pr^cis^ment

comme l'axe d'un globe; mais le globe, dans sa forme arrondie

et complete, avec ses couleurs variees et brillantes, est une image

de l'art qui doit etre toujours en vue, en tournant autour de son

atmosphere. . . . R£chauffer plutot qu'enseigner.

In short, he argues that the poet-prophet is an artist as well

as a magus and vates, and that these two aspects are comple-

mentary rather than mutually exclusive. It is nevertheless

possible to realize one aspect without succeeding in the

other. For example, the scientist perceives truth, but he is

obviously not an artist, just as Gautier, say, is concerned with

art without propounding a real theory of beauty. Ideally,

however, the poet-prophet succeeds in both aspects of his

dual role. If his social message is unheeded, he can enjoy the

message—a thing of beauty in itself—as a work of art. The
poem affords compensation even when the meaning, i.e., the

Word, is misunderstood and ignored. In this case the poet-

prophet may retire to his ivory tower and find quietistic re-

lease in contemplating art as beauty rather than by consid-

ering it as
1

a social message. Here is an initial form of the

theory of l'art pour l'art.

When he transmits a message to the herd, he is concerned

with two problems—one specific, the other general. The spe-
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cific problem is to deliver the Word, i.e., message, so that the

herd may effect any needed reforms. The general problem
involves the poet-prophet's concern with the delivery of the

Word. What is the Word, i.e., poetic message? What indeed

is poetic communication?
Vigny does not clearly distinguish between the different

modes of poetic perception—knowing and knowing about.

But he does intimate that the imagination effects the poetic

communication, i.e., the Word: 14

La seule faculte que j'estime en moi est mon besoin eternal d'or-

ganisation. A peine une idee m'est venue, je lui donne dans la

meme minute sa forme et sa composition, son organisation com-

plete.

He touches upon the imagination in his passages on genius, 15

the poetic soul, 16 the contemplative soul, 17 poetic fancy,18

inspiration, 19 the function of the symbol,20 and most explicit-

ly in "La Flute" 21 without ever formulating a clear concept.

He does not analyze poetic knowledge; he merely states that

the poet-prophet delivers his message, the Word, to the

people, just as Moi'se descends the sacred mountain with

God's commandments. As the most classical of romantics

Vigny is discursively analytical; he retains the classic distinc-

tion between pleasing and instructing as the twin aims of

art, and he does not formulate a concept of suprarational

understanding by means of the poetic experience. He be-

lieves that the poet-prophet as a solitary must somehow com-
municate with the herd, but he does not resolve the funda-

mental problem of poetic communication itself.

The Leader

Hugo states baldly that "le poete est pretre." 22 The poet

acts as the prophet or priest of the god Reality, which he
apprehends through a mystical experience. Discursive reason,

which is characteristic of classic understanding, is foreign to

Hugo. He simply sees and knows. He derives his knowledge
of reality immediately and suprarationally. Furthermore he
is not a solitary.

Hugo resolves the poet's isolation differently from Bau-
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delaire and Vigny. He believes that the poet-prophet is in-

variably linked to his people and that he leads them to

enlightenment, redemption, social progress. 23 Thus good
poetry is a utilitarian form of communication; it has a defi-

nite social purpose. Hugo elaborates this position in his

poetry and throughout his many prefaces.

He repeatedly symbolizes the poet-prophet as the magus: 24

Nous venons de prononcer ce mot: mage. Ce poete en effet, par

moments, comme, Job, officie. On dirait qu'il exerce sur la nature,

sur les peuples, et jusque sur les dieux, une sorte de magisme.

II reproche aux betes leur voracite. Un vautour qui saisit, malgre

sa course, une hase pleine, et qui s'en repait, "mange toute une
race arretee en sa fuite."

It is his sacred function to transmit the Word to the people.

However, they do not always accept his message unquestion-

ingly or follow it willingly. The magus frequently suffers

while delivering the Word: 25

Le voyant charge d'eclairer la nuit humaine, parce qu'il penetre

ainsi, divin, parmi les etres adonnes au mal, ne peut que
provoquer leur colere, et souffrir. Plus sa mission est vaste, plus

il souffre. . . .

Yet it is his duty to immolate himself as a Messiah to save his

people, irrespective of their worth or gratitude. 26 His mission

is explicit: 27

C'est surtout a reparer le mal fait par les sophistes que doit

s'attacher aujourd'hui le poete. II doit marcher devant les peuples

comme une lumiere et leur montrer le chemin. II doit les ramener
a tous les grands principes d'ordre, de morale et d'honneur; et,

pour que sa puissance leur soit douce, il faut que toutes les fibres

du coeur humain vibrent sous ses doigts comme les cordes d'une

lyre. II ne sera jamais l'echo d'aucune parole, si ce n'est de celle

de Dieu. II se rappellera toujours ce que ses pred^cesseurs ont

trop oublie\ que lui aussi il a une religion et une patrie.

Then the poet-prophet is a wise man who has both sacerdotal

and social functions, and the word "philistines" or "bour-

geois" might well replace "sophists" in this quotation.
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Though linked with his people, the poet-prophet is also

an intermediary between God and man. He stands midway
between heaven and earth. He communicates with God
through divine inspiration, then reveals the Word to God's

people. His role is always to dominate nature by combatting

evil, to interpret the universal symbolism in nature, to serve

as mediator between matter and the spirit. 28 His isolation is

momentary and meaningful, just as Christ goes apart into

the wilderness to commune with God. "Un. genie est un
accuse," 29 but even as a solitary he belongs to his people.

Moses is not a suffering, isolated genius but rather the great

leader who guides the Israelites through the wilderness in

quest of the New Canaan. He is an optimistic hero who re-

flects Hugo's belief in unilinear progress: 30

Ce qu'il partage, certes, avec son siecle . . . c'est le desir . . . de

decouvrir les lois du developpement de l'histoire. Cette hantise

... est bien le caractere le plus frappant, non seulement de ce

qu'on appelle le romantisme, mais d'un romantisme eternel,

celui auquel se rattachent les "mages" dont Hugo fera le portrait

dans William Shakespeare.

Hugo believes that man progresses from barbarism to ever

higher forms of culture despite his momentary setbacks. His

ascent is unilinear, not cyclical.

His belief in unilinear progress is reflected in La Legende
des siecles, a record of man's tortuous ascent from primitivism

to civilization. Zumthor discusses the connection of this work
with La Fin de Satan and Dieu: 31

L'auteur, du reste, pour completer ce qu'il a dit plus haut, ne

voit aucune difficult^ a faire entrevoir des a present qu'il a

esquiss£ dans la solitude une sorte de poeme d'une certaine

etendue ou se reverbere le probleme unique l'Etre, sous sa triple

face: l'Humanite, le Mai, l'lnfini; le progressif, le relatif, l'absolu;

en ce qu'on pourrait appeler trois chants: La Legende des siecles,

La Fin de Satan, Dieu.

Hugo is a poet of cultural evolution, and his hero, the poet-

prophet, glimpses into the infinite and then imparts his
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knowledge of the Word in order to help society change, de-

velop, progress. The poet-prophet makes man's ultimate vic-

tory over nature possible.

Hugo summarizes his attitude in "La Fonction du poete"

and "Les Mages." The poet-prophet is inextricably linked

to the herd and has a social role, but as a form of higher

consciousness he is the head of a sluggish organism which
often treats him like an irritant. His feet are planted in this

world, his eyes focused upon another. Another intermediary

is often necessary—the functionary or enlightened political

leader. The hero speaks with God and formulates the max-
ims by which the functionary may, for example, communi-
cate with the masses. Though the poet-prophet is himself

a political leader in antiquity, modern society is more com-
plex and demands a separate functionary. Perhaps it is better,

Hugo says, for the poet-prophet not to be overly concerned

with social minutiae, which deal after all with the contingent

rather than the absolute. He remains a prototype of the Mes-

siah, whom the masses do not understand and rarely love but

come to follow in time. The divine Word of which the poet-

prophet is the mouthpiece prevails against all force.

Hugo's interest in the poet-prophet as leader prompts him
to investigate the nature of poetic communication. He states

that the poet-prophet is superior to the herdman because

he is suprarational; he has the romantic imagination, a su-

perior mode of understanding. Hugo writes of the poet as

priest: 32

II y a deux poetes, le poete du caprice et le poete de la logique;

et il y a un troisieme poete, compose de Tun et de l'autre, les

corrigeant l'un par l'autre, les completant l'un par l'autre, et les

resumant dans une entite plus haute. Ce sont les deux statures

en une seule. Ce troisieme-la est le premier. II a le caprice, et il

suit le souffle. II a la logique, et il suit le devoir.

And he says explicitly: 33

L'imagination est profondeur. Aucune faculte de l'esprit ne

s'enfonce et ne creuse plus que l'imagination; c'est la grande
plongeuse.
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Indeeed imagination is thought, 34 conceived as the immediate

comprehension of a visual image without rational analysis.

Thought so conceived is suprarational, and discursive inter-

pretation is superfluous. The poet-prophet understands the

essence of the thing, and he identifies thing with his idea of

the thing in the appropriate context.

Hugo might well say that in the beginning was the Image,

which the poet-prophet brings to mankind in his priestly

function. Moreover, the poetic and priestly functions are

identical. The Promethean roots are deep, the Moses analogy

omnipresent in the concept. Zumthor says of his role as

image-bearer: 35

Dans la contemplation—la vision—de l'univers materiel, l'esprit

createur de Hugo obtient de facon immediate et, semble-t-il, sans

effort, une expression coherente de cette realite, expression

globale, definitive, parfaitement satisfaisante pour lui parce

qu'elle epuise tous les sens qu'il sait donner a l'etre—grace a sa

plasticite, a son eclat en merae temps qu'a sa valeur philoso-

phique: image-idee.

Such an idea of poetic understanding revises some criticism

of Hugo. For while critics like Vigny correctly state that he
is not an analytic thinker, 36

* their judgment is by no means
damning. Although Hugo is neither systematic nor very logi-

cal, he is nonetheless a thinker because he thinks imagi-

natively through visual images. Thus Seilliere refutes Scher-

er's assessment: 37

II pose tout d'abord que Hugo a peu d'idees et que celles qu'il a

restent banales. C'est beaucoup trop dire a mon avis, car, encore

une fois, ces idees existent; ce sont toutes celles que le mysticisme

naturiste a successivement utilisees pour sa propagande au cours

du siecle romantique; Hugo ne les a ni inventees, ni merae
renouvelees, mais il les a marquees, de sa griffe; elles ont la

valeur et la faiblesse rationnelle de toutes les assertions de ce

genre. . . .

Hugo simply feels no need for speculative knowledge. The
poet-prophet is not a logician who discourses on metaphysi-

cal niceties, but rather a romantic hero who mystically en-
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counters reality and then records his experience with the

Word for man's benefit. 38 He is both an image-bearer and
image-interpreter: "Tout homme qui ecrit un livre; ce livre,

c'est lui." 39 He is the priest of reality rather than of the

Father in Christian theology. He is unique because his

imagination penetrates the substance of reality, whereas even

the enlightened herdman must rely upon discursive reason.

His hypersensibility gives him a capacity beyond the herd-

man's. He gains knowledge of the Word through his mystical

experiences and becomes the leader of his people.

The Visionary

The poet-prophet is always a seer who feels that he either

belongs or does not belong to society, that he either is or is

not the leader of his people. To some extent he is a visionary.

Yet a type of the visionary apart from both the solitary and
the leader emerges from the poet-prophet. The visionary is

distinguished by his preoccupation with the Word, whereas

the solitary and the leader relate the Word to society in

social terms. It is a matter of emphasis. Obviously all three

types are concerned with the Word and the herd. However,

the visionary dwells so much upon the Word and the poetic

experience that he tends to forget his audience. He is pre-

occupied with the message rather than with the people.

The visionary is necessarily concerned with the symbol be-

cause it is at the core of the romantic theory of poetic knowl-

edge. He wants to transmute the symbol into the thing.

The poem must be more than words, it must be real, it must
enable the reader to relive the poet's experience. It must do
more than record the visionary's own experience if it is to be

meaningful to the reader. The visionary finds himself in a

dilemma, for he must necessarily use a language which is

inadequate. He despairs of language as an effective means of

communication, yet has no other way of transmitting the

Word. 40 He must resolve the problem of the poem—a prob-

lem in communication which the solitary and the leader

ignore.

Assume, for example, that after his mystical experience the
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poet-prophet possesses knowledge of the Word. He is still

faced with a problem in communication. How will he reveal

the Word to others? Several solutions are possible, none

altogether satisfactory. He may simply record his knowledge

without intending for the reader to relive his experience so

that he can experientially derive the poet's understanding

of the Word. Vigny takes this approach, and his use of sym-

bolism is representational; he is not a visionary. Hugo and

Nerval reject Vigny's approach as unsatisfactory since his

symbolism is superficial and does not enable the reader to

relive the poet's mystical experience.

In theory Hugo and Nerval resolve this problem of com-

munication in the same way, but their poetry is different

because each has a different tone and esthetic approach. They
believe, in short, that the symbol is not in one-to-one cor-

respondence with the thing or idea; it has an infinite number
of referents. They are not even aware of all the symbol's

meanings, but this is no cause for concern. It is, indeed, not

necessary for them to understand the thing or their experi-

ence with the thing rationally: It is only necessary for them
to record the experience symbolically without a one-to-one

correlation of symbol with thing, so that the reader can re-

live the experience upon reading the poem.
According to this concept of poetry, the symbol introduces

the reader to the experience and makes it possible for him
to live the experience. Although Hugo and Nerval are not

explicit on this point, it may be that no reader can duplicate

the poet's own precise experience. Indeed such duplication

is unnecessary. The poet wishes to convey the essence of the

poetic experience; the reader reacts individually while per-

ceiving the essence of the poet's experience. It is impossible

for the reader to have an identical response since he is not

the poet. The visionary is nonetheless concerned about these

limitations of language. In spite of the open symbol the vi-

sionary may not succeed in imparting to the reader his per-

ception of the Word.
Thus the visionary formulates an idea of the open symbol

in which symbol=many things=the total experience. Vigny's
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symbolism is, however, representational: symbol=one specific

thing. Although the visionary succeeds in preventing the

reader from understanding the poetic experience too nar-

rowly, he is still not satisfied. He can never be certain that

his reader will in fact perceive everything or the essence of

the thing which he perceives. Language offers no guarantee;

the poem is not the thing-in-itself. But the visionary insists

that the reader not intellectualize over but actually relive,

i.e., create for himself, the experience which originally in-

spired the poem.

Nerval's visionary is engaged on the quest of the Word,
and he seeks an effective mode of revealing it. His search is

nebulous because he is preoccupied with the dreamworld,

where the dichotomy reality-ideality disintegrates and then is

fused. The reader relives the experience recorded in the

poem and derives his knowledge experientially rather than

vicariously. The reader has to derive an understanding ex-

perientially because there is no one-to-one correlation of

symbol and thing. Since he is not told what the symbol

represents and since it indeed represents no one thing, then

he must approach the poem as if approaching the thing

which the visionary himself originally encounters.

Nerval's world of images and symbols lies in the dream-

world, which the reader, like the visionary, enters and from

which he later returns. Nerval characterizes this ethereal

world in Aurelia: 41

Le Reve est une seconde vie. Je n'ai pu percer sans fremir ces

portes d'ivoire ou de corne qui nous separent du monde invisible.

Les premiers instants du sommeil sont l'image de la mort; un
engourdissement nebuleux saisit notre pensee, et nous ne pouvons

determiner l'instant precis ou le moi, sous une autre forme,

continue l'oeuvre de l'existence. C'est un souterrain vague qui

s'eclaire peu a peu, et ou se d£gagent de l'ombre et de la nuit les

pales figures gravement immobiles qui habitent le sejour des

limbes. Puis le tableau se forme, une clarte nouvelle illumine et

fait jouer ces apparitions bizarres;—le monde des esprits s'ouvre

pour nous.
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This scene parallels man's ascent from the cave in Plato's

Republic, for in both instances man must learn to separate

the shadow, the illusion, the image, the symbol from the

thing-in-itself. In each case he must come to grips with reality,

not the image of reality, but in both instances man is first

blinded by the light and fumbles with familiar objects. He
is beginning to come into contact with things rather than

with the appearances of things. In this sense the dreamworld
leads to reality.

Nerval's visionary is hallucinatory and recounts his dreams

to the reader. He is not a leader of his people bringing down
the commandments from the sacred mountain. In fact, he is

so preoccupied with the message that he tends to forget his

audience. Yet, ironically, it is his desire to communicate
which causes his dissatisfaction with traditional modes of

poetic communication and leads him to formulate his own
notion.

The symbol is the key because it is more than representa-

tional. Through the symbol the reader lives the poetic ex-

perience and glimpses the thing; he may go further and
glimpse the infinite since the symbol has no limits. It is an
open door. Nerval recognizes the danger of such hallucina-

tory writing: 42

C'est un entrainement fatal ou l'inconnu vous attire comme le

feu follet fuyant sur les joncs d'une eau morte. . . . Reprenons
pied sur le reel.

The visionary is engaged in the romantic quest of ideality.

Moreover ideality is reality—the really real, not the appar-

ently real. In his quest Nerval turns to the dream because

it is fluid, imagistic, apparently real like the symbol yet

pointing to ideality, reality, the really real. This passage

from Octavie illustrates his use of the symbol: 43

Mourir, grand Dieu! pourquoi cette idee me revient-elle a tout

propos, comme s'il n'y avait que ma mort qui fut l'equivalent

du bonheur que vous promettez? La mort! ce mot ne repand
cependant rien de sombre dans ma pensee. Elle m'apparait

couronnee de roses pales, comme a la fin d'un festin; j'ai reve
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quelquefois qu'elle m'attendait en souriant au chevet d'une

femme adoree, apres le bonheur, apres l'ivresse, et qu'elle me
disait: "Allons, jeune homme! tu as eu toute ta part de joie en ce

monde. A present, viens dormir, viens te reposer dans mes bras.

Je ne suis pas belle, moi, mais je suis bonne et secourable, et je

ne donne pas le plaisir, mais le calme kernel."

The difference between Nerval's use of symbolism and
Vigny's is striking. Vigny's symbol is static, representational;

Nerval's kinetic, kaleidoscopic. It contains the manifold pos-

sibilities of the poetic experience itself.

Hugo's use of the symbol is similar in theory but different

in practice. This difference becomes apparent by contrasting

two poems, Hugo's "La Conscience" and Nerval's "Caphar-

naum," in which both writers treat the effect of man's con-

science upon himself. In "La Conscience" the great eye,

symbolizing conscience, ceaselessly follows the sinner, Cain,

through the world, affording no rest, arising whenever Cain

believes he has it. In "La Capharnaum" 44 the symbol is open:

The poet walks up and down staircases, back and forth along

never-ending corridors, while slushing black waters produce

eerie sensations. The entire scene, rather than a part of it,

symbolizes man punished by conscience for his transgres-

sions. Both Hugo and Nerval are imagistic, but there is much
difference. Hugo's symbol is marmoreal, Nerval's plastic;

Hugo achieves his effect through a particular symbol though

it is not representational, while Nerval uses the entire scene

as a symbol. The following equation is valid for Hugo—
image=thought=symbol=the Word. In Nerval such an
equation is impossible because the symbol is too uncertain.

He intimates that image leads to symbol and symbol to the

Word. He emphasizes the multiplicity of referents by not

symbolizing the Word in one image. Indeed, the fundamental

ambiguity in life precludes such a marmoreal use of the

symbol: 45

Ici a commence" pour moi ce que j'appellerai l'^panchement du
songe dans la vie reelle. A dater de ce moment, tout prenait

parfois un aspect double,—et cela, sans que le raisonnement
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manquat jamais de logique, sans que la memoire perdit les plus

legers details de ce qui m'arrivait. Seulement, mes actions,

insens^es en apparence, etaient soumises a ce qu'on appelle

l'illusion, selon la raison humaine.

These lines from Aurelia underscore his distrust of language,

a basic distrust which extends to the symbol.

Words never capture the essence of the thing. Michaud
depicts this aspect of the pre-symbolist mind: 46

Comment atteindrait-il done l'objet de ses reves, lui qui renie a

la fois le dogme et la raison, lui qui ne reconnait plus pour
valable, par une reaction naturelle, mais excessive, que la voix

du seul sentiment? Car la est bien le drame romantique. En soi,

le Romantique a raison de vouloir depasser le norme classique,

et d'etendre, pour ainsi dire, la notion de la perfection du fini a

l'infini.

In the dream and poem, as in life, the visionary perceives his

own perception while the thing-in-itself remains elusive.

Perhaps the thing, like the name Jehovah for the ancient

Israelites, is too sacred Tor human knowledge; one comes
closest to it through the symbol. Yet there is an escape. Al-

though the visionary may not understand reality in its total-

ity, he can have a vision of it.
47 And he can symbolically trans-

figure this vision into a poem which causes the reader to

have a similar vision.

"Artemis" is such a visionary poem. It in no way corre-

sponds to reality, but it synthesizes the dreams and halluci-

nations of Aurelia and transfigures reality. The visionary's

imagistic impression is, at length, the road to the Image it-

self. Nerval's hero descends like Orpheus into the abyss

"pour y puiser 1' inspiration," 48 then returns with a vision of

the Image. He describes his vision, knowing the essence of

the thing is unfathomable. Perhaps symbolism replaces ro-

manticism at this point. In comparison Hugo is less sophisti-

cated, for he communes with God and then returns to earth

with a vision of the image equated with the thing, the mes-
sage, the Word. Nerval's visionary maintains that the symbol
can only lead to the thing, that the poet perceives reality
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distortedly—the best the hero can do. And he can only hope
that the reader will glimpse reality by reliving the sym-

bolically recorded experience.

Summary

Perhaps Van Tieghem best summarizes the contributions

of Baudelaire, Vigny, Hugo, and Nerval to the concept of

the poet-prophet: 49

Si l'art donne des droits a l'individu qui a du genie, il lui impose
des devoirs; l'artiste n'est plus moralement libre qu'en artiste;

chose curieuse, la liberte que tous les romantiques ont reclamee

pour la technique de l'oeuvre d'art, ils y renoncent d'eux-memes
en ce qui concerne son but. Tous, a partir de 1830, se croient, a

part Gautier et Musset, charges d'une mission non pas morale,

mais sociale, et humanitaire. Egalement eloignes de la propa-

gande morale sour le pretexte de laquelle nos classiques

feignaient d'^crire, de 'Tart pour l'art" qui sera de mode a

partir de 1850, et de Taction politique directe que condamnera
un Vigny dans La Maison du berger, le romantisme de 1830-

1840 pretend, "les pieds ici, la tete ailleurs," diriger les peuples

vers un avenir meilleur; cette pretention suppose une philoso-

phic ou une conception du monde au nom de laquelle le poete

parlera et qu'il s'efforcera de faire triompher, ou tout au moins

de faire connaitre; elle suppose aussi que le poete, qui n'est pas

qu'un porte-parole, est lui-meme eclaire par une inspiration que

ne recoivent pas les autres hommes; a son don d'expression, a

sa possibility d'influence, qu'ils voient superieure a ceux des

autres ecrivains, s'ajoute le don de visionnaire dont le gratifie la

puissance celeste.

Thus the poet-prophet, a descendant of the divine vates,

thinks he must use his unusual powers for man's benefit. He
has both the awareness and romantic sensibility which char-

acterize the archetypal self-conscious hero; indeed he would
not be the poet-prophet without these two qualities. No less

than three types of the poet-prophet emerge from his con-

cern with the Word and the herd—the solitary, the leader,

the visionary. The lines are indefinite, they sometimes cross,

but the poet-prophet always feels he is unique. He believes
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he knows more and feels more deeply than other men, and
he is necessarily concerned with both his audience and the

poetic message. He may be so concerned with one that he

tends to forget the other. The visionary, unlike the leader,

is so blinded by the revelation of the Word that in his

ecstasy he tends to forget the people for whom the mystical

message is intended.



FIVE

THE REBEL AND THE DANDY

THE romantic rebel personi-

fies defiance. A caricature might well depict him as a super-

man standing upon a promontory during a storm and shak-

ing his fist at God, or as a lonely genius convinced he is

much too fine for this earth, or as a scornful dandy sullied

by the people around him. And such a caricature stresses

his basic trait—egotism.

Fundamentally the rebel is an egotist or an egomaniac. He
epitomizes individuality and his self-assertion inevitably re-

sults in his conflict with society. While he may be no more
than a blind egocentric force, he most often rebels con-

sciously against the laws of society and/or God. Indeed this

is his nature—the assertion of self against an outside force.

He may rebel in one of three ways—against the cosmos or

God as a metaphysical rebel, against society as a social rebel,

or against both as a fusion of the two types. The second kind

of rebellion becomes metaphysical if the hero visualizes so-

ciety as divinely ordained or as a reflection of the cosmic

order. The third type, the fusion, is best illustrated by the

dandy, who closely resembles the rebel in fiction but who
differs somewhat in theory.

The rebel acts from one of several motives. He may be an

96
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imp of the perverse and his rebelliousness a kind of nihilism.

Or if he believes that the social laws are immoral, he may
develop a new source of law to replace the traditional code.

He brings a different code to mankind, or at least he himself

acts according to a different code which he recommends for

mankind. The rebel feels that the universe is out of joint,

and he often lashes out against either God or the cosmic

order. He is "lawless" in refuting the laws of God and man;
in time he becomes a "criminal." And while it is society

which calls him a criminal in its value-judgment, the rebel

sometimes considers himself a criminal. Thus there are deli-

cate shadings and subtypes in the concept of the romantic

rebel. However, he must fundamentally be either a social

rebel, a metaphysical rebel, or a fusion of the two, like the

dandy.

The Social Rebel

The social rebel is rooted in the noble savage, an early

romantic conception of the ideal man. As Weil observes,

Chateaubriand poses a dichotomy of savage-European in

which the rebel, the outsider, the savage, is good, and the

European always evil: 1

Cette antithese fondamentale du Sauvage et de l'Europeen, de
'Thornme des forets" et de 'Thomme des cites," trahit assez

l'influence de J.-J. Rousseau et rattache Chateaubriand a une
tradition. ... II declare en 1797: "Delivre du joug tyrannique

de la soci£te, je compris alors les charmes de cette independance
de la nature, qui surpassent de bien loin tous les plaisirs dont
l'homme civil peut avoir l'idee. Je compris pourquoi un Sauvage

ne s'est pas fait Europeen, et pourquoi plusieurs Europeens se

sont fait sauvages. . . .

This is an explicit attack upon the social institutions of

Europe. Chateaubriand believes the savage is right in obey-

ing natural laws rather than European mores because the

latter are unnatural. Thus Rene is a rebel who turns from
an unjust society to one which harmonizes with natural

justice and law. By praising man's natural state the early
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romantics make an implicit criticism of European society.

These men, like Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, are in a direct

line from Rousseau, an early rebel. Like Chateaubriand's

their attack is sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit, but at

this time a concept of the hero as a rebel awaits definitive

treatment. It awaits, indeed, a clear expression of the ro-

mantic ego as it motivates rebelliousness.

Hernani asserts himself egotistically and rebels against

society. He attacks the King who murdered his father and

robbed him of his inheritance; the revenge-motif motivates

Hernani's assault upon the ruling order. But it is not

society which he attacks. Though proscribed by the King he

is not a criminal. Yet he is aware of a lawless element in his

character: 2

Je suis une force qui va!

Agent aveugle et sourd de mysteres funebresl

Une ame de malheur faite avec des tenebresl

Oil vais-je? je ne sais. Mais je me sens pousse

D'un souffle impetueux, d'un destin insense.

Je descends, je descends, et jamais ne m'arrete.

Si parfois, haletant, j'ose tourner la tete,

Une voix me dit: Marche! et l'abime est profond,

Et de flamme ou de sang je le vois rouge au fond!

Cependant, a l'entour de ma course farouche,

Tout se brise, tout meurt. Malheur a qui me touche!

Oh! fuisl detourne-toi de mon chemin fatal,

Helas! sans le vouloir, je te ferais du mal!

Such lawlessness is a blind, egotistical force, but it is not

criminality. Its stated purpose is self-assertion, not the over-

throw of specific religious or social laws. Hernani rebels, be-

cause of his principle of disorder, against the King who
wrongs him; even without the revenge-motif his lawlessness

would remain since it proceeds naturally from his egotism.

He is fighting a particular King, a ruling order, not the es-

sence or structure of society abstractly conceived. This dis-

tinguishes him from other rebels who are in fact warring

against society.

Hernani stands "immobile . . . dans l'ombre, les bras
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croises sous le long manteau qui l'enveloppe, et le large bord

de son chapeau releve," 3 bristling with indignation. His fa-

tality is related to his rebelliousness, for his rebellious self-

assertion sets into motion a relentless chain of cause and effect

in society. His egotism governs his actions. It motivates him
as the "force qui va" and accounts for his lawlessness. His

rebelliousness is rooted in his egotism.

Julien Sorel is a different kind of egotist. He is ambitious

in a world of brutal egotists in Stendhal's Le Rouge et le

noir. He believes that most men mask their egotism with

conformity in an effort to achieve their goal. Although there

is a spirit of rebelliousness in all men, the successful egotist

disguises it. Every man is essentially an anarchist since he is

at war with society, but the clever man wages this war by

subterfuge. He must profess to accept the precepts of society

in order to manipulate its laws to his own advantage. All

men are egotistic and to that extent rebellious; only some
are more successful than others: 4

Que je suis bon, se dit-il, moi, pleb&en, avoir pitie d'une famille

de ce rang! Moi, que le due de Chaulnes appelle un domestiquel

Comment le marquis augmente-t-il son immense fortune? En
vendant de la rente, quand il apprend au Chateau qu'il y aura
le lendemain apparence de coup d'Etat. Et moi, jet£ au dernier

rang par une Providence maratre, moi a qui elle a donne un
coeur noble et pas mille francs de rente. . . . Une source limpide

qui vient £tancher ma soif dans le desert brulant de la m^dio-
crite que je traverse si peniblement! Ma foi, pas si bete; chacun
pour soi dans ce desert d'^goi'sme qu'on appelle la vie.

Since the egotist slyly manipulates society to his benefit, it

follows that he must be a hypocrite. He is indeed a social

rebel, and his ambition results, as with Sorel, in this rebel-

liousness. Sorel differs from the bourgeoisie only by doing
what they dream of, and from the aristocracy by beating
them at their own game of hypocrisy. He is a titan of selfish-

ness, ambition, egotism; he is a rebel. He early determines to

assert himself and to find a place in the sun, and he pursues
this course of action irrespective of cost. He rebels by covert-
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ly opposing all social laws, he observes no moral laws but his

own, and his egotism ultimately results in his social revolt.

Dumas pere's Antony is a social rebel. As a superior man
he hypersensitively rebels against a society which condemns
him for his illegitimacy. Adele describes him to her friend

Clara: 5

Oh, si tu l'avais suivi comme moi au milieu du monde, ou i\

semblait etranger, parce qu'il lui etait superieur; si tu l'avais vu
triste et severe au milieu de ces jeunes fous, elegants et nuls.

Society is unjust and cruel. He cannot marry Adele because

he has no station in life. Although he rebels he cannot win
against a formidable, impersonal enemy like society. He
leaves Adele without explanation, and he mysteriously re-

turns years later. His behavior continues to be erratic; he

even wounds himself in order to stay in her house and have

a chance to gain first her sympathy then her love. He re-

counts his life and reveals his love. Finally he carries her

away although he knows they cannot evade society. Then,

always following his own code rather than society's, he kills

Adele to protect her reputation, ironically, in the corrupt

society which condemns him.

Balzac's Eugene de Rastignac is a successful Julien Sorel.

Society makes a rebel of him because at first Rastignac, unlike

Sorel, is an idealist who feels that man can obtain the place

he merits in the world. Balzac's implicit theme is that a good

man will inevitably be destroyed by an unjust society. Of
course, the rebel is one who does not act according to the

established code; but since few men believe the code they

profess and would in fact be destroyed if they did, then all

men—certainly all successful men—are rebels. There are two

societies, the real and the apparent, and there are two kinds

of rebels. One kind, the criminal like Vautrin, wars against

the social precepts, but the other, like Rastignac, manipu-

lates the apparently real code in order to succeed in the real

society. Both men are rebels but they express themselves

differently.
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Consider Rastignac's career. The facts of his life are simple.

A young man, the son of impoverished nobility, comes to

Paris in 1819 to study law. He lives in the Pension Vauquer,

where he comes to know diverse types of Parisians and where

he meets Vautrin, the notorious Jacques Collin of the Paris

underworld. His naivete and idealism contrast sharply with

Vautrin's cynical wisdom. Rastignac becomes in time Mme
de Nucingen's lover—one of Old Goriot's daughters. He is

sickened, however, by the way she and her sister abuse their

father.

Rastignac's egotism grows under the guise of ambition in

Le Pere Goriot. Vautrin tells him: 6

Avoir de l'ambition, mon petit coeur, ce n'est pas donne a tout

le monde. Demandez aux femmes quels hommes elles recherchent,

les ambitieux. Les ambitieux ont les reins plus forts, le sang plus

riche en fer, le coeur plus chaud que ceux des autres hommes.

But honest ambition, he hastens to add, does not bear fruit: 7

L'honnetete ne sert a rien. L'on plie sous le pouvoir du genie,

on le hait, on tache de le calomnier, parce qu'il prend sans

partager. La corruption est en force.

Rastignac has ample opportunity to see corruption. It is sig-

nificant that though he refuses to marry the wealthy girl

Vautrin chooses for him in Le Pere Goriot, he frankly pur-

sues an Alsatian for her money, years later, in Peau de cha-

grin. His idealism dies by degrees, his cynicism grows steadily,

and once matured he is a formidable rebel. He consciously

enunciates rebellion as a philosophy in the closing scene of

Le Pere Goriot. Accompanied by Christophe, he buries Old
Goriot, whose daughters are not present though he gave both
his money and life for them. With their bestial ingratitude

in mind Rastignac muses in one of Balzac's most striking

scenes: 8

Rastignac, reste seul, fit quelques pas vers le haut du cimetiere

et vit Paris tortueusement couche le long des deux rives de la

Seine, ou commencaient a briller les lumieres. Ses yeux s'attache-

rent presque avidement entre la colonne de la place Vendome
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et le dome des Invalides, la ou vivait ce beau monde dans

lequel il avait voulu penetrer. II lanca sur cette ruche bourdon-

nante un regard qui semblait par avarice en pomper le miel, et

dit ces mots grandioses: "A nous deux maintenant!"

Et pour premier acte de defi qu'il portait a la societe, Ras-

tignac alia diner chez Madame de Nucingen.

Vautrin has counseled well, and Rastignac becomes a good
student. He is ready to confront and manipulate society. He
has become a prototype of the successful rebel—the hypocrite.

The Metaphysical Rebel

The metaphysical rebel is also an egotist. He incarnates

the spirit of nihilism and lawlessness, and as with Lucifer it

is the ego, pride, which causes him to challenge divine law.

He may also seek to replace the old law with the new or

supersede the old by a new interpretation of it. As a Prome-

thean rebel he may attempt to discover the forbidden secrets

of the universe. Yet whatever his distinguishing characteris-

tic, the rebel is an egotist and his rebellion springs from

egotism.

The influence of the Byronic hero is great; indeed Byron-

ism is synonymous with overweening pride. Byronism has

both social and metaphysical roots, but the former are best

understood in terms of the latter. The Byronic hero is

satanic on the metaphysical plane even as he egotistically

lashes out against society. Esteve, in studying Byron's impact

upon French romanticism, comments upon the contiguity of

the social and metaphysical revolt: 9

Le byronisme, c'est la r^volte de l'individu contre la soci£te\ mais

c'est aussi la revoke de l'homme contre la vie. L'un est d'ailleurs

la consequence de l'autre.

The French romantics regard Byron as the principle of sa-

tanic pride, lawlessness, spiritual inquietude, thirst for knowl-

edge—all rebellious traits on the metaphysical plane. Byron is

Manfred incarnate, the solitary brooding high in the unin-

habited mountains, and in league with the devil. He makes
an indelible imprint upon French romanticism.
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The Byronic rebel has a metaphysical purpose; he wants

to discover the secrets of the universe. In his quest of forbid-

den knowledge he gears his sensibility to intolerable heights

in order to enjoy acuter perception. The danger is apparent: 10

Les sensibilites surexcitees exigent une reponse immediate: elles

s'irritent de ne pouvoir l'obtenir. De la le malaise des ames,

dechirees par le conflit de la raison et du coeur, egalement in-

capables de retourner a la foi ancienne et de s'en creer une

nouvelle; de la les doutes, les angoisses, les aspirations confuses,

contradictoires, qui se repercuteront en plaintes eloquentes ou

en cris sublimes dans la poesie du XIXe siecle.

When he does not obtain an answer, the hero becomes de-

structive—the fatal man—and acts on the social as well as the

metaphysical plane. The Byronic rebel possesses the fatal gift

of genius and tends to merge with the poet-prophet as well

as with the fatal man. The rebel is complex and has many
facets, but above all he is the spirit of energy expressed law-

lessly in revolt.

Satan as a rebel is a theme in Lamartine, Vigny, and Hugo.
Lamartine portrays him sympathetically in La Chute d'un

ange. Vigny projects a solution to the metaphysical problem

of rebellion by reconciling him with God in Satan sauve.

Although satanism is sometimes a pose, it more often reflects

the writer's concern with free will and man's place in the

cosmos. It deals with the hero's relationship to society and
God. Zumthor observes, for instance, that Hugo uses Satan

as a pivotal symbol: 11

Dans la trilogie achev^e, La Fin de Satan, formant un centre de
la composition, aurait eu en particulier pour but d'etablir le

contact entre les parties plus eUoignees de l'oeuvre, la Legende et

Dieu—entre le relatif present, pour ainsi parler, a l'etat pur, et

Vabsolu dans sa transcendance. Elle devait montrer comment ils

coexistent, comment ils reagissent Tun sur l'autre—et dans quelle

mesure on peut dire qu'ils sont identiques. Elle constituait le

moment unique, l'instance poetique ou le temps devient capable

d'absorber l'eternite.
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Thus satanism is often a quest for the infinite rather than a

cult of perversity. At least in Hugo an equation Satan=rebel

=hero may be drawn: 12

Dans les personnes: c'est parce qu'il en est une que Satan peut

etre sauve. II reste vrai neanmoins que, si l'equation Satan=
Hugo=l'Homme a permis au poete, dans la mesure ou elle

repondait a une profonde exigence de son esprit, d'atteindre a

un lyrisme poignant, elle touche de fort pres a l'allegorie.

This allegory concerns the satanic rebel's relationship to

God. Egotistic rebelliousness or pride motivates his insurrec-

tion; thus reconciliation and atonement are the poet's con-

cern.

The satanic rebel is neither happy with his fate nor satis-

fied with himself. He is invariably a melancholy man as in

Vigny's Eloa, and unlike the later decadent attitude roman-

ticism characterizes him as a tragic hero profoundly aware

of former glory and present anguish. He takes no pleasure

in his revolt: 13

"Ou me conduisez-vous, bel Ange?—Viens toujours.

—Que votre voix est triste, et quel sombre discours.

N'est-ce pas Eloa qui souleve ta chaine?

J'ai cru t'avoir sauve.—Non, c'est moi qui t'entraine.

—Si nous sommes unis, peu m'importe en quel lieu!

Nomme-moi done encore ou ta Soeur ou ton Dieu!

—J'enleve mon esclave et je tiens ma victime.

—Tu paraissais si bon! Oh! qu'ai-je fait?—Un crime.

—Seras-tu plus heureux du moins, es-tu content?

—Plus triste que jamais.—Qui done es-tu?—Satan.

Both Satan and the Deus absconditus are figures in the

Christian worldview. Satan is titanic even as a pale hero; he

is monumental as a hero of solitude and suffering. The ego-

tist incarnates the will in his metaphysical rebellion against

God. Vigny's problem is to allow Satan, i.e., the hero as

rebel, his measure of self-assertion and individualism, yet

somehow effect a reconciliation with God. And it is quite a

task.

In "La Revoke" from Les Fleurs du mal Baudelaire
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introduces three rebels, Saint Peter, Cain, and Satan. He
visualizes God as a tyrant who demands unquestioning obe-

dience from his children. Rebelliousness is inevitable in this

setting; it evolves from the hero's individualism.

Baudelaire says there are two antipodal groups of men—
the races of Cain and Abel. They have fought since God first

showed his preference for Abel, thus provoking Cain to slay

his brother. He says, furthermore, that Cain and his de-

scendants have been wronged; Abel and his children are

favorites because they are subservient. They have surren-

dered something of themselves, and Abel reaps the harvest

because he fawns before God the tyrannical Father. On the

other hand, must Cain wallow in the mud because he retains

his integrity? Must his descendants consequently be ill-kept,

persecuted, cursed? Baudelaire exclaims: 14

Race d'Abel, voici ta honte:

Le fer est vaincu par l'epieu!

Race de Cain, au ciel monte,

Et sur la terre jette Dieu!

Here as elsewhere he aligns himself with the rebel. In "Le
Reniement de Saint Pierre" Baudelaire writes: 15

—Certes, je sortirai, quant a moi, satisfait

D'un monde ou Taction n'est pas la soeur du reve;

Puisse-je user du glaive et perir par le glaive!

Saint Pierre a renie Jesus. . . il a bien fait!

He pays homage to the principle of negation. His diabolism

represents his identification with Satan as the metaphysical

rebel, the egotistical hero who asserts his will against God's
law.

Since self-assertion is pride, the cardinal sin, Lucifer as

the incarnation of pride is the first great rebel and the

archetype for all who follow. It is therefore natural that

Baudelaire prays to Satan for aid and knowledge in "Les
Litanies de Satan." By an inverted logic there is nothing
impious in his prayer, for the poem portrays God as the
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obstinate tyrant who peevishly demands obedience from his

children. Egotism is identified with individualism and self-

assertion—good romantic virtues. Thus Satan, like Cain, is

unjustly punished by a tyrant. Baudelaire prays: 16

Gloire et louange a toi, Satan, dans les hauteurs

Du Ciel, ou tu regnas, et dans les profondeurs

De l'Enfer, ou, vaincu, tu reves en silence!

Fais que mon ame un jour, sous l'Arbre de Science,

Pres de toi se repose, a l'heure ou sur ton front

Comme un Temple nouveau ses rameaux s'epandront.

The romantic hero follows Satan as the archetypal rebel, just

as the fallen angels fight for him in heaven. The rebel's pride

leads ultimately to criminality; it is the taint of original sin.

Since egotism is natural, it follows that man is natural when
he is egotistic and when he asserts himself against the tyrant's

law.

Consequently Baudelaire, as an orthodox Christian, dis-

approves of what is natural for man just as he simultaneously

testifies to its appeal and power. Man's natural state, his

nature, is corrupt, and the hero as a metaphysical rebel is

evil. He must change his nature, he must deny himself, for

otherwise he cannot be reconciled with God the Father.

Thus Baudelaire's diabolism fits neatly into an orthodox

Christian worldview.

Han d'Islande exemplifies the metaphysical rebel in Hugo's

novel of the same name. Hans of Iceland rebels against God,

i.e., the principle of love and harmony, as he acts in society.

He rebels as a manic killer while Count Ahlefeld rebels

against Danish rule in Northern Norway. The plot-structure

is complex, although it turns in general upon the Trondheim
miners' insurrection and Hans's bitter hatred of life. Hugo
implicitly contrasts the social and metaphysical aspects of the

rebel. Count Ahlefeld and the miners are social rebels as

they fight to cast off Danish occupation, and Hans of Iceland

is a metaphysical rebel as he kills with nihilistic joy. His

supposed motive—avenging his son, Gill Stadt—is spurious.
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His love of destruction and death is the real motive.

Hans reveals his true nature at the trial when he confesses

that he is the real Hans of Iceland and surrenders because he

is tired of killing; he turns his deathwish in upon himself.

He states in the crowded courtroom: "Ma nature est de hair

les hommes, ma mission de leur nuire." 17 He elaborates fur-

ther after he is thrust into prison with Schumacker. Hugo
differentiates between the social and metaphysical rebels as

the two men look at each other in silence, recognizing they

are both enemies of man: 18

—Qui es-tu? demande enfin l'ex-chancelier au brigand.

— . . . Han d'Islande.

— . . . Je t'aime parce que tu hais les hommes.
—Voila pourquoi je te hais.

—Ecoute, je hais les hommes, comme toi, parce que je leur

ai fait du bien, et qu'ils m'ont fait du mal.

—Tu ne les hais pas comme moi; je les hais, moi, parce

qu'ils m'ont fait du bien, et que je leur ai rendu du mal.

Then Hans recounts the story of his life, and he describes the

ecstasy of sadistic murder: 19

—Le bonheur de sentir des chairs palpitantes fremir sous ma
dent, un sang fumant rechauffer mon gosier altere; la volupte

de briser des etres vivants contre des pointes de rochers, et

d'entendre le cri de la victime se meler au bruit des membres
fracasses. Voila les plaisirs que m'ont procure les hommes.

He is of course a nihilist; he destroys because he has an ab-

stract hatred of life. Since men are the concrete expressions

of life, he feels that he somehow subtracts from the universal

principle with each murder he commits. Yet his task is ulti-

mately impossible because he cannot kill everyone. Moreover,

he has no son to carry on his work as he has inherited his

mission from his father and grandfather. In short, he is

doomed to failure because he has no satisfactory weapon to

use against the object of his wrath. He is a metaphysical rebel

acting in a social context. He never reaches the object of his

rebellion—life and the cosmos.
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The Fusion: The Dandy

Hans of Iceland is a metaphysical rebel acting on the social

plane, but this is not what is meant by the fusion. Hans and
the other heroes so far studied share a common trait: They
act in relationship to something; they have an adversary, an

object of opposition, which is society and/or God. The cate-

gories are, of course, not always separate. The metaphysical

rebel, like Hans of Iceland, acts in the social context because

he cannot destroy an abstraction. Furthermore it is impos-

sible, as Baudelaire and Vigny say, for him to win a war
against an omnipotent God. In brief, both social and meta-

physical rebels are subjects who act in relation to an object,

an adversary.

However, it is different with the dandy, who represents a

fusion of the social and metaphysical aspects. His egomania

is such that in theory, though not always in practice, he acts

only in relation to himself; as a subject he is unconcerned

about an object, an adversary. He does not rebel against God
or man in theory, for neither is worth the trouble and both

are beneath his dignity. Yet if social and divine laws exist—

and society believes they do—then the dandy is necessarily

related to them, even though he does not rebel against either.

He cannot act out of context or in a vacuum.

The dandy is simply asserting himself, and if God or so-

ciety should get in his way, so much the worse for them. But

in theory he does not oppose them, at least not consciously;

and conscious rebellion is what defines the rebel as a type of

the self-conscious hero. In this respect the dandy is neither

a social nor a metaphysical rebel. But since he belongs to a

society and one, moreover, which has an accepted idea of

God, then he has to act in relationship to them. A social or

cosmic vacuum manifestly does not exist. Thus the dandy is a

fusion of both the social and metaphysical rebels in actuality,

even though not in theory. Evaluative standards applied to

them must also assess the dandy because they are the stand-

ards of judgment inherent in the very structure of society.

Moreover, some dandies do not act according to theory. In
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France, particularly, they are quite conscious of their rebel-

lion against society and God.

The dandy is a romantic hero because he is a titan—or at

least wishes to be after his fashion. According to Clement,

titanism is one characteristic of the romantic spirit: 20

Romanticism wants everything, action, passions, character, set-

ting, on a large scale. Accordingly titanism is one of its traits.

Titanism is bred out of disenchantment, disillusionment, and
satiety. The romantic character is blase. . . .

Certainly this description fits the dandy. He is indeed a dis-

enchanted titan, and when he sins he sins on a colossal scale.

He is not only evil but the incarnation of evil; Barbey's

dandies are, for instance, satisfied with nothing less. But this

is the dandy from a social viewpoint; he would, in theory,

find the adjectives quite meaningless. For the dandy is unique
as he epitomizes rebelliousness in his role as the great ego-

maniac.

Dandyism is a worldview which Barbey defines: 21

Le Dandysme est toute une maniere d'etre, et Ton n'est pas que
par le cote materiellement visible. C'est une maniere d'etre,

entierement composee de nuances, comme il arrive toujours dans

les soci^tes tres vieilles et tres civilisees, ou la comedie devient si

rare et ou la convenance triomphe a peine de l'ennui.

Dandyism is a worldview characterized by a distinct attitude

towards the romantic sensibility. The dandy does not wish

to reveal his emotions. He is in fact a man of sensibility, but

his emotional revels enervate him and leave him in a state

of perpetual boredom so that spleen and ennui are his in-

variable reactions. In theory, though not in practice, he

always acts in response to himself.

No other dandy in history or fiction captures the imagina-

tion more than the supreme egomaniac, the archetype,

George Bryan Brummell. Barbey describes him: 22

II vecut de pair a compagnon avec toutes les puissances, toutes

les superiorites de son epoque, et, par l'aisance, il s'eleva jusqu'a
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leur niveau. Ou de plus habiles se seraient perdus, il se sauvait.

Son audace etait de la justesse. II pouvait toucher impunement a

la hache. On a dit pourtant que cette hache, dont il avait tant de

fois dene le tranchant, le coupa enfin: qu'il interessa a sa perte

la vanity d'un Dandy comme lui, d'un Dandy royal, S. M.
Georges IV; mais son empire avait ete si grand que, s'il avait

voulu, il l'eut repris.

But his ego does not permit him to ask even a King's pardon,

for he is ever too proud to show his emotions. He regards a

display of emotions as vulgar emotionalism. Subtlety is his

keynote.

The dandy is isolated by his egomaniac self-preoccupation.

Baudelaire describes him in "Don Juan aux enfers": 23

Tout droit dans son armure, un grand homme de pierre

Se tenait a la barre et coupa le flot noir;

Mais le calme heros, courb£ sur sa rapiere,

Regardait le sillage et ne daignait rien voir.

He is typically conscious of himself and unconscious of the

world. Yet as he acts self-assertively, he tends to be destructive

and so he may be accounted a rebel. He rebels simply by

refusing to recognize social and moral laws. Canu discusses

the relationship of Brummell's vanity and sensibility, and his

remarks apply to any dandy as he acts egotistically: 2 *

Son genie fut d'^tendre cette religion de la reserve savante et

exclusive, du costume a l'allure, a la tenue, aux usages mondains,

a la conservation, aux sentiments memes. Un dandy digne de ce

nom se doit d'etre Stranger aux menues affections des simples

mortels, a la colere, au depit, a la cupidite, a la curiosite, a la

souffrance, a la pitie, a l'amour meme. II ne veut rien savoir

de ces miseres, ou du moins il n'en montre rien. Ainsi se devel-

oppe en lui la vanity d'etre different, d'etre sup^rieur, et de ne

pas le manifester autrement qu'en le dissimulant. On imagine

les jouissances perverses que peuvent donner ces volupt£s soli-

taires. Brummell leur dut son incroyable ascendant.

His external trimmings, like his finery and cold, haughty

demeanor, form a protective armor against the world. With
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such a weapon he can afford to ignore society and the cosmos

because neither can harm him.

Clement summarizes the dandy's psychology: 25

At bottom, dandyism was a sort of frenzy to be different, not only

in externals, but psychologically as well, sprung from the ennui

that oppressed the generations of the first half of the nineteenth

century.

He is indeed unique and acts accordingly. He observes only

his own laws, and if in observing them he flouts social or

religious precepts, he is not aware of it or at least he is not

concerned. He is, however, a fusion of the metaphysical and
social rebels, for his self-assertion inevitably results in moral

and social conflict. The fact of this conflict remains nonethe-

less true even if in theory he is not trying to change society

or opposing the order of things.

Such is the theoretical basis of the dandy, but practice

has a way of differing from theory. While some dandies con-

form to the concept of the ideal dandy, others consciously

rebel and flout society and the moral law in every conceiv-

able way. Social protest is necessarily a strong theme.

Both kinds of dandies are present in Barbey's Les Diabo-

liques. For example, Captain Brassard of "Le Rideau cra-

moisi" ignores the social and moral laws. He despises emotion

and relates his story to the interlocutor, who thus describes

him: 26

II se tut encore, ce dandy qui m'avait raconte, sans le moindre
dandysme, une histoire d'une si triste realite. Je revais sous l'im-

pression de cette histoire, et je comprenais que ce brillant vicomte

de Brassard, la fleur non des pois, mais des plus fiers pavots

rouges du dandysme, le buveur grandiose de claret, a la maniere
anglaise, fut comme un autre, un homme plus profond qu'il ne

paraissait.

It is of course not the dandy, Captain Brassard, who changes

during the story but rather the skeptic, who for the first time
realizes that the dandy is profounder than he seems. In this

instance, at least, the dandy is more than a fop, a flippant

rebel.
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In "Le Bonheur dans le crime" the rebel, Savigny, ignores

the social and moral laws. He and his mistress, Hauteclaire,

poison his wife. Dr. Torty, whom Mme de Savigny tells of the

crime on her deathbed, promises her to remain silent in order

to preserve the family name from dishonor, but he scruti-

nizes the Comte and Hauteclaire during the ensuing years.

He frankly hopes for their remorse, repentance, discovery,

damnation, but is at last compelled to admit: 27

Cette boue d'un crime lache qui n'avait pas eu le courage d'etre

sanglant, je n'en ai pas une seule fois apercu la tache sur l'azur

de leur bonheur! C'est a terrasser, n'est-il pas vrai? tous les

moralistes de la terre, qui ont invente un bel axiome du vice

puni et de la vertu recompensed Abandonnes et solitaires comme
ils l'etaient, ne voyant que moi, avec lequel ils ne se genaient

plus qu'avec un medecin devenu presque un ami, a force de

hantises, ils ne se surveillaient point.

Savigny and Hauteclaire are not conscious of transgressing

the moral code; they simply ignore it. The traits of the dandy

as a kind of ideal rebel are present—his egotistic self-affirma-

tion and utter obliviousness of the social and moral law.

The dandies of "A un Diner d'athees" are however very

different. They are conscious of society and indeed take de-

light in affronting the herdmen. As atheists they make a

fetish of rebelling against the divine law. One dandy speaks

of 'Tegoisme, Yinexilable egoisme, que Tart du monde est

de voiler sous des formes aimables. . .
." 28 This sort of dandy

resembles the herdman in one respect. He does not evidence

the grand unconcern of the ideal dandy, and he is in fact

rather petty as he tries to shock the bon bourgeois. His re-

belliousness is socially and metaphysically oriented, he has

objects for his egotistic expression, and thus he is radically

different from the ideal dandy.

Hence there are two types of the dandy as rebel—the ideal

man who, as his own subject and object, is unconcerned with

moral and social law, and the dandy as a cultural product

acting against a social or divine adversary. Canu notes the

difference: 29
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Mais il ne s'agissait pas la d'un modele a imiter en tout point.

Barbey en retient surtout l'idee maitresse, qui repond d'ailleurs

a la tradition franchise du courtisan de Louis XIV et du heros

classique: sembler maitre de soi, ne trahir par sa mise comme
par sa conduite, aucun attachement particulier, telle est la meil-

leure m£thode pour dominer les autres, ou, au minimu, eviter

leur emprise. . . . Le dandysme francais . . . s'accommode mal du
calme et de la discretion de son ain£ d'Outre-Manche. II

s'accompagne de plus en plus d'une provocation aux conventions

bourgeoises, d'habitudes insolentes et devergondees.

When he begins deliberately to provoke the bourgeois, the

dandy becomes of course a social rebel. He is no longer the

ideal man.
In "Le Peintre de la vie moderne" Baudelaire discusses

the difference between theory and practice. He says that in

theory the dandy uses his romantic sensibility to make a cult

of himself. He is really the ideal man: 30

C'est avant tout le besoin ardent de se faire une originalite,

contenu dans les limites exterieures des convenances. C'est une
espece de culte de soi-meme, qui peut survivre a la recherche du
bonheur a trouver dans autrui, dans la femme, par exemple;

qui peut survivre meme a tout ce qu'on appelle les illusions.

C'est le plaisir d'etonner et la satisfaction orgueilleuse de ne

jamais etre etonne. Un dandy peut etre un homme blase, peut

etre un homme souffrant; mais, dans ce dernier cas, il sourira

comme le Lacedemonien sous la morsure du renard.

The dandy must live up to his ideal of himself—one which
of course precludes a prosaic wish to reform society. Yet in

the same essay Baudelaire correctly observes that dandies are

characterized by social protest. In short they are different in

practice from what they are in theory: 31

Que ces hommes se fassent nommer raffines, incroyables, beaux,

lions ou dandys, tous sont issus d'une meme origine; tous par-

ticipent du meme caractere d'opposition et de revoke; tous sont

des representants de ce qu'il y a de meilleur dans l'orgueil

humain, de ce besoin, trop rare chez ceux d'aujourd'hui, de
combattre et de detruire la trivialite. De la nait, chez les dandys,
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cette attitude hautaine de caste provoquante, meme dans sa

froideur.

In this case his egotism and offended taste cause him to rebel

against certain aspects of society. However, the ideal dandy
simply asserts himself, unaware that his self-assertion is in

fact a rebellion againt society and the cosmos. In the end,

social protest is a theme because it is unavoidable. The dandy
is a member of society despite himself. He is caught in a

social context, and as a man of supremely good taste he does

not long resist protesting against its bad taste. The difference

between the ideal and actual dandy is one of direction, in-

tent, awareness; and this distinction is all-important.

Summary

Egotism motivates the rebel, but just as it is expressed in

different forms, so there are in general three types of the

rebel. First, he is a social rebel like Sorel, Antony, Rastignac,

all three of whom are aware of the reason for and the fact of

their rebellion. The exception, Hernani, acts as a blind ego-

centric force. Second, he is a metaphysical rebel like Vigny's

Satan, who defies divine law, although there may be social

repercussions as with Hans of Iceland. Third, the social and
metaphysical aspects may fuse, as they do in the dandy. More-

over, all three types belong to the archetypal self-conscious

hero. For unlike the herdman, who is a conformist, they all

possess the awareness which causes their acute dissatisfaction

with reality, and the romantic sensibility which inevitably

motivates their rebellion against society or the cosmos.



SIX

THE ANTI-HERO

IT IS strange that one kind

of romantic protagonist should be the anti-hero. Yet there

he is—the epitome of weakness and the antithesis of the ro-

mantic hero. There is nothing grand or noble about his vacil-

lation and weakness, as there is for example with Adolphe's.

The anti-hero is often absurd, and nothing is more unheroic

than an object of ridicule. He is indeed problematic in a

study of the romantic hero.

The anti-hero is important for two reasons. First, he is

by definition the other side of the coin—the antithesis of the

romantic hero. He is the protagonist whose self-consciousness

results in a critical, ironic, debilitating self-analysis. He is

the hero of "what might have been," but who never in fact

achieves heroic proportions. Second, he is much closer to the

romantic hero than it may appear. The two figures merge
in some ways. Ruy Bias is, for example, a romantic hero, yet

at times he displays the most lamentable weakness. Since he

is so painfully conscious of his low birth, even while dis-

guised as a nobleman, he becomes pathetically weak when-
ever challenged by those who recognize him. At such times

he cannot act; he can only comment laconically upon his

weakness. Thus one fact is clear: In both cases, either when

115
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the anti-hero is antithetical to the romantic hero or when
fused with him, self-consciousness is his motor force. This
fact is a touchstone for understanding the anti-hero and his

relationship to the romantic hero; it means that both pro-

tagonists, hero and anti-hero, are descended from the arche-

typal self-conscious hero. They simply express their aware-

ness and romantic sensibility in different ways.

The Background

The anti-hero first appears as a theme in reaction to the

romantic hero's emotional excesses. Musset writes in "La
Coupe et les levres": 1

Mais je hais les pleurards, les reveurs a nacelles,

Les amants de la nuit, des lacs, des cascatelles,

Cette engeance sans nom, qui ne peut faire un pas

Sans s'inonder de vers, de pleurs et d'agendas.

La nature, sans doute, est comme on veut la prendre.

II se peut, apres tout, qu'ils sachent la comprendre;

Mais eux, certainement, je ne les comprends pas.

It is a significant statement in the development of the anti-

hero. Musset obviously believes that the hero wallows in

emotion which he simulates more often than feels, and he

attacks the man of sensibility for wearing his heart on his

sleeve. Whether Musset is justified or not is unimportant

beside his contention that the romantic hero is in fact not

very heroic.

It is difficult to visualize the ideal man whom Musset would
contrast with the romantic hero. He portrays a series of anti-

heroes who are even more ineffectual by their detachment

and neurasthenic self-appraisal than the romantic hero is by

his extravagance and hypersensibility. Without formulating

an ideal hero Musset implies that he should be much saner

and more detached than the romantic hero.

Several other romantic writers agree. Gautier writes, for

instance, that "mes vers/ Sont des vers de jeune homme et

non un catechisme." 2 In "Albertus" he assumes an air of

flippancy which contrasts sharply with typical romantic high

seriousness. He concludes the poem: 3
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—J'aurais, pu clairement expliquer chaque chose,

Clouer a chaque mot une savante glose.—

Je vous crois, cher lecteur, assez spirituel

Pour me comprendre.—Ainsi, bonsoir. Fermez la porte,

Donnez-moi la pincette, et dites qu'on m'apporte

Un tome de Pantagruel.

He makes a foppish dandy of the devil and humorously

moves through Gothic bric-a-brac which many another ro-

mantic would use as the backdrop to grand passion. The
recurrent motif is the hero's detachment, his ability to criti-

cize himself and see himself objectively—to realize, in short,

that he is ludicrous. In "Passereau l'ecolier" from Borel's

Contes immoraux the hero epitomizes such humorous de-

tachment when he requests his executioner: "Je desirerais

ardemment que vous me guillotinassiez." 4 Perhaps Merimee
uses restraint and detachment more than any other romantic

writer. His heroes and heroines rarely feel grand romantic

passions even during their most violent moments. Indeed, he

carries detachment to such a point that in Chronique du
regne de Charles IX he concludes the novel: 5

Mergy se consola-t-il? Diane prit-elle un autre amant? Je le laisse

a decider au lecteur, qui, de la sorte, terminera toujours le roman
a son gre.

By intruding reality into fiction he breaks the illusion which

underlies imaginative literature. His denouement reveals a

primary trait of the anti-hero—romantic irony. In tragic irony

the reader is aware of the hero's real identity while the hero

himself is not, but in romantic irony the reader is not certain

who or what the hero really is because the hero himself is

similarly confused. Merimee does not often use romantic

irony, but his detachment is a stage of development. It lays

the background for the appearance of the anti-hero.

These writers believe that the hero should be more de-

tached, and they implicitly or explicitly attack him for his

extravagance. They attack him, moreover, in the most damn-
ing way; they ridicule him. They portray several anti-heroic

types without formulating a concept of the ideal man. First,
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he is the supreme sophisticate whose actions are abortive

because he is too sophisticated to take life very seriously.

Second, he is the weakling who cannot act although he re-

tains his hypersensitivity; he despises himself for his weak-

ness. He would indeed be heroic in a different setting, but

he feels he can do nothing in his own context. Third, there

is a fusion of the hero and the anti-hero, as illustrated by

Ruy Bias. These are the three fundamental types of the

anti-hero.

The Sophisticate

In Musset's play La Nuit Venitienne Razetta feels a grand

passion for Laurette, and when she rejects him he exclaims

effusively in the romantic tradition: 6

Laurette! Laurettel Ah! je me sens plus lache qu'une femme.

Mon desespoir me tue: il faut que je pleure.

His despair amuses the sophisticated young Venetians. They
wryly comment upon his love for Laurette; in contrast they

enjoy casual liaisons while conscious that their love will pass.

They are realistic, cynical, and regard him as a naive young
fool. His dramatic foil is the supreme sophisticate, Prince

Eysenach, whose wife, Laurette, is Razetta's former mistress.

The Prince is unperturbed to learn that his wife has been

unfaithful; he does not vent jealousy, anger, or hatred.

After discovering that she intends to kill him, he merely

discourses upon love and life, casually yet affectionately. He
sees himself and her love-affair as part of a universal comedy.

At length his sophistication conquers her, and she walks off

with him after the assigned hour of murder, thus expressing

her love for her husband and her rejection of Razetta. Then
Razetta is confused. Should he scale the walls to kill Prince

Eysenach or commit suicide in despair? At that moment the

young Venetians again pass and goodnaturedly tease him for

his naivete: 7

Veux-tu tuer ton rival, ou te noyer? Laisse ces idees communes
au vulgaire des amants; souviens-toi de toi-meme, et ne donne
pas le mauvais exemple. Demain matin les femmes seront inabord-
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ables, si on apprend cette nuit que Razetta s'est noye. Encore

une fois, viens souper avec nous.

He renounces murder and suicide and accepts their offer;

and as he does he ceases to be a romantic hero. He rather

becomes a sophisticate, a man who laconically comments
upon himself until he in fact no longer feels the very emo-

tions he ridicules.

In On ne badine pas avec Vamour the sophisticate, Perdi-

can, falls in love with Camille, a romantic heroine. Their

relationship is doomed because they have different ideas on
love. She once asks: 8

Leve la tete, Perdican! quel est l'homme qui ne croit a rien?

Perdican: En voila un; je ne crois pas a la vie immortelle.

—Ma soeur cherie, les religieuses t'ont donne leur experience;

mais, crois-moi, ce n'est pas la tienne; tu ne mourras pas sans

aimer.

As a sophisticate Perdican has enjoyed his share of mistresses.

He states frankly that he may not only have others after their

marriage, but also that he does not object to her taking a

lover if their love should die. And love, he adds, so frequently

dies. Camille is affronted and hurt, for she is religious and
believes that love should be an undying passion. He scoffs

at such a romantic view, though he is not unfeeling. He
displays his feeling and in the same breath justifies his idea

by arguing: 9

Adieu, Camille, retourne a ton couvent, et lorsqu'on te fera de
ces recits hideux qui t'ont empoisonnee, reponds ce que je vais

te dire: Tous les hommes sont menteurs, inconstants, faux,

bavards, hypocrites, orgueilleux ou laches, meprisables et sen-

suels; toutes les femmes sont perfides, artificielles, vaniteuses,

curieuses et depravees; mais il y a au monde une chose sainte et

sublime, c'est l'union de deux de ces etres si imparfaits et si

affreux. On est souvent trompe en amour, souvent blesse et

souvent malheureux; mais on aime, et, quand on est sur le bord
de sa tombe, on se retourne pour regarder en arriere, et on se

dit: J'ai souffert souvent, je me suis trompe quelquefois, mais
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j'ai aime. C'est moi qui ai vecu, et non pas un etre factice cree

par mon orgueil et mon ennui.

His cynicism contrasts with what a romantic hero would
typically say. They never consummate their love, and their

ultimate separation is of course inevitable. As a sophisticate

Perdican can neither understand nor sympathize with the

romantic Camille.

The Weakling

The anti-hero is a weakling who possesses a certain poten-

tiality which he never realizes. In Les Caprices de Marianne
Celio and Octave are both such weaklings. Unable to ex-

press his love to Marianne, Claudio's wife, Celio asks his

best friend, Octave, to serve as his go-between, since Octave
has access, as a relative, to Claudio's home. Marianne scoffs

at Celio's passion but in time falls in love with Octave; she

intimates she wants him as her lover. His suspicions aroused,

Claudio is incensed and plots Celio's death. And believing

that Octave has betrayed him with Marianne, Celio calmly

commits suicide by walking into Claudio's trap.

Celio and Octave are clearly men of deep feeling. They
possess the hero's sensibility, but they do not evidence his

heroism or titanism. Their actions are abortive, never heroic

or titanic. Octave falls in love with Marianne while pleading

for Celio, who does not have enough courage to speak for

himself. He is not a romantic man of action who would scale

a castle wall to flee with her in the night. He simply cannot

act. But unlike Adolphe his inability to act does not result

from abulia or vacillation, but rather from the failure of

his will to equal his desire, from the failure of his will even

to struggle with desire. The anti-hero comes on stage de-

feated. A romantic hero like Adolphe expresses his emotions

inwardly even when he cannot express them outwardly,

whereas an anti-hero like Celio is not even torn apart emo-
tionally. The element of titanic struggle is missing.

There is a whimpering quality in their weakness. Celio

describes the hopelessness of his love: 10
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Pourquoi done suis-je ainsi? pourquoi rie saurais-je aimer cette

femme comme toi, Octave, tu l'aimerais, ou comme j'en aimerais

une autre? Qui pourrait dire?

This simpering aspect is reflected as Octave learns of his

best friend Celio's death. Rather than taking immediate re-

venge, as a romantic hero would, he mutters: 11

Celio m'aurait venge, si j'etais mort pour lui comme il est mort
pour moi. Son tombeau m'appartient; e'est moi qu'ils ont etendu

dans cette sombre allee; e'est pour moi qu'ils avaient aiguise

leurs epees; e'est pour moi qu'ils ont tu£!

And he correctly adds: "Je ne suis qu'un debauche sans

coeur." 12 Even the romantic hero's weakness is titanic, i.e.,

bigger than life, but the anti-hero's weakness is whimpering,

petty.

Andre del Sarto, in the play of the same name, is Musset's

completest portrayal of weakness. The great painter steals

King Francis's money at his faithless wife's insistence, and
then he runs away to Italy. Lucrece repays him with cuckol-

dom. Del Sarto exclaims: 13

Que faisait-elle de mal en me demandant ce qui lui plaisait?

Et moi, je lui donnais parce qu'elle me le demandait, rien de
plus; faiblesse maudite! pas une reflexion! ... a quoi tient done
l'honneur?

His weakness is doubly tragic because he is undeniably a

genius and yet fawns before his wife: 14

Les instants que nous passons ensemble sont si courts et si rares!

et ils me sont si chers! . . . Vous seule au monde, Lucrece, me
consolez du chagrin qui m'obsede. . . . Ah! si je vous perdais!

. . . tout mon courage, toute ma philosophic est dans vos yeux.

She does not love him; she even mocks him for his spineless-

ness. And when she finally deserts him for her lover, Del
Sarto commits suicide in despair. Yet love is still on his lips

as he dies: 15

C'est un cordial puissant. Approche-le de tes levres, et tu seras
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gu£ri, quel que soit le mal dont tu souffres. Vos mains, et adieu,

chers amis. . . . Oh, combien je l'aimais!

Even in death he realizes that his love is a sign of weakness.

He is a tragic figure because such strength coexists with such

weakness—all the strength of creative genius, all the weak-

ness of an anti-hero.

The Archetype

But if the anti-hero is defined as a protagonist who is

antipodal to the romantic hero in every respect, then ob-

viously Celio and Del Sarto are not pure examples. Celio

possesses some potentiality, and Del Sarto is a great painter.

In spite of their weakness both men evidence a certain po-

tentiality for heroism; they simply do not express it. It is

otherwise with Musset's Fantasio, who lacks every trace of

heroism as a protagonist. Since he is most clearly the roman-

tic hero's antithesis, Fantasio may be considered the arche-

typal anti-hero.

Although published in 1834 during the height of French

romanticism, Fantasio is foreign to the romantic spirit. Fan-

tasio is in fact no hero at all. He is neither a poet-prophet

guiding the people, nor a Promethean rebel evoking the

wrath of the gods, nor a wanderer engaged on the romantic

quest, nor a man of romantic sensibility. He is not patho-

logical. In short, he evinces none of the romantic hero's

titanism.

Fantasio is an intelligent, hypersensitive scoundrel. Al-

though he acts apart from the herd, he does not tower above

them. His friendship with Spark, Hartmann, and Facio shows

that he has an earthy sense of camaraderie for his fellows. He
is not a romantic solitary brooding apart in grand isolation.

The romantic hero sometimes substitutes emotion for mind,

but Fantasio dulls his hypersensitivity by drinking. "II faut

que je me grise," 16 he says, and he feels that a display of

emotion is emotionalism.

Although he is not heroic, Fantasio yet differs markedly

from the herdman. He has greater emotional sensitivity, and
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he falls prey to despair and cynicism in his attempt to be

realistic. He speaks nostalgically of his penchant for art when
he was a boy, and he makes a quip the next moment. He
distrusts himself and does not want to be the victim of his

rationalizations. He is indeed an acute observer with much
insight into life. He notes, for instance, in the romantic tra-

dition: 17

Helas! tout ce que les hornmes se disent entre eux se ressemble;

les idees qu'ils echangent sont presque toujours les memes dans

toutes leurs conversations; mais, dans l'interieur de toutes ces

machines isolees, quels replis, quels compartiments secrets! C'est

tout un monde que chacun porte en lui! un monde ignore qui

nait et qui meurt en silence!

His deep frustration is evident. He obviously suffers, yet

quips in the same breath that his only real concern is to

continue to elude his creditors. And once more he turns to

wine.

Fantasio knows he is a scamp, but occasionally he yearns

for what might have been. His actions are antithetical to the

hero's. He is whimsical and his struggle to evade his creditors

farcical. There is no romantic fire in him, and indeed he

refers to himself as a"vieille cheminee sans feu." 18 The image

contrasts sharply with the volcanic romantic hero.

Consider for example the romantic motif of flight. Fan-

tasio dresses in the dead jester Saint-Jean's clothes in order

to hide in the King's court from his creditors. He does not

commit a crime, defy them, or even disdain to recognize

that he in fact owes something to the herd. His action is

antithetical to the romantic motif of flight to the wilderness,

the Alps, the lonely places where the soul communes with

itself; there is no passion or violence. Moreover, his assump-
tion of the fool's garb represents a certain compromise with

the world. He fails to preserve his integrity, whereas the

archetypal romantic hero adamantly refuses all compromise.
By becoming a court-fool Fantasio symbolically discards the

last thread of his integrity.

His action is nonetheless reasonable if one grants his stated
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assumption that man is by nature a ludicrous ass. He ex-

claims: 19

Quelle miserable chose que l'homme! ne pas pouvoir seulement

sauter par sa fenetre sans se casser les jambesl etre oblige de

jouer du violon dix ans pour devenir un musicien passable!

Apprendre pour etre peintre, pour etre palefrenier! Apprendre
pour faire une omelette!

Man is helpless but whereas the romantic hero says that man
can be grand in his helplessness, Fantasio says that he is

merely ludicrous. No superman thunders from the peak; no
inexplicable passion impels him on strange quests to exotic

lands. Fantasio's observation about man contrasts with the

poet-prophet's belief that he perceives reality supraration-

ally. Fantasio would rather quip that man, especially the

poet-prophet, must study to become a good ostler. Romantic
genius, cardinal in any idea of the romantic hero, is not at

all present.

As an anti-hero Fantasio displays sensitivity but not passion

or even strong emotion. Unlike Ruy Bias he does not love

a princess; he is not a worm enamored of a star. He pointedly

observes: 20

L'amour n'existe plus, mon cher ami. La religion, sa nourrice, a

les mamelles pendantes comme une vieille bourse au fond de

laquelle il y a un gros sou.

He does not try to usurp the Prince's place in Elsbeth's affec-

tion. And just as there is no love, so there are no other great

passions. There is only his longing for wine, which brings

nepenthe—sweet forgetfulness.

This depiction of Fantasio's character is meaningful. If

he had so wished, Musset could have developed a plot

in which Fantasio, dressed as a fool, enters the King's court,

woos the beautiful Princess, and kills the cruel, foppish

Prince of Mantoue. Moreover, such a plot would be in the

grand romantic tradition. Yet Musset does not do this. He
sketches Fantasio as an anti-hero in his reaction to romantic

excesses. Thus Fantasio continues to pun cynically: 21
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Un calembour console de bien des chagrins; et jouer avec les

mots est un moyen comme un autre de jouer avec les pensees,

les actions et les etres. Tout est calembour ici-bas, et il est aussi

difficile de comprendre le regard d'un enfant de quatre ans, que

le galimatias de trois drames modernes.

He feels no desire to change his life or apologize for his

actions. Life is absurd.

Another example is instructive. The romantic hero often

perpetrates, or feels he perpetrates, enormous crimes, but

Fantasio's crime is no more than a caprice. He snatches the

Prince's wig from his head. The page humorously recounts

the incident to Princess Elsbeth: 22

La perruque s'est enlevee en l'air au bout d'un hamecpn. Nous
l'avons retrouvee dans l'office, a cote d'une bouteille cassee; on
ignore qui a fait cette plaisanterie. Mais le due n'est pas moins
furieux, et il a jure que, si l'auteur n'en est pas puni de mort, il

declarera la guerre au roi votre pere, et mettra tout a feu et a

sang.

The entire episode is an absurd contrast with the romantic

hero's grand passion. Musset underscores this basic absurdity

by having the Prince demand the death-penalty while the

King finds the crime heinous enough only for a stiff prison-

sentence.

There is no room for the romantic hero in such a ludicrous

universe. Hence the protagonist emerges as a man no less

absurd than life itself, and Fantasio comments while in

prison: "En verite, lorsque je suis gris, je crois que j'ai

quelque chose de surhumain." 23 He means that when he is

drunk he has a clearer perception of the world than at any

other time.Then he sees how ridiculous men really are, and
he is superior because he is always drunk.

The court, like life itself, is ludicrous because the reader

rejects in the satire the values which the characters them-

selves accept. To be sure, Fantasio is not quite part of his

world nor entirely separated from it. He is not a romantic

rebel, yet rebelliousness though attenuated and abortive is
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undeniably a motive. And when Elsbeth offers him a posi-

tion as court-jester, he replies: 24

Je le voudrais de grand coeur; mais, en verite, si j'y etais force,

je sauterais par la fenetre pour me sauver un de ces jours.

The persona of whimsicality cracks, and the reader perceives

the anti-heroic character. Fantasio reveals himself as what
he might have been—if the structure of society were different,

if he were of a different rank, if only so many factors could

be changed. Then, perhaps, he would become a romantic

hero who could express the latent passions which he must
now dull through wine and irony. Yet the reader is not quite

sure. Indeed, romantic irony results from the reader's ulti-

mate uncertainty about Fantasio's real identity. Just as Fan-

tasio does not know himself, so the reader never comes to

know him. Consequently the play is a masterful study in ro-

mantic irony, and as the hero of what might have been,

Fantasio is the supreme example of the anti-hero.

The Fusion

As a fusion of the romantic hero and anti-hero Ruy Bias

is admittedly more the former than the latter. He is none-

theless instructive in a study of the anti-hero because he

represents the fusion of heroic and unheroic elements as

much as any other romantic character. Hugo characteristically

sets the scene by antithesis when writing that Ruy Bias is a

valet with a nobleman's soul, whereas his master is a noble-

man with a valet's soul. The play depicts what one very

noble, talented valet named Ruy Bias does, as a romantic

hero, once he has the opportunity. In this way Hugo empha-

sizes the importance of die social context, and he implies

clearly that the anti-hero cannot become a hero without an

opportunity, regardless of his potentiality. Otherwise society

stifles him.

Heroic passions lie dormant in Ruy Bias and merely await

the moment for self-expression. He characterizes himself: 25

J'avais je ne sais quelle ambition au coeur.

Je marchais, je croyais tout reel, tout possible,
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J'esperais tout du sort!—Et puis je suis de ceux

Qui passent tout un jour, pensifs et paresseux,

Devant quelque palais regorgeant de richesses,

A regarder entrer et sortir des duchesses.—

Si bien qu'un jour, mourant de faim sur le pave,

J'ai ramasse du pain, frere, ou j'en ai trouve;

Dans la faineantise et dans 1'ignominie.

Oh! quand j'avais vingt ans, credule a mon genie,

Je me perdais, marchant pieds nus dans les chemins,

En meditations sur le sort des humains;

J'avais bati des plans sur tout,—une montagne

De projets.—Je plaignais le malheur de l'Espagne.

Ami, le resultat, tu le vois.—Un laquais!

He shows his ability as a man of action whenever he has the

opportunity. He reveals his love for the Queen and becomes
in fact the nobleman of his dreams. Yet when Don Salluste

confronts him with his deception, Ruy Bias breaks down: 26

Oh! vous etes un homme effrayant. Mes genoux
Tremblent. . . Vous m'entrainez vers un gouffre invisible.

Oh! je sens que je suis dans une main terrible!

Vous avez des projets monstrueux. J'entrevoi

Quelque chose d'horrible. . . . —Ayez pitie de moi!
II faut que je vous dise,—helas! jugez vous-meme!
Vous ne le saviez pas! cette femme, je l'aime.

His impotence is overwhelming; in a moment he changes
from a hero to a weakling. He is in character only if it is

remembered that his antipodal roles as romantic hero and
anti-hero struggle with each other, first one gaining ascend-

ancy, then the other. When he is with Don Salluste, Ruy
Bias is the anti-hero, the man of potentiality whose faculties

are paralyzed by his low social station. A pillar of strength

as the romantic hero, he thus becomes a weakling as the

anti-hero: 27

Je suis fou. Je n'ai plus une idee en son lieu.

Ma raison, dont j'etais si vain, mon Dieu! mon Dieu!

Prise en un tourbillon d'epouvante et de rage.
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N'est plus qu'un pauvre jonc tordu par un orage!—

Such is the tragedy of the fused hero.

Summary

The romantic hero and the anti-hero are both motivated

by self-consciousness, i.e., awareness plus the romantic sensi-

bility, though they evince far different traits. The anti-hero,

too, is self-conscious and does possess heroic potentiality. He
is aware of the forces which mold him and the social forces

against which he struggles. But self-consciousness is differ-

ently oriented in the anti-hero, since it represents his ironic

appraisal of self in the social context.

All anti-heroes evidence romantic irony to some extent,

and this theme becomes even more important in post-

romantic works like Flaubert's VEducation sentimentale. The
anti-hero, like the poet-prophet, is moving away from the

romantic spirit into something else, as the visionary moves
into symbolism. However, the anti-hero still remains in the

romantic tradition even while struggling in and against the

forces of the tradition. He emerges most clearly in Musset's

plays. Whether as a sophisticate or weakling, or as a fusion

with the romantic hero, the anti-hero always observes him-

self and he wryly comments upon his own weakness. He
withers under his own debilitating irony, turned within.
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WE NOW have a map of the

romantic terrain, and it is time to see what lands we have

traversed and what remains yet unexplored.

The critic who tries to understand the romantic hero takes

a certain risk, for he must first formulate a theoretical basis

for the hero. And in probing why, in assessing points of simi-

larity and difference, in studying both the general back-

ground and actual manifestation of romanticism, the critic

may over-intellectualize and fail to communicate the fire

and sense of urgency present even in bad romantic writing.

This is unfortunate. But this study is obviously, and perhaps

regrettably, not concerned with esthetic evaluation.

It is rather an attempt to define the romantic hero and
trace his principal lines of development. It is a rather philo-

sophical study concerned with principles, and a full descrip-

tive treatment of all the romantic heroes awaits a definitive

history. Yet this study can offer a new approach to romanti-

cism, the complex and often unappreciated movement which
has fathered contemporary literature: It strikes at the heart

of romanticism through the romantic hero. It assumes that

the hero is the key to understanding romanticism, that he

reflects the values which characterize him and motivate him.

129
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It fills a historical gap since there has not previously been a

real analytic study of the romantic hero. Earlier work—and
it is surprisingly scanty—has been descriptive and evaluative,

not analytic and interpretative.

What can we be certain about?

Our definition of the romantic hero rests upon two funda-

mental assumptions. First, romanticism is a movement which
emphasizes imagination, sensibility, and the will, and which

reinterprets reason. Second, the hero is the self-conscious

protagonist of the literature which reflects these semantic

changes in imagination, sensibility, will, reason. These two

assumptions have been verified by examining romantic docu-

ments. Self-consciousness is the common denominator of the

romantic hero as he is cast in his different roles. He essen-

tially belongs to one hero-type rather than to a series of

heroes. He merely reveals himself differently while still re-

maining in each instance the self-conscious hero. Indeed, the

self-conscious hero is the archetypal hero whose two distin-

guishing traits, acute awareness and romantic sensibility,

characterize each different kind of the romantic hero.

The archetypal self-conscious hero becomes a particular

variety of romantic hero by responding differently with his

romantic sensibility to his awareness. His response follows

certain definite patterns. In this connection he generally as-

sumes one of five roles or a pseudo-role. He is a seeker, a

man of fate, a pathological hero, a poet-prophet, or a rebel.

In his pseudo-role he is the anti-hero, i.e., the man who com-
ments ironically upon his weakness though he is potentially

heroic. These are the principal lines of descent from the

archetype.

At least two of the roles are like those of earlier hero-types.

Certainly every literary protagonist is a seeker who is looking

for something in life, and every hero is to a certain extent a

man of fate since he is a creature of a social and/or cosmic

context. This is not to say that the romantic seeker and man
of fate are, by any means, linear descendants of previous

heroes. The difference between the romantic hero and earlier

hero-types is more accentuated in the case of the pathological
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hero, for no other types evidence his peculiar patterns of

hypersensibility. He differs most from earlier types as a poet-

prophet or rebel. Yet whatever the degree of his resemblance

to earlier heroes, there are nonetheless basic points of striking

difference.

The romantic hero is a seeker. He is actively engaged on
a quest, the romantic direction of which makes him a hero.

His most salient trait is superiority, whether real or fancied.

Since he is superior his aims and motives differ from the

herdman's, and he both misunderstands and is misunder-

stood. In this role he may move through society as a figure

of grand isolation—the solitary. Or since he is indeed supe-

rior, he may feel responsible for the herd, which is lost with-

out him. In this event he becomes the leader of his people,

and his self-conscious superiority leads him to forge a bond
with the herdman.

Every seeker engages on the quest in one of three ways.

He is a wanderer, thinker, or mystic. The object of the goal

varies in each case though it is always subsumed by the ro-

mantic dichotomy reality-ideality.

— Rene is, for instance, a wanderer who turns to the New
World in his search for ideality, i.e., an ideal state of reality.

Obermann, as a wanderer, externalizes his search of ideality

through actual trips. The fact that at best they only partially

realize their quest is secondary to the fact of their search.

The actual voyage is of course a spiritual voyage.

Yet it is not necessary for the seeker to be a wanderer. Like

Vigny he may be a thinker who equates ideality with knowl-

edge, spiritual certainty. He approaches ideality, i.e., the

ideal state of reality, through science in a rational if hostile

world. The voyage-motif is secondary, since the seeker is

fundamentally a thinker.

The seeker is also a mystic who knows intuitively, supra-

rationally. Knowledge is, as in Hugo's "Ce que dit la bouche
d'ombre," divine illumination or a glimpse into the essence

of reality, i.e., ideality. Nerval, for example, understands the

immutable verities of life by stripping away cultural contin-
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gencies and glimpsing the essence of truth itself. The seeker

as mystic is suprarational because rationalism is indeed an

ineffective mode of understanding.

The romantic hero is a man of fate. There are two aspects

to his role, fated and fatal, and indeed he may be both at

once. He is fated, like Antony, whenever his end is fore-

ordained as the effect of certain causes in a given context,

and he is fatal, like Bug-Jargal, whenever he destroys others

as the cause of certain adverse effects. Necessity is the prime

factor—an elaboration of the fact that cause results in effect.

It is Calvinistic in intensity, as with Vigny. Fatality is con-

ceived in both social and cosmic contexts, and the man of

fate is either fated, fatal, or both at once, caught in the web
of his weaving. Yet he is radically different from earlier tragic

heroes as a result of his self-consciousness, which focuses him
in a post-classic light and leads him in a new romantic direc-

tion.

The romantic hero is a pathological hero, though it is some-

times difficult to ascertain where hypersensibility ends and
pathology begins. One fact is always certain. The hero, as a

superior man, has greater energy than the herdman and thus

a wider emotional range. His patterns of sensibility are not

the herdman's. In short, he is by definition a man of hyper-

sensibility since he is a hero. Whenever his responses are

exaggerated enough, then he becomes a pathological hero.

There are two broad categories. The man of hypersensibility

turns either inward in self-analysis or outward in action; he

is passive like Adolphe or active like Sorel, or he may be a

fusion like Rene. Activity and passivity are the categories of

hypersensibility, but they are not always found in a pristine

form.

The matter is subtle since there is a great variation in

emotional intensity. But certainly the pathological hero

grows from the man of hypersensibility, and pathological

responses are often glaringly evident. For instance, Adolphe
suffers from abulia, Octave from neurasthenia, Rene is a

manic-depressive type. Algolagnia, obsessive guilt, sexual per-

version are recurrent themes in Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du
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mal. Praz's Romantic Agony, moreover, is a long catalogue

raisonne of the various pathological themes in romanticism.

Hypersensibility may be so intense and exaggerated that the

hero, like the schizophrenic Nerval, goes mad. Self-conscious-

ness can be heightened disastrously, for at least in this case

awareness and the romantic sensibility react like chemical

agents and explode in the form of the pathological hero.

The romantic hero is the poet-prophet. It is he who knows

the Word as a solitary, leader of his people, or visionary, and

who brings the Word to his people. As a magus and a soli-

tary he may direct mankind from afar. In this role he is gen-

erally a prototype of Moses, as a leader, pointing the way to

the Promised Land across the wilderness. His priestly func-

tion as a visionary is to perceive the infinite and the absolute,

and then he records his mystical experience in a poetic form

which enables the reader to relive his own experience. Some-
times, indeed, he becomes so preoccupied with the Message

that he tends to forget his audience, the herd. In all three

cases the poet-prophet is descended from the ancient vates,

seer, the divinely inspired orphic poet afflicted with sacred

madness, the mouthpiece of the gods. He knows the Wrord

by revelation.

The poet-prophet responds to his role in several ways. He
may be an isolated, unhappy leader of the herd, like Vigny's

Moise, or a leader like Hugo's magus in "La Fonctioh du
poete" and "Les Mages." The poet-prophet may also feel

that society rejects him, like Stello, Chatterton, Baudelaire;

or again like Hugo he is convinced that he is indissolubly

linked with his people. On the other hand, Nerval is undis-

turbed by his social isolation, since he is rather concerned
with his poetic visions, i.e., with the Message itself.

The romantic hero is a rebel. There are, moreover, three

aspects to his rebellion—social, metaphysical, and a fusion.

He may deliberately assail society, oppose God or the cosmos,

or do both at once. Hernani is an exception since he is pri-

marily an egocentric force whose revolt is self-assertion rather
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than a conscious assault against an established moral or

social order.

Julien Sorel and Eugene de Rastignac manipulate the

precepts of society to their advantage as social rebels. Hugo,
Lamartine, Vigny, and Baudelaire are metaphysical rebels

with their satanism when they assert a new religious code or

reinterpret the traditional code in a new way. The rebel may
also be a seeker who unlocks the forbidden secrets of the

universe. He may, like Hans of Iceland, incarnate nihilism

and oppose the life-principle itself. As a fusion of the social

and metaphysical rebel, the dandy is a special case. In theory

he does not have an adversary, but in actuality most French

dandies do assault society, God, the moral code. It is virtually

impossible for them to do otherwise, for they cannot live and
act in a vacuum.
The dandy's self-consciousness results in egocentrism, ego-

mania, both of which provide the motor force causing him
to assert himself, and this self-assertion, rebellious by defi-

nition, often leads to criminality. Many of Barbey's dandies,

for example, become criminals, just as Hernani, a prime ex-

ample of the rebel, is an outlaw. Like the hero in his other

roles, the rebel is not usually a separate category. He most
often fuses with the seeker, man of fate, pathological hero,

poet-prophet. Here as elsewhere the romantic hero appears

in many guises, and it is theoretically possible for him to be
all five types at once. Rene, for instance, can be understood

in every role except the poet-prophet.

The anti-hero is a separate category. He is the romantic

protagonist whose self-consciousness results in a paralyzing

self-criticism—a man who might have been heroic in a differ-

ent setting. Artistic detachment, for instance in Merimee,

provides the background for his development. To be sure,

the anti-hero sometimes fuses with the romantic hero, as he
'does in Ruy Bias. But usually he is the weakling or the

supreme sophisticate.

It is Musset who is primarily interested in the anti-hero.

In his drama he presents a series of anti-heroes, among whom
Fantasio is archetypal since he best exemplifies the romantic
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irony which underlies a concept of the anti-hero. In tragic

irony the reader has knowledge which the hero does not have,

but in romantic irony the mask deluding the anti-hero also

confuses the reader. Just as the anti-hero does not know him-

self, so the reader is never sure of his real identity. One fact

is certain. Self-consciousness destroys Fantasio, as indeed all

anti-heroes, since it makes him aware of his weakness without

enabling him to focus and utilize his hypersensitivity.

What can we be certain about?

We know the romantic hero is the self-conscious hero, and
romanticism is a self-conscious movement. It is the product

of the greatest social cataclysm of modern history—the Revo-

lution, industrialization, scientific and technological prog-

ress, philosophical and ethical reorientation, the disintegra-

tion of hierarchy. Romantic literature reflects this era of

violent social change; it captures the spirit of the age in its

literary hero. And the hero's problems are the concern of his

age. Surely this, if anything, is certain: The thinking man
during the romantic movement posited several questions

which he desperately sought to answer.

If the old values are invalid, what can man believe? He
must engage on a quest to -resolve the old problem, conceived

in different terms, of reality-ideality.

Is man's place in the universe mechanistically determined?

The romantic's interest in the man of fate is not coincidental.

Can anything be really known about man except quantita-

tively, so that normalcy and pathology are a matter of statis-

tics? The hypersensibility-pathological hero problem shows

how the romantics ponder the intricacies of this question.

What can the poet's place be in a society which denies him
one? The poet-prophet reflects their deep concern, their

burning desire to fill again a role which was perhaps lost

forever in the social cataclysm.

Finally, are the traditional codes contingent or absolute?

Are they really meaningful? Can a new social or moral code

replace them? Are they worth preservation? What is, in fact,

the good, the true, the beautiful? The romantic rebel emerges
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from this atmosphere, accepting nothing, questioning every-

thing, asserting himself as a law when there is no law.

So it is only natural that this self-conscious age, which
questions the traditional values and formulates the new,

should find its ultimate literary expression in the self-con-

scious hero—the romantic hero.
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